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ABSTRACT

'
The Community Involvement Program is a one-year high .school program the
aim of which is to lead students to a commitment to the solution of social

problems by a combination of direct experience . in social service and a
classroom component in which to reflect critically on their

a~rience.

This thesis studies the effects of participation in the program on the
moral and psychosocial development of adolescents.
The first chapter argues for social reform as an aim for education and
describes one proposal for accomplishing that aim, the proposal out of which
the Community Involvement Program emerged.

some of. t.l-Je underlying theoretical

assumptions of the program in the area of social, developmental, and

..

educational theory are axplicated •
Chapte: 2 argues that our current conception of adolescence, with its
enforced isolation from the world of adults and from the social problems of
that world, is
changed.

p~chologically

crippling and socially wasteful and must be

The most productive direction for change is to involve the young

in social service.

The bulk of the chapter is a comprehensive review of

tb:l research on previous programs which have followed this direction.

chapter concludes with two hypotheses concerning the effects of

t.~e

The

program

on the psychosocial development of the young.

The nature of commitment as an educational goal is analysed in Chapter J.
As

~ell,

there is a consideration of what social service agencies might be

able to contribute to such commitment and of the dangers in placing the young
in such institutions.

.The chapter concludes with research hypotheses in the

area of commitment and moral development based on the previous analysis.

Chapter 4 describes in detail tre two years of the Community Involvement
Progra~.

both the work experience and in-school components, which are the

treatment in this study.

It is particularly stressed that the nature ar.d aims

of the in-school component changed !rom a
ment to the soluticn of social

proble~s

teacher~directed

concern with canmit-

to a student-centered concern for self-

directed personal growth through reflection on experience.
Chapter 5 describes the research design used in each year.

Since commitment

had been conceived as a way of life based on a moral choice, a configuration of
test '!lleasures was used to try to tap the moral u.'1derpinnings of commitment.

In

the second year of research the interest shifted from an attempt to measure
commitment to a concern
selected.

l~th p~Jchosocial

development, so a· new test measure was

In each year the research was based on a pre-tost/post-test design

using a comparison group.
The findings are reported in Chapter
show mostly small, nonsignificant changes.
the

Com~unity

~.

The results from the first year
Howev::r, certain patterns emerge:

Involvement students become more positive about

slight increases

j .1

h~~n

nature. show

level of moral reasoning, and shift from valuing independence

to valuing team membership.

In the second year the Community Involvement students

showed large and significant gains on

t~2

areas of Emotional and Task Competence.

personality measure, especially in the
It was also found tm t previous volu.'1teer

experience had a positive influence on what the student gained from the program.
Furthermore, tho$e students whose work involved Bervice to individuals rather
than group leadership were influenced more in the direction of commitment to
the solution of social problems.

til

Two sets of case studies of individual students

close the chapter.
The final chapter provides a brief overview of the thesis. drawing together
too xnajor findings and providing sugt::astions for further research.
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CHAPTER 1

SCHOOLING FOR SOCIAL REFORM

That schools should be prime agents in the cause of social reform is an
idea with a long and notable histor,y among social theorists, appearing in the
works of such diverse figures as plato, Rousseau, John Dewey, and B.F. Skinner.
FUrthermore, in some parts of the world, notably in the U.s.s.R. and in China,
the idea.has had an enormous impact on the practice of education •. But its impact
on North American schooling has been slight.

social problems appear infrequently

in the curriculum and are then treated with the same academic
mathematics or grammar problems.
the young

a~apt

detac~~nt

as

Our schools have been concerned to ensure that

to the status quo,.not_to ensure that they become principled

adults, active an1 skilled in the solution of social problems.
Why should schools take social reform as a central focus for the curriculum?
In the first pla...::e, schools have tended to ·embody .the values of their soci&ty
mirrored in miniature its attitudes to and forms of power and authority.

a..~d

No

schooling, no matter how devoted to nneu.traln training in cognitive or other skills,
can

~vo!&

sueh' sociali£ation.

On the other hand, societaJ

pro~lems

are also to

a large extent a function of a society's values and its power structure.

For

example, poverty could be quickly solved, but at the cost of the present accUitulatio
of pools of wealth avcdlable for 11 1Jrogress 11 and raising the standard of living; not
only would such values have to be changed, but the wealtqy (and the not
wea~thy)

in

would have to give up their power and privileges.

perpetuatir~

qui~e

Schools are implicated

sociil problems to the extent that they habituate the

youn~

to

2.

"
society's
values and structure.
This line of argument has taken on more urgency and power in the light of
recent analyses of the logic of our current social situation and of the direction
in which that logic seems to be propelling us.
broner•s An Inquiry into the Human Prospect.
of argument pursued b,y Heilbroner.

one such analysis is Robert HeilLet us look briefly at only one line

Our current

w~

of life is based on an ethos

of groi...-th and rising expectations; the energy and material to fuel this growth are
ta~en

from the natural environmento

with increasing

a~celeration

However, the environment is methodically and

being consu.."!led: t.'-le most opti· .mistic estimates based

on the rising curve of consumption give us no more than one hundred years before
these resources •..rill be completely and irrevocably consumed.

But long before this

period societal tensions will increase; capitalism has al-;.;ays satisfied the demands
of the poor for a greater share of the economic benefits

~J·increasing

production

to give everyone an absolute rise in weaJth - in the face of dwindling resources,

this will no longer be possible.

On an international scale, the desperation and

rising expectations of Third World countries coupled with the increasing availabili t
of nuclear arms foreshadow scenarios in comparison with which current acts of terror
ism •.dll seem childishly eaS"'J to handleo 1
Based on this analysis, I would advance two arguments to support the use of
the school as agents or social reform.

Firstly, these problems, even at present,

create a context of anxiety which in turn affects

in~tutional

values and decisions

(for example, reductions in funds available for welfare and social services).
This will affect the young both directly (those who grew up during the Depression
or the Cold War can testify to the power of such an ambience) and through the
institution oi' the school, t.rhose values and decisions will also be affected.
tl-e schools try to ignore the world situation, they will condemn themselves to

If

~levance

in the e.yes of the young and to harsher judgements from posterity •

.Secon~, we cannot

complacen~

assume that the solution to the problem of

the consumption of the environment, and the social consequences of this consumptior.

will come from some team of expertso The solution of such problems will make
profound demands on the resources ;Of intellect and will of each individual.
He will have to acquire the habit of thinking critically about the consequences of
..his· actions to -society and to posterity.

This reflection, demanding knO'..rledge as

well as imagination, cannot be left to chance if we are not be be passivelY over·w~lmed by

the future.

The way of life which· replaces our current one

.least to some extent, be the product of choices made now.

~dll.

at

Difficult decisions lie

·ahead, decisions waich will dema.""ld careful reasoning and a sharp focus on our own
·.llloral, social, and political principles.

And because

such~ecisions

and such:a

·ehang-3· of .1: .:e are stressful, especially since t..'lese are matters cent.ral to our
~er,y

survival, there will be

~~

desperate irrationality such situations arouse,

the too easy abandcnning of humane values, and the social chaos which call forth
-the iron rule of authority - unless we have

be~n

prepared.

The schools cannot

·.-evade their respc.nsibility in t."lis preparation.
·"But what should this preparation be like?
.£or social reform?

What would

cons~itute

a curriculum

One answer is provided by Dr. David Brison of the Ontario

·.lnsitute for .::)tudies in Education.

In a 1972 paper entitled 11 Restructuring the

School System" Brison proposed that 't.h3 main function of schools should be to
~meqy

what he saw as a "critical deficiency in today•s society ••• our inability

to resolve social problems that require ana!ysis, formulation of policy, and de.eisions within a sociopolitical context.n 2 Brison's overall objective was to
Zllake

young people capable of "effective social action based on an evalu.1.tion of

the critical issues and dc~i ved from a com..ni tmcnt to resolve major social ;:J:'Oblen:s."

' To accomplish this overall objective, three subordinate goals would have
to be achieved.

Firstly, there are goals related to the cognitive or intellectual

skills used in the analysis of issues, including an understanding of and ability to
evaluate technical evidence concerning social questions, an understanding of the
research principles of the social sciences, as well as the ability to analyse
critically the ethical bases for the decisions and actions of the individual and
of the society..
A second set of objectives would answer what Brison sa'i.r as a flaw in the
activism of many young· people during the 1960• s, a

11

failure to connect words wi:th

deeds ••• cond.itioned by an educational process that approaches social problems only
at the

ver~al

level and provides students with very little firsthand experience

with ideas translated into practice. 114 One aim of education would now be to give
students direct experience in social action.

At the individual level this social

action would give students enough actual experience surrounding social issues for
them to reach

11

meaningful conclusions.n

At the level of small groups

stu:ients

would develop group-process skills involved in cooperative decision-making.

At

the broadest l8Vel there would be a deliberate effort to understand the political
decision-Ill3.king process, not l::lf reading about it, but by direct involvement:
kno~.rledge

nThis

cannot be adequately obtained secondhand: it can only be obtained through

efforts to influence decisions that are absolutely necessary for effective social
action, at the policy level.n5
Firsthand experience is also the key to Brison's third objective, the commitment of the young to the solution of social problems.

For Brison, adolescence is

an especially critical period in the development of social values and attitudes:
adolescents must be given the kind of experience which will lead them to commit~ent

to social action.

~

· These are the goals which Brison saw as necessary for contemporary education.

can practical means be found to achieve such goals7
are all too

frequent~

Because educational alternativ

presented in the abstract with little thought given to their

implementation, they never come to life for teachers, parents, or educational administratorso

Brison tries to reverse this procedure: most of his paper is

devoted to a plan for implentation.
Brison begins

~~

noting that various innovations tried in the elementary

schools during the 1960's have been criticised for producing little real change
in student behaviour.
objectives for

He therefore proposes a new basis for setting educational

~he elementa~J

schools; these objectives should be "stated in terms

of prerequisites for university level work 11 .6 This must not be misund.erstood as
an extension of the elitism of the traditional university: the university itself
is changing, increasingly demanding as prerequisites not the content traditionally
taught in high school, but rather "what might be broadly termed intellectual ::>kills
(eg. critical thinkir:.g ability, problem-solving skills, reading speed and comprehen
sian, ability to write,

independe~t

study habits, and knowledge of the methods or

strategies used to attack problems wi. thin particular subject or discipline area~\. 11 7
These skills Brison believes . can be attained to respectable levels by school-age
children.

(He cites a number of studies and refers to his own work \d th Floyd

Robinson in teaching the scientific method to elementary school cnildrenJ•

But

Brison is not arguing here for any specific list of skills; rather, he wants
society to set about determining a more rational set of objectives focusing on
such skills, ~~ese skills t~en being taught in as efficient and concentrated a
manner as possible.

Brison also notes that, while his goal is to increase the

number of children capable of university-level work in some subject areas by the
end of Grade 8, the intellectual or process skills tl1ey would be learning would
be invaluable for all childr2n to develop.

6.

'. Brison• s plan is spelled out in more detail at the high school level.
completing Grade 8, students would have what Brison terms a
a year in which they would not go to school.

11

After

school moratoriU."l1 11 ,

At this critical point in their

develOpment, they should be eiposed to a wide variety of community ini~uences,
away from the schools' uniformity of values and attitudes.
they would take part in the

11

For half of each day

school obligation", which wculd involve providing an

actual service in a social service agency, similar to that provided by volunteer
workers:

11

Students could make sub.stantial contribu:. .tions in a variety of job·

situations - for example, tutoring and acting as teacherst aides in

elementa~J

schools, staffing day care centres for working mothers, working in university
computer centers •••• participating in city planning prcjects in urban areas. 118
For the remainder of each day, the young person would continue his service work
or take part in other activities: "Special attempts would be made to set up
special interest groups (drama, ballet, m'-!sic, women's libF!ration, pollution,
conservation, etc.) which would compete for the students' free time."9
After the school moratorium year, the student would return to school, but the
school obligation would continue to occupy half of each day for the remaining years
of high school.

As at the elementar,y level, new objectives would have been estab-

lished and all students would have to satisfy these.

Ha~ever,

most students would

spend the other half day of school taking one or two courses either at

~he

high

school level or at university (with tutoring in such subjects available from the
high school teachers).

Non-university bound students (for example, commercial

students) would do the school obligation and whatever would be required according
to the new objectives in order to receive a diploma,
Brison argues the benefits and practicality of such a plan not only for student:
but for the service agencies and the teachers as well.

service agencies are chronic·

(.

allY understaffed, and there are no big unions to offend as there would be if
student placements were sought in the economic sector.

Teachers have long wanted

change, but still wished to retain a role for themselves: under this scheme, they
would have responsibility for the school obligation, counselling, arranging seminarf
reviewing students• programs and problems, etc.

They would also still offer

t~e

basic high school courses(under the new objectives), would tutor in university subjects, and would offer voluntary electives or university level courses at high schoc
Of the three levels of schooling the university is the least affected by
Brison•s proposal: its nature and its function would be more or less unchanged.
Hovrever, because of the

intellr~tual

skills the students would

co~~and

and the

range of experience they would have had, their experience of university would be
different.

They would, for example, take fewer courses as full-time

students s.nd could devote more effort to in-depth study.

~~iversity

Moreover, the experience

of social action should make them 11 more able to relate course content to actual
life experience. 1110
such, then, is Brison's proposal for schooling aimed at social refonn.

It

is, of course, only one possible response to t..'l.e problem: • \<Jhat assumptions,
beliefs, and principles underlie this proposal1

Erison devotes relatively little

of his article to such theoretical matters; however, it is important to unpack at
least some of Brison•s theory in order to prepare the ground for the research which
is the substance of this thesis.

Since the program which forms the subject of this

thesis is based on Brison's proposal basically as it applies to the high school
level, ~ comments shall be focused at this level.

I will divide ~ discussion

into three sections: social theory (the nature of social problems and their
solution); assumptions about youth and human development; and educational theory.

8.

, Brison says little about his social theory, but a number of points may be
inferred from the examples of social problems which he gives.

The list of current

ncritical problems" includes "world overpopulation, massive ecological imbalance.
environmental pollution, inequitable treatment of minority groups, and a wide network of urban problems ••• (eg. urban housing, transportation). 1111

The range of

problem to be considered is extraordinarily broad, and favors no one of the
traditional theories of social problems. 12

Ho~rever,

when his list of suggested

service opportunities for youth is examined, two themes seem to emerge: on the
one hand. social problems include any emergent need which the society is not
satisfying(eg.

pro\~ding

hostels for youth, staffing day care centres, tutoring,

etc.); on t[le other hand, social problems are the result of a malfunction in the
operation of the social
Brison

hav~ng

~stem

(ego town planning, and especially in communications,

suggested placing students in media production groups, in an infor-

mation office, and with the technical writing section of his own Research and Develo
ment Office.)
These two themes of direct response to needs and rational social planning
also are central in Brison's conception of the solution of social problems.
contends that

11

He

the technical expertise necessary for analysing factors relating

to all these problem areas" is already available; "What has been lacking is effecti Vl
social action based on an analysis of the critical issues ••
tions are revealed here.

0.

u 1J

Two basic assump-

Firstly, Brison has a great deal of faith in the social

.

sciences; many would argue that the pr.esent stage of knowledge in the social science~
is inadequate to make causal generalizations or confident predictions concerning
even

small-~cale

social chanbe•

secondly, there is the confident assumption that

social problems, some or which involve profound conflicts of social and moral principles(eg. overpoptuation, human rights, even urban plannins) have really needed

0 n1y

some action in order to be solvf:d.

This belief th1t what is needed is more

action can be seen as one of the basic reasons for the large amount of time given
over to social service in Brison•s restructured high school, and for the emphasis
given to social skills.
In the general presentation of his proposal arisen frequently uses the
stock phrase from sociology, the nsolution" of social problems.

This phrase tends

to imply that social problems are susceptible to technical manipulation (as in
solving a mathematical equation) and that they can indeea b.Y done
and for all.

aw~

with once

It is interesting to note, hor..Yever, that when he turns his attention

briefly to the analysis of the contemporar.y- social situation, he speaks not of
solving; them but of

11

resolving 11 or "Coping with 11 them.

of the pat talk about solution.

II

Gone is the undue optimism

But more importantly, what is sho\m is that, unlikE

many theorists of social reform, Brison is not advocating at".y particular utopian
ideal; his

ar~nt

is that, even when we are for the time being unable to resolve

social problems, we can still know the kinds of skills needed for social reform,.
and

~~

can best use

o~

energies in mastering and passine on these skills.

This a:gument places Brison in the tradi1 ion of social reform variously described as the piecemeal or gradualist approach.

It is not surprising, then, that

Brison is extremely critical of its opposite, the comprehensive approach, which
demands that any policy for effective change of any soc~al
part of a systematic renewal of the social order.

institution·must be

This can be seen in the exchange

which followed Brison's proposal. Everett Reimer wrote that Brison's proposal was
radical but not revolutionary, since it tinkered with the aims of education while
leaVing the present social structure intact; Brison's response was very much in
the gradualist line:

10.

'· I do not think it is possible to predict in advance what a desirable
fundamentally changed social system would look like or even to state,
as Reimer does, some general though basic specifications for that system. In effect, Reiffier says that an altering of the power structure
that involves limits placed on affluence is a necessary condition for
desiruble social change •. I am not at all certain that it is necessary
but am even less convinced that in and of itself it would be sufficient.
Brison's solution?
What I do think is necessary is a basic change in the kinds of skills
needed by individuals to build constructive solutions to pressing social
problems. Without this fundarr.ental change in o~ople, I see any alteration
in the social structure as essentially futileo1
As Brison suggests, it is not possible to prove that any comprehensive plan is
the best possible one; there is no clear set cf criteria for settling the issue.
Various social policies arrl ways of life can be aqually reasonable.

Further, it

it is doubtful that the complex problems of society can be attributed to any one
single cause, the removal of which would completely reform society.

Brison not

only rejects Reimer's specific ideology, but all ideology.
However, it would seem that Brison is overstating the case here and not even
giving an adequate presentation of his own approach.

.J.n the first place, many of

tte problems Brison listed as critical are system-wide (for example, world overpopulation); is a gradualist approach really

a~propriate

to such a problem? Further-

more, Brison himself identifies as a major problem of the educational system the
uniformity of values and atti tuees of its teachers and administrators.

The system

itself, then, wculd seem to be implicated as the cause of the uniformity·.

It

Would seem that this line of argument would necessitate comprehensive educational
reform.

Also, th~ ultimate goal of the gradualist and comprehensive approaches

is the same, to solve or resolve all of society's problems, th~t is, to change the
whole society.

But if you can have no idea of what that whole is at which you are

aiming, as Brison claims, how can you tell if at any given moment you are headed in
the right direction?

BY what standard can you evaluate your pro~ress7

11.

,

That Brison has such standards and stands behind them ver,y forcefully can

be seen from his response. in another context. to a proposal by James Coleu:an to
release adolescents frvm schools to work in the economic sector.

Brison raises

not only the practical arguments against such a proposal. but ideological ones
as well:
Why indoctrinate youth in the fanatic pursuit of one goal that dominates
economy - production of good3 and the related creation of a market for these
goods? There may not be any alternative, but it se&~s to me that education
should at least not succumb graciously. It should hold out as a poten~ial
instrument for constru;tive social change.l5
Brison is again overstating his case.

1Vhy should working in economic agencies

result in indoctrination whereas working in social service agencies would not?
EVen it it were true that all businessmen are driven ty the fanatic

~ursuit

of

purely material goods, it would still have to be established that workers in
social service agencies hold quite different values. · However. the substance of
Brison 1 s own standards ani values comas across clearly: materialism and manipulative
human (market) relationships must be resisted; in their place there must be the
values of
alle

h~ane

service to others and cooperative group action for the benefit of

The answer to our original question of gradualism or comprehensiveness in

social reform would seem to be to seek social change gradually within a framework
of humane and critically tested values.

(The importance of the rational testing

of values and principles will be discussed later under the topic of values
education.)

12.

' I turn now to a consideration of Brison's assumption's about adolescence and
human development.

Clearly, Brison sees adolescence as a time of identity

fo~tior.

His suggestion of a school "moratorium 11 is at least partly motivated by a concern
to allow personal exploration and testing in a context offering as much diversity
as possible.

The idea is similar in substance as well as in name to Erik Erikson's

concept of adolescence as· a

11

psycho.-social moratorium".

However, it bears an even

closer resemblance to a more recent theory put forward by Dr. Ghisela Aonopka, who
sees adolescence as the age of commitment:
Commitment includes the search for oneself, as Erikson stressed, but it
also points toward the emotional, intellectual, and sometimes physical
reach for other people as well as ideas, ideologies, causes, work choices.
This movement toward commitment is so ser~ous and so significant that
providing healthy conditions to let it unfold becomes just as crucial for
human development as providing healthy ccnC.it~ons for growth in early
childhood. It el8vates adolescence from a stage frequently regarded as
one that must be endured ar~ passed through as rapid3' as possible to a
stage of earnest and significant human development. 1
The kind of educational program

aim~

at commitment can thus be seen as responding

not only to cttrrent-and imminent social crises but also to the developmental needs
of youth.
Brison also sees adolescence as a critical period in the formation of S':'Cie.l
values and attitudes; hence his desire to remove teenagers from the school's
uniform emphasis on impersonal orderliness, obedience to authority, and competitiveness, and to expose them to the diversity of values represented in the wider
community.

There is evi:ience to support this view from research into adolescent

psychology.

A study by Piaget and Weil found that until the early teens, young

people do nothave a notion of nationality or concepts of similar abstractness:
There is no operation available at this level which would make it possible
for the child to elaborate an ideal which goes beyond the empirically given.
This is only one among many examples. The notions of humanity, social justice, •• , freedom of conscience, civic or intellectual courage, and so forth,
like the idea of nationality, are ideals "Nhich profound.J..y influence the
adolesct:nt•s life; but with the child•s m;;ntality, except for certain glimpses,
~,uy can nai~1er be und~rstood nor felt.lo

1.).

sim!larly, a study of the growth of thP. idea of law in

a~scence

found

th~t

before 15 years of age, there was only a vague sense of law, an insensitivity
to questions of civil liberties, and a preference for expeditious and authoritarian
solutions to social and community problems.

After 15, there were new trends:

expressions of awareness of and interest in individual rights, a recognition of
the need to restructure goverl1.l'Uental control, and appreciation of the social
contract which is minimally necessary for the conduct of democracy.
Throughout Brison's article there are expressions of a concern for the
social plight of the adolescent in our culture:
Although the adolescent's ability to contribute significantly to
adult so~iety has increased markedly, the adolescent apprenticeship
has gradually lengthened. Today' s youth are more mature, better informed, ani more indeper:rlent than in previous generations, yet they
are continually told tho. t t.."ley must complete school before becolllil1[,
significantl,}· involved in adult affairs. This le.ngthier adolescent
apprenticeship is undoubtedly one of the factors influencing the
alienation of todayt s you tho 17
At least part of the rationale for Brison's proposal is the necessity to release
adolescents from the debilitating frustration of their enforced inutility.
Adolescence must be shortened; the young should be accepted as coworkers by adtuts
as soon as they can demonstrate the required skills, not being forced to serve
time in

oz~er to

preparationo

acquire a certificate which guarantees nothing in terms of job

Education, in short, must become genuinely preparatory.

As can be seen in the above quotation, Brison is confident about the powers
and potential of the young.

But he finds in them one major flaw, and it is

the correction of this flaw which provides one basic rationale for the second
defining pole
involvemento

of Brison's educational theory, the need for participation or
The flaw is their inability to make connections between politic~l

rhetoric and actual implementation, between words and deeds.

The reason for this?

14.

,. rt can be argued that the failure to connect words with deeds is conditioned by an educational process that approaches social probl~~s on~
at the verbal level and provides students with very little firsthand
experience with ideas translated into practice.18
The second major characteristic of Brison's educational theory is therefore
its concern with the
ideas and ideals.

p~rticipatory,

with direct invovlement, with acting on one•s

It is the attempt to combine the preparatory and the participatoJ

which is the central recurrent theme in tlrison 1 s educational theory, to which I
now turn.
In Brisonts view, the simultaneous combination of the two modes of learning
is· not equally appropriate for all ages.

For example, at the elementary level

experience seems to play little or no part, the emphasis being on preparatory
skill learningo

Brison says little about method':>logy, but he seems to favour

direct, concentrated, didactic training periods.

But such a description fails to

make clear how the s.chool setting ard. the human relations within it woul::l be
a~presant-

different from what they are

and therein lies an important point.

Brison has accused the present school system of having
values to which the young are
point of early adolescence o
school would be different.
:l

contintlal~

a monolithic system of

exposed, especially at the critical

yet he fails to make clear how the new elementary
w'hat measures have been taken to prevent or

the reappearance of a similar monolith?

mini..~ze

Although adolescence may be a critical

point in the crystallization of social values, the values acquired before that
time are surely instrumental in determining the outcome of that crystallization.
And skill training itself is not a value-free activity.

Skills can be acquired

and. applied mindlessly or in the service of morally repugnant ends.

Moreover, a

set of values is implied in the selection of the skills to be taught, since these
skills will determine what the young person is able to do, what he likes to do,
and how he understands what he is doing; and what there is in social service,

uin'politics, administration, or business depends to a large extent on what a
person conceives of himself' as doing when he engages in them.n 19 If politics is
taught as a system of management skills for securing consensus it willl be profoundly
different in its effect on students' values and political thinking than if it were
presented as the defense of a given ideology in

face of conflicting interests.

th~

In contrast to the elementary school, high school is seen as the optimal time
for combining the preparatory and the participatoryo

Although many questions remain

unanswered both about participatory education and about the details of the combinati
of the two modes, a number of points can be made.

The classroom time is to be

devoted partially to continued skill training,· to in-depth stucty of issues, and
to seminars which, like the special interest groups organized in the school
moratori~~

year, would set their experience in the context of larger social and

cultural issueso

Experience itself serves several important fU4''lCtions in Brison's

scheme •. For example, the school obligati_on is designed to provide
that will lead to a commitment to solve social probletns".

11

exreriences

precisely ho'ill' this is

to happen is not clear, but it would seem that at the very least experience.forces
us to see what we might not have seen and

migh~..

not have Y.."i.shed to see.

Although

quite different in scale, the effects of the· · experience of Nazi ccneentr.ation

camps on the moraL lives of the survivors is cognate with what is louked for from
the experience of social service:
While it could hardly be said that the holocaust experience had made the
survivors more virtuous or humane than other men, and it was likely true
that the dnrke r capacities of some who had survived had been hardened and
enlarged by their exr~rience, still a great many of ~~em were incapable
of certain kinds of unconcern characteristic of other people: the ordinary
man• s indifference to tte tra~edy of those far away, for example. They
could never quite attain to the onlooker'S mentality, ani they tended to
respond viscerally to the most difficult of things to respond to: to tragedy
in the mass - Biafra and Bangladesh, mas~acre and famine. It was not a
choice of good over evil in tte survivors th:l t made them tllus incapable of
indifference; it was often not a choice at all, but a condition: whether
they wishE:d it or not,· they would see what they might have wished not to
see, ar..d fe l:. ·11!1at it was most comfortable not to feel. 20

16.

' Secondly, Brison seems to equate experience with
putting an idea into practice.

bein~

active, being engaged,

one of the main problems with traditional schooling

is that it has functioned too much at the verbal level, with

th~

result that the

young not only get carried away in the words themselves but they are also conditioned to passivity and dependency.

Brison suggests that the kind of experience

he proposes would not only work against such tendencies but would also foster
realism in the

co~nitted

familiarity with the

action of the young.

textur~

The realism would come from a

of the lives of those involved in the social problem.

Even when an important social issue is discussed in today1s classrooms(eg. the
decision of the Ontario government to halt the construction of an expressway in
Toronto),

11

it is questionable whether any students(or adults, for that matter}

had enough actual

a~rience

with the practical condtions surrounding such an

issue (i.e., indigenous ethnic communities, appropriation or property, real-estate
speculation) to reach any meaningful conclusions, even if all sides of the argument
21
were clearly presented.''
FUrthermore, some areas are too complex, too resistant
to general

~iles,

too much subject to contingency and interpersonal influence, to

be adequately learned secondhand.

For example, knowledge of the political

decision~

making process "can only be obtained through efforts to influence decisions that
are absolutely n~cessar,y for effective social action, at the policy level.n 22
These are some of the main

th~~es

other themes will be explicated and
of this thesis.

of Brison's educational theory.

illustra~ed

in practice throughout the remainder

For in this thesis I describe a two-year research program on the

pilot. experimental version of the

restructure~

Called the Community Involvement Program.
approximately half of each school
community;

These and

complemen~r,y

d~

school,·a

0~8-year

Grade XII course

In this program the students spend

working in a social service agency in the

to this serYice experience are two classroom meetings

l?o

.

per week, the function of which

is to reflect on the experiential component.

(I attempt to give something of the texture of sy·students• work experience and
the classrDom component in Chapter 4.)

For this program students receive three

(in some jurisdictions four) of the twenty-seven credits needed for high school
graduation.
The focus of my research is on the effects of the program on the students
who enrol in it, rather than on the effects of the program on the agencies in
wbich they worked, or on the school which they still attended half time, or on
those whom they tried to help.
I was interested in two.

Of the possible range of effects on the students,

The first was the psychosocial development of the stu-

dents: can the Community Involvement Program, by involving adolescents in the
adult l>Torld and its problems, promote their

grm~h

tor...rard maturityl

The follov.-i.ng

chapter reviews previous research on programs which have involved the young in
social service, concluding with two hypotheses on psychosocial development.
Chapter J examines the nature of commitffient as an educational goal, and considers
what social services might be able to contribute to

sue~ commitrr~nt.

The chapter

concludes with research hypotheses in the area of com.."Tli tment and moral devel< pme;nt
based on the chapter• s analysis.

Chapter 4 desribes in detail the work experience

and classroom components of the two particular Community Involvement Programs on

which my research is based.

Chapter 5 describes the research design and the test

measures used, and Chapter 6 presents an analysis of the findings.

The concluding

chapter presents an overvi~w of the thesis, reviews the limitations and strengths
of the Community Involvement Program, and considers changes arrl nevr designs for
the future.
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CHAPTER 1 -

FOOTNOTES

1. Heilbroner•s evidence is far more substanti~l &nd his argument far more complex
than I have been able to demonstrate; I highly recorrmend his cogent and elegant
book. A similar type of argument from purely social grounds is presented in
the rec:ent book by Fred Hirsch The Social limits to Gro,..rth.
2. David Brison, "Restructuring the 6chool ;:;.ystem" (Interchange,
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3, 1972) , 67.
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4. Jbid.' 68.
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9· Loc. cit.
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11. Loc. cit.

12. There are at least five different thecries of social problems and their
solution in current sociological literat~re. Jn The study of Social Problems
ed. E· P..ubington and :r-:.s. Weinberg (rJ.Y.: Qxfcrd u.P., 1)171} t.hese are
labelled Social pathology, Social Lisurganization, Value Conflict, Deviant
Behavior, and Labeling.
13. Op. Cit., 67.
14. Ibid., 83.

15. Konopka, G.

"Requirements for Healthy Development of Adolescent Youth"
(Adolescence, Fall, 1973), 301-302.

16. Referred to in B. Inhelder and J. Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking
(Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958), 348-349.
17. D. Brison, Op. cit., 70.
18. Op. cit., 68.
19.
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peters, "The Justification of Education 11 in The Philosophy of Education
(OXford University Press, 1972), 249.

20o'D. Rabinowitz, New Lives: Survivors of the Holocaust
•
(N.Y.: Knopf, 1
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21o Brison, Opo Cit., 69o
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2). The Community Involvement Program was first tried in a school in Peterborough
in september, 1972. It was opened up to other schools in the provlnce of
Ontario in 1974, and is now offered in approximately 14 schools across the
province. I was a teacher in one of the three schools in the Toronto suburb
of Etobicoke which offered the program beginning in 1974. The research on
which this thesis is based was conducted in my school during the school years

1974-5

and

1975-6.
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ADOLESCENCE, EDUCATION, AND SOCIET'I

Every civiliz~tion has to inve~t a pastoral for itself, and
ours has been an idea of youth and. of adolescence that has become
socially and economically unprofitable, demograpr.ically u."lll'Janageable,
and biologically comic. By a pastoral I rr.Gan ar:.y form of life that
has, by common consent, been sect:red from the realiti.es of ti..-ne and
history. Some form of pastoral is absolutely essential: it helps
stabilize the cycles of il:dividual lives and of civilizations. Its
function is an idealizing, simplifying one: it secures certain
elemental human attributes from the contaminations of time ar.d of
historical invoivement. But _if the logi.c of pastoral is to protect
certain attributes, its ulterior motive is to keep the human embodiment of these attributes in their proper place, servants rather
than participant! in daily business where real men really face
complex reality.
This observation by a lay observer of the contempora...-y social scer1e sums
up much of our ambivalence about youth.

vie idolize it and protect it

•:S

an

iJI..age of endless potential and hope; but by keeping it chained in an antechamber to the future, we secure as well its .frustrated impotence, its lack
of self-definition and self-resPect 11 its incompetence and alienation.

Even

in crudely economic terms, we ca..."'l no longer afford such waste.
assumption in this

an~.ly~!.::::

!..:::

biologically universal, how it is experienced by the young is a function of
social attitudes and arrangements which are malleable.

This assumption is also

at the core of a similar but more sophisticated analysis given by the anthropologlst Ruth Benedict.

•

In ht;r classic discussion of ncontinuities o.rrl Dis-

continuities in Cultural Conditioning" Bent:dict argues that we expect one kind
of behaviour .from children and its diametric opposite .from adults.

The problem

21.

lie; in the transition from the •:pastoral" of childhood into adulthood.

children are supposed to be

seY~ess,

submissive, and

r.onresponsible(th~t

is, they are to play, not work, and. are given many kinds of preferential
and protec-tive treatment); adults, on the other hand, are to be sexual,
dominant, and responsible.

The existence of such contradictions might be

tolerable if our society prov1.ded special help in making the transition from
the one to the other.

But our society tries to prolong the pastoral as long

as possible.·
Let us view from this perspective the institution our society has designed to deal with adolescents,

~

high school.

Almost without exception

it gives its students liitle or no opportunity to practise their adult roles:
even when dealing with "mature" students, it frm-ms on, when it does not have
strict rulss against, any dieplay of sexual interest; it demands subwissi ven£;.SS;
and it gives little or no responsibility.
responsible

decision-maki.n~

For example, the one opportunity for

which is available to at least a few students is

participation in the school's students• council.

However, rather than involvir:g

these your.g people in real decisions in the life of the school or of the
community, decisions made by such councils are most frequently restricted to
iorhat kir1:l-'>

v.:

dances to have and whe·i:.r1er t.u buy a jukebo.x or a tape recorder

fo4 the cafeteria.

Yet, upon graduating, these same young people are expected

suddenly to behave as adults, making l·li.se personal and political decisions.

rt

is li tUe wonder that the young hav(3 not al~vays found high school to be relev:mt,
nor

th~t.

rcany remain fixed in relatiYely lm-1 levels of psychological, social,

and political development.

How mlght this situation be remedied7

In an anecdote concerning a trib8
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of ~izona Indians Benedict provides the germ of an answer.

In her own words,

tha anecdote is as follows:
Dr. Ruth Underhill tells me of sitting with a group of Papago elders
in Arizona when too man of the house turned to his li ttla three-yea:r.·old granddaughter and asked her to close the door. The door was heavy
arrl hard to shut. The child tried. but it did not move. several
times the grandfather repaated, nyes, close the door. 11 No one jumped
to t.he child's assistance. No one took the respon~ibili ty aTvay fr·o:m
her. On the other ha..l"J.d, there was no imoatiencs, for, after all, the
child v.ras small. They sat gravely wai tint: tiJ.l the chlld succeeded
and her grandfather gravely thanked her. If vias assurr.-ed that the task
would not be asked of her unless she could perform it 1 and, having been
asked. the responsibility was hers alone just as if she were a grown
woman.

The essential point of such child training is that the child is
from infancy continuously conditioned to responsible social participation
(my italics), "H~ile at the same t.ime 'Ehe tas.:~s tnat areexpectcd: c!' i£ . ,...
are adapted to its capacity. The contrast ,..-:_ th our society is very great.""
The graduated entry of this society•s young into the world of adult responsibility spares them and their society the upheaval and turmoil which is so costly
to our sociE>ty and its young.

The lesson here is that adul·c behaviour emerges

in response to adult treatment(or as much like it as is sensibly possible);
"scu~i.all,}•

responsible pcrticipation 11 is p:-cduced when responsible social action is

habitually demanded.

.

Can this ..lesson be accept d by and adapted to our society,
.

'especially by its educators?
As will be seen from the next few pages,

t~is

general formulation has be-

come widely accepted, at least in educational theory.J

However, its projected

application to contemporary education has taken two quite distinct fonns.

one

group of educators puts the emphasis on adolescent assumption of econolllic roles.
For example, the eminent American educatcr '!falph Tyler hA.s comp1~i ned of t-he
ir:.sulari ty of the high school, with 11 ttle chance for the students to tJ.;,.ve
rtenningful cont~ct with responsible adults:
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school tc1ss once an interesting but minor part of the lives of
the p'Clople. students gain<Sd U1air sense of worth and meaning from
things they WC;Jre doing outside of schooL They 1o1ere allowed to take
on m~re res~onsibilities and to take the consequences of errors they
might m::ike.
.
He contrasts the present with his ovm Nebraska childhood. when

11

half the

cnild!"'en dropped out by t!l.e ti•ne they were 12 and got jobs on the farm or
elsew~1ere. 11

Schools have traditionally lagged behind the demands a changing

society has m.g,de upon them. but it is becoming an urgent necessity that students
be reinvolved in t.l-J.e world of &dult responsibility.
These tiloughts have been echoed in a number of recent reports on ADBric&n
education.5

For example, the President's Science Advisor.y Committee in 1972

submitted a report entitled Youth: Transition to Adulthood.

The CcuillUttee

noted that the alienation &nd irresponsibility of youth have their roots in
all three social insti tu.tions dealing with the1;1, the· family~ the school, and

the workpl?.'-'3; however, it gave particular emphasis to the isolation or' the
young from the important activities of adults in today's world.
Put you.'"lg people back into the commu.."li ty 1 s economic insti t·J.tior.s.

The solution?
In tha work

world decisions are made ~hich are important and which bring tangible feedback,
influential adults are aYailable as models, and there is the most varied range

:¥
,,

of pcss:.~:::!..:.ties for giving responsi\:1!.:!..::-t~· to the your--g.

6

However, as Brison has pointed out, there are numerous objections both
ideological and practi:al, against the use of economic institutions(see above
page 11).

Therefore, a second group of educators has advocated the use of our

society 1 s social service agencies as training grounds in responsibility.

Not

only are they chroni.cally understaffed and used to training and making good use
of volunteers and aides, but they also represent a hu1nan rather than a product
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centered ethos.

As well,

~1ere

is an element of psychological realism in

this approach: the present school system shelters the yourJg from human
suffering to

11

cultivate in each student a ma.'<imal concentration on himself • 11 7

Haturity is not fostered by such a protacted environro3nt; adolescents must be
exposed to human suffering and :must also be given "Some responsibility in
ministering to it.
The largest use of young people in programs of social service. has occurred
outside the educational system ani has involved young adults rather th.J.n
adolescents.

These are the volunteer programs for international aid and

development.

They were ver-J much a phenomenon of the 1960 • s.

For exarilple,

in France the number of young people in work camps grew each year from
4,000 in 1959 to 25,000 in 1968.

From 196o to 1966

L~e

number of volunteers

going from industrialized countries to work in less developed. countries increased from between 1,500 to 2,000 up to nearly 20,0008 •
teers in domestic programs increased at a similar rate.

The use of volunSince that time,

however, the numbers have decreased considerably.
WiL~in education ~~orough and practical guidance in tr~ design and im-

lementation of programs involving social service was provided as early as 1945
in ChJrles ulsen•s manual school and Community: the Philosophy, Procedures,
ard Problems of Coa1rnunity Study and Service throw;h Schools and Colleges.
Ho-v;ever, in practice, ther\3 have been feu such pro&;rams and their history has
been one of failure or insignifica.nceo
on

t~e

The following quotation from a tex:t

socj.ology of education in the mid.-1960• s illt:strates tho point:

There are a few places and a few prot;rams where youths are taken
seriously, notably the American Friends Service Cotmni ttee field
p?.'O&rams of work an:! study. Such p;.~ogrruns, exciting .._s they may
be to t.l-te reader, enlist very few, and have hnd li ttl8 spread into
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the larger institutiona-l context. one can only wonder Hhy. Are
afraid th~t youth will find out too much about the cracks in the
"World? Or do we want to protect them du.:::-inb the golden years of
Or are we just entangled. in inst:i tutional inertia whicn ~revent::.
heeding the racurrent message from t.he larg8r comnunity.

Ne

adult
youth?
our

point, an:i indeed the tone of frustration of tbis passage echoes the follc•-1-

The

ing description of a program run in a Cleveland school during the 1930's and
1940's:
Of special interest is a project that has been going on fo.r ten
years in ••• Jefferson Intermediate. Each year the children undertake a
survey of the local comrrr.mi ty and then move into action for which the
survey indicates needo Cleaning U? neighbourhood alleys and improving
recreational facilities in the school neighbourhood are two of the enterprises Jefferson has err.bark3d on in the past.
In general. hm.;ever, the stu:iy has discovered a 11 quiett firm, silent
resistance 11 to efforts to move the school into community activity~ The
problems of stimulating other schools toi-rard progra.rus undertal<en by a few
innoYators remains a difficult one. The question why activities like the
Jefferson survey and fofbow-up have not spread despite ten successful
years awaits an ans<xer.

.!:

Although theYe has been no systematic change along these lines in North
American education, there continue to be numerous
directicno
to

11

11

grassrootsn steps in this

Ir.-ieed, in 1967 a commission was established in the United st.ates

find an:l. m~<:e w"idel.y knOivn examples of succe~sful programs that have •••

enabled young people to participate in productive adult activities and to assume
'

real responsibility for what they do."

11

In New Roles for Youth in thG School

ard the Con:r1unity tha Cou-.mission provides descriptions of a select number- of

Youth involvement projects "tb.at seem to have :cade significant contrlbutions to
Young people, their schoolsp and their communities" in order to provide stimuli
and practical suggestions and_guidelines to those interested in developir~ such
projacts~

The kin-J.s of project described fall into four categories.

Firstly, within

the school system itself young people have been used as curriculum builders,
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devising teaching materials to be used by oth:;;r teenagers or by public school
children, or as teaching assistants or tutors in schools or in school-related
programs, such as tutoring in the homes of California Chicano children.
A second broad category includes the use of yolmg people more directly
in the

corr~unity,

especially in various kinds of service projects.

some

students served as ncommunlty manpower", assisting in already existing socinl
service agencies or initiating their own services which supplemented those
provided by agencies.

some students were "community problem-::;olversa, in this

case providing·a service their communities lacked, for example, monitoring
housing violations in New York City.
The third category has its roots in the

j

cow~unity

as well, but in a much

;

e·

less traditional w.anner.

This is the use of youth as ncorr.municators 11 t t:r..at ist

students working sometimes within a school 0 sometimes t.r.i..th the guidance of a
volunteer professional, to produce newspapers or other originil sources of info!"!:lation(usually for young people),

folkloremagazin~s.

creative exercises such as films and poetry.

as well as more

The remaining category is tba

purely economic one which' is beyond the scope of this thesis.

It might be men-

tioned, ho~vever, that in these entreprenmrial roles 0 students devise and run
their o~-n shops(for example. a

11

Soul Mobj le Kacoro Shopn) or provide a. variety

or commercial services, from house construction and t.trban rene\-Ial contracts
to a day care centre ..
It must be stressed that, for all th.;:; diversity of these activities,
their aim is still conceived of as educational.
tor evaluating such programs illustrate this:

Tha Comw~ssion's standards
nnocs the project have social

or educational significance for contemporary youth?
"iolvcd. feel the projt:lct is important?

Do the young people in-

Do young peoph: play important roles

in -the project7

Have they initiated it7

Have they run it or helped run it?

nave t:neir needs arrl their skills created the style and
grJ.m?

Does the project have f?rowth potential for youth?

directio:~

of the pro-

Are t..'1ey de1.?eloping

attitudes and skills tm t can eventually help them toward better ci tizens!1ip,
better '\vork skills, a.""ld

incr~<.>.sed.

of programs found by the

self-fulfillment? 11

Co~ission

12

In spite of the number

to meet these standards, there h&s been

little systematic change within the educational system.
If successful examples of such

progr~~s

have failed to produce changet

so, it would seem, have the voices of some powerful figures on the educational
sceneo

perhaps the most eloquent plea for the specffic use of the

service of the community has come from Urie Bronfenbrenner.

yo~ne

in tl1e

In the coocluding

chapter of his comparative study of Russian and American education, TWo T,{orlds
of Childhood, Bronfenbrenne::::" 1 s theme is that
the most needed innovs.tion in the .F.meri can classroom is the involvem~.mt
of pupils in resnonsJ.ble tasks on behalf of others t..ri t:'lin the classroom.1
the school, the neighbourhood, and the com:1n.mi ty. The full potential
of +Il~ motivationcl processes he~e discussed will remain unplumbed. arrl
seriously underestimated so long as the social setting in which these
processes can take place .is limited to th,- conventional classroom with
its homogeneou s~groupings by age, and, often, by ability and social.
class as well .. 1 )
Education should work outwa~ds from th0 ilmnediate social unit to ~~e larger
community.

Members of each of the

soci;~

sectors should become

active]~

in-

volved in schooling so th~t the child can have more varied role models and
can understand what each does for his developrJBnt.

Ho\orever, this latter under·-

standing must oo complemented by ar1 appreciation of what the child does for his
community t
quite m<Xlestly at first, but gradually at increaslng level;; of responsihili ty. A.s il8 have not~d. it :l.s in part tlx: enforced inu t:i.li ty of ch] ldren
in our ~ociety t...'lo.t works to produce fee~ngs of alienation, indifference,

28.

and antagonism. LeaJ.""Tiing early in life the skills and rewatds of sorvice to one • s community br.ingi with it t.."'le benefits of a more stable
4
and gratifying self-identity.
According to Bronfenbrenner, citizenship and morality come not from

ho~lies

or even from models, but from making a contribution to society, from having a
feeling of usefulness, from being given real responsibility, and. from an ethic
of skilled service to onets

comm~1ity.

Can our society, run by experts, salved

by ntrainej social workers" • dependent on

a11

find sufficient opportunities for its young?
timistic on this point; he feels

t..~at,

over-w-heLming array of gadgetst
Bronfenbren~er

is vague but op-

at the very least, we can i!'r.i tate the

responsibilities for school property a.nd behaviour at school given. to Soviet
children.

The consequence of failu_-e to begin such a program extends beyond

the school and the soCiety, to the very roots of our hmnanity:
If the Y"adica.l innovations th::t are required are not introduced, it -w"ill
be all children who will be culturally deprived - not of cognitive si.i:mulatl.on. '.:>ut of their hu.m.a.ni ty. For ti.1eir own full developlT;ent, the ycung
need to be exposed not only to factual knzy~:led.ge but also to ths standards
and mores of oehavior rey_uisi te for livine; in a cooperative society ••••
In Amert~<m schools, training for act:,_on consistent with socie.1 !'esr.,onsibili ty and hurr:an dignity is at best an extracurricular activity. The belated recognjtion of our ftul educational obligations to the nation's
childrGn - tre so~called advaniAged no less than the disadvant~ged offers us a chance to redrsss this wea..tmess an~~to make democratic
education not only a principle but a practice.~~

prevj_ous rtesearch on .Adolescent Social Service Program~
Revarr.ping the educational system to include social ser'nce exparience is
felt by at lea..st a respectable minority of educators to be not only a practical
possibility but em urgent social necessity.
systematic change taken place?

Wny, then, h:J.s no large scale or

Can it be that these programs do not, in fact,

change the lives of those who experience them, or change theJ;1, perhaps, in undesirable

ways~

In anffiier to this question I will present a comprehensive review of the
research findings of the effects on adolescents of social service programs.
concern has been to include programs which (1) aim to

cre~te

li.:Y

in youth social

respor.sibili ty or. a comni tlnent to the solution of social pro;:Jblems (2) by rrmms
of directly· involving the young in social service.

This

r.;·3~'1S

that several pro-

gram.;:; have been included which are unlike the Cornnuni ty Involvement Progr2..'1l j_n
one; or more features, for example, being outside the school system, being uncritical of t.he social structure, having a bsi s in developmental
etc.

MY

ass~~ptirn

ps:,~::hology,

here has been that there is much to be learned by this breadth

of approach: contrast with some programs ·Hill help clari,ey the unique features of
the Community Involvement Program, and those who already teach or are contemplating
teaching such a program might like to adopt features of other programs which the
research has shown to be more e·ff ..;c ti ve •
I have divided this reviE:=w into three subsections.
pro~rams wl:d.ch are outside the education S\'stem.

The first deals with

The remaining section~ describe

pro€;rams rihich are part of the education ~-ystem but which have very differant
aimso

There are three pcssible areas in which such p1•ograrns may be trying to

hJ.ve nn efft~ct: the adolescent, the scb.vol, an:i the society.

·,
:f,.,

The programs in the

JO.

secotr.i section can ba seen as foeussing on OP~ one of these areas, usually the
young person himself, without trying to change the other two.

The programs in

the final section are presented at greater length, since their aims encompass
all three areas of change: they i-."ish to :m::Uce the adolescent a self-conscious a.nd
skilled agent of social reforrr. by changing the schooling process itself.
A·

Two Programs Outside the Educational Sy3tem
Since b,y far the greatest use of young people in volunteer social service

has occurred outside the schools, I will begin by looking at such programs.
About such programs, of which the most famous North A:tterican example is the
Peace Corps, two points must be kept in mind: overseas service programs had
elements of adventure and exoticism necessarily absent at home, and those in··
volved were already young adults.

\ibi.le these prcgrams were not designed fol

1

tee development of the volunteers. an:i while litUe hard data was gathered, a
great deal of evidence is available, some

~~s,ysterr~tic,

some from controlled

studies, because of the very large n\ll,l;bers of young people involved.

This

evidence can be summed up under four :ma..1.n headings, each of which I will
summarize briefly.
First~,

in the area of percor.al

&.n..NJ

i..h, there was increased

and, in many cases, a sense of increased self-worth.

s~lf-l:l:.uowleclge

Especially for those whom

tradition:;;.]_ education had condemned to failure, there ivas opened a path of reWarding service.

But this was true even fer those who n-ere not dropouts; as

David Reisman has said of the Peace Corps volunt-eers,

11

Being abroad has liberated

them from their earlier definition of what t."ley were capable or.n 16

Follo;.;'ing

from this is the tiell-docUlll?.nted effect of these kinC.s of program in giving
motivatio~;.

for continued service.

Jl •.

In the area of

interper~on~l-

skills, living together in teams in an alien

and son1etimes dangerous environment forced the development of social competence.
(While there is an obvioue difference in the magnitude of alienness and danger,

many students worYing in the

Corom~~ity

£ace simila.':" situations, for exar.:;ple,
of their own citieso)

Specifical~

Irr1olvement Program and similar programs

vlhE::l!

working in poor and

run-do~om

sections

included here were comrrlunication and problem-

solving skills:
In the case of non-technical problems in particular, they can seldom
refer to a higher authority~ Tlli thout a parent or teacher to lean on,
they gradually develop the faculty of self-analysis, which involves
determining one•s ov.'T.l criteria and standards in rel~tion t~,.,ot~rs,
and finding out when and why one does not live up to them. I .
While such isolation in the face of problems could not serve as a model for

a:.·

-~\

adolescent programs, it dqes suggest some of the
inherent in social
The

th~

pot~ntial

for social gro1..rth

sel~iceo

:-d area of development for the volm1teers was in understanding social

There was, firstly, a general increane in the direct awareness of

ho'.<~

different societies treat various minority or sub-groupst whether these were

tb~

problems.

handicapped. the poor, or ~different racial or religious communi ties.

parallel

to this lvas an understanding of the problems faced by agencies trying to help
thess er~~;~.

The frequent result of tr~~ was a change in the volunteers•

career plans.

For example,

Among Peace Corps volunt(e.ers • the number wishing to work overseas rose
during service frcm 8% to 3JY,. and the number interested in teacr.ing increased sufficiently for tr~ Peace Corps to claim it was returning two
0
teachers to ·the United States school system for every teacher it recrui tedo lu
The final effect on the volunte.;;rs is very importantt but highly problematic
and, controversial.

.Are the young volu..Dteers being trained to consolidat.G and ex-

pand a paternalistic :;;yste!n of handouts on \~hlch their.• "victims" become dependent,
When what is reall~,r n•.;c:dcd j.s radical c(r:mge of th; :social structure which m::....i..n-

)2.

tains the problems?

In short. is

political conse1vatism?

the

volunteer experience an P-ducation in

There is no data available, but one thing is clear:

such progra:.'lls are poll tical to the core, a.'Jd if they offend the po>·rcrs that be,
they will not survive.

If the present prop-ams are only salving symptoms instead

of treating causes, hm1 could attractive alternative programs be devised?
social service

(All

including the Community Involvement Pr05Tam, are political

progr~ns,

in their implementation and in their potential impact; this problem will be returned to later in the thesis.)
The most intensive

~3stematic stu~

of the effect of their experience on

Peace Co:rps volunteers was done by M. Brewster Smith on the first e.roup of volun-

te~rs to go overseas:9 He collected data on 27 men and 17 women who completed a
two yea.r term as teachers in Ghan.J..

The data consisted of the results of a

variety of pencil-J.nd-paper tests, some of which were

a~'llinistered

both before

and after tJ· ~· overseas exp.s:rience, various staff ratings from their tra.i..ning
period and from the fieldi as well as a series of long and detailed intarviaws
recorded in their schools in each of their two years overseas.

The data showed

, a shift from the first year 1 s all-out enthusiasm to a more nveterann mentality in

the second year, in which the volunteers were sustained by their principles rather
than bj.· t!:.::!.~~ ::mthusiasm..

(As evid~mce v£ this more principled behavluur was their

greater concern for the plight of

t..~e

American Negro.)

In terms of personality a.nd

attituce chanz:e, they became more tough-mimed and realistic, more autonomous

:1n1

independent of authority, showed greater self-insight, and had raised aspirations
for the future.
A second

pro~ram

outside the educational system but somewhat more closely

related to it i.s the outward Bound program and its imitators, started in 1941 by
Kurt Hahn.

Alth·::mt,;h one associates outward Bound vri t.h adventure usually of a

JJ.

physically demanding kir.d( ec; .. mormtain climbing' sailing) t it had from its inception an element. of responsibility training and cozr.munity service,
freely in the interests of one's fellows.

11

giving

Since the earliest days of outward

sou.."'ld, providing assistance to the cou1.'1lUni ty surrounding a course centre has
been the persistent practice.n

20

This was present in Hahn's educational think-

ing even when he founded his first school, Salem School, in 1919; wh::m Hahn
fourrlsd Gordonstoun in the 1930 1 s, he included such elements of community service
as coastguard watchers, fire fighters, a mountain rescue
track to encourage athletics and physical fitness in

t~e

team~

and also openad a

pocr local population.

However, the Outward Bound progr.::>...ms reveal the kind of political conser\·at:5_s:n.
purely service programs can fall prey to.

H~~~'s

belief in the virtue of physical

fitness and adventure led him to focus his idea of service on peripheral services,
evidencing little conception of principles of justice and equality, content merely
to serve the status quo.

He was locked in the kind of 19th century elitism which

was concerned to create a corps of high-toned leaders who 11ould set an exaTple
for all: instead of removing the poverty, you taught the poor ho·...r to play your
ga.:nes..

There was no attempt to question the principles governing society; the

social thinking here is clearly conservative.
Al thc~l.i. open to such cri ticl.Siil,

t..l.~

educational force which cannot be ignored:

\:iutward Bound movement is

a. m<:tjor·

"In Britain by 1969 as many s.s 25%

of young people in the 14-20 age range had attended a residential non-vocational
ccurse, in most cases based upon outdoor pursuits.,•• 21

Furthennore, some early

research indicated impressive effects on the young participants.
TII-l.ire study of

In a question-

.3 •000 in:l.i vi duals who had taken outN"ard Bound. courses, the ma,ior-

ity said that they had gained in s:.:;lf-confidence, maturity, and in social skills.
tater more sophisticated studies have also documented changes, if so;r.ev.;hat

34.
'·

\

more modest in scope.

one stuqy administered p~chological tests before and

after the courses, ani used a control group(females studied by strutt, males
by Fletcher.

22

)o

Tre girls became less sensitive and conventional, more

dependable, lively • liberal, indepsndent, and confident.
with boys shot>/ed

~table,

The partial repllcation

13% gained in maturity. 17~6 in self..:confide:nce, and 25'% in

adventurousnesso
These are relatively i::npressive gains for a program vThich, \...rhile being
residential and therefore occupying every minute of the participants' time, yet
lasts no more than four weeks.
vide an unusual

holid~

Of course, the aim of the program is not to pro-

nor to stimulate an interest in the activities on which

the program is based; rather, it is to change the trainees' characters in order
to influence thei.r conduct in later life.
this aim is ambiguous.

:rwo

The research on the achievement of

A..roeri.can researchers have shown that

sent to Outward Bound schools rather th&n processed in

th~

delinque~ts

usual manner

show~d

a significantly reduced rate of recidivism after one year, 23 although other
studies have not found the same result.

A team of British sociologists four;d

no significant effect on the lives of the participan,ts,

alt..~ough

the young

people's attitudes toward work becarne somewhat u10re negative; certainly there
was n0

P.+"+"'?'-:o-1::

on the amount of their p-::.~·7-:!..::;ipation in comnruni ty servic.;,. 24

The Outward Bo1md and similar programs are of interest because t:..ey have
had at least some documented success in area·s of central interest in this thesis.
Ho~~ver, they frequently isolate the adolescent geographically and focus his

attention evan :more complett~ly than usual on himself. instead of J.ncraasing his
contact with his COI.lDluni ty and with the problems of others.

In America especially

the prot;;rams seem to attr.:.ct arrl re>-~o.rd tre rugged individualist, a.:1d they have
e:Jcpcrienced con:::;idera.ble difficulty ini tiatif\;' co1r.£nuni ty service asp~;:.1cts to their

J5.

•,

programs.

Furthermore, by their very nature such

progr~ms

are brief ancl. as

such, are not related to the problem of a .le;:Jgthy adolescence and the preparation

tor adult life ..

B· Educational Pro;ra•-r1s with a Narrow Focus
In Britain, as in America, there have sprung up in response to local needs
a large number of voluntary service programs for high school students, .for which
they SQD)3times receive credit.

In a survey of 45 British seconda..7 schools,

Peter McPhail found that two-thirds sa"L-1 social and community service as a
icant area

o~

11

signif-

experience and great emphasis was placed by all schools who were

involved in this on its contribution to

tl~ moral education of their pupils. 1125

In some schools the social service was part of a course for fourth year students,
sometimes "L":i th specific pre-vocational training in mind.

11

Qne school had estab-

lished a School Social Council on which each form was represented and whose job
was to discover social naeds in the

ar~~

&.r.d meet the:n wherever posziblo.u 26

However, few of these programs., either in Britain or in the

u.s.,

have

recei,:~d

~~orough evaluation~

One

t~~e

of program which has been the subject of some scrutiny in America

is the use of teenagers tutoring pupils in lo1...rer grades.

The youth Tutoring Youth

(YTY) programs are designed to benefit underachieving, disadvantaged teenagers
as well as

th~ ela~ntary

school pupils they tutor.

Although evaluative studies

have not produced consistent re3ults, tha followim: com:nent from one sb1rly by the
National Commission on Resources for Youth can stand as typical of the positive
.findings:

11

YTY tutors showed bGtter languaGe skills, more positive self-image,

and an increased inter;:;st in going to school. u 27

)6.

A similar type of program with one interesting difference is New York 1 s
High School Homework Helpers Program d~velbped in 1962, am! which by 197) employed approxirr.ately 1,000 tutors.

This program rJas designed to improve tutees'

academic achievernent and attitude toHard school as well as to increase tu·tors'
self..confidence and academic motivation.
of this program

In the only carefully designed study

28 it was foWYl that a 26 week session of Gr&de X and

xr· students

tutorj.ng Grade IV and V students was oonef'icial in i.mprovin6 reading scores(the
focus of the t,utor1ng) for tutees and especially for the tutors.

School marks

and measures of attitude toward school and school-related activities, educational

'

aspirations, and social values showed no significant differences
mental and control groups.

b~t'!Areen

experl··

This was attributed to the positive attitudes an1

fairly high aspirations of the students at the beginning of the program.
.
.
The one interesting difference bet~.;een this New York program and other
such progra- .::;, and, indeed., from ever.r· other program mentioned in this review,
is that the tutors were paid

$1e60 to $).80 per hour.

The issue of payment

fo~

service is impor·i:.ant arrl, indeed, inescapable in discussing such programs; since
it will not arise 0lsewhere in this thesis, I will discuss it here br"lafly.
Friedenborg in Coming of Age in America states th.& t the only way he could

Edgar

sho-.r~

is un:iot.lbtedl.y some truth in tl:-.is(although one might wonder hot.; the payments in-

fluenced l-Jhat they told him).

Should not all the adolescents in these se:r-!Tice

programs be similarly respected?
It is impossible to give a definitive ans;..rer to this question. but two
e~irical points can ba made about it.

Firstly • as has ooen f~)und in the ac-

qUisition of agency placemer.ts in too comnuni ty Involvement Program2 9, the
agencies view p.::1yment as a way of excu.::;ir:b themselves from t;;iving the young

J7.

menial tasks which no one else woUld do.

The schools can make demands for

quality, variety, and responsibility in the students' roles in return for the
service the student is offering.

The second point emerges from a

r~cent

study

by Garbarino who found. that volunteer tutors who were not paid shoived more

positively-toned behaviours a.11d were mora effective teachGrs than tutors who
were p3id{ 0 These practical points against payment seem at present to outweigh
friedenbt.-::rg' s argurr.e nt.
All of these tutoring programs, while generally similar to the program
this the sis studies, are narro-v1er than it both in the range of problem tackled,
the socio-economic level of the participants, ani in the lack of critical attention to the deeper social problerns involved.

One American program which has a

breadth of focus closer to the Community Involvem·ant program was investigated
peripherally as part of a study of social-political activism in high school
students.Ji
students in a

One of ~~e groups used as representative of activists were the
Commu~ity

Issues Program in a Madison,Wisconsin high school in 1971:

In order to gain admission to the Comttunity Issues Program(CIP) t.~e
student b.ad to express an. interest in a prrttcular community problem
and then, du..-ing the' ccUl'se of the semester, work on tbat action project
1dth other students and staff ::r.embers. students ~ere involved in such
areas as detention of juveniles, student rights, the setting up of a
?
Black Student Union, anti-rl'ar activities, various ecology efforts, etc)Based on earlier research into the moral thinking and socio-political attitudes

of college student protesters and activists, it was r~othesized that the
Hadiso:-1 st11dents ~-iould scor·3 higher on moral reasoning, on sense of control over
their environment, sense of political efficacy, an:l sense of personal competm"'~A,
None of these hypotheses was confirmed; indeed, where there was a difference fr<Jm
the control group, the CIP students trere lo\..rer.

Althouth these students desired

to chanG"e t!:e world for the better, thoy seemed to have little hope that their

)8.
•.

'
actions
would accomplish ~~at end~
results.

The author offers two explanations for his

Firstly, tm parents of a large number of thesa students are on the

faculty of the University of Wisconsin in Kadison, a university lmoHn for its
11

II

radical life-style and frequent demonstrations ..

was imbued 1.-rith social and political consciousness.

Thus, the students

I

home life

Secondly, since most of the

projects the students u..11dertook had no observable results • it is small wonder that
they might get cynical about their ability to change tb..i.ngs in the social-poli tica.l
arena:

11

What is surpz•ising, ho•..wver, is that this cynicism apparently fails to

inhibit than: from acting in a way designed to influence the world. 11 .33
Th~s

.

study
. has a number of implications relevant to the Corr~unity Involve-

:ent Proe;ra.m.

Firstly, in ter.ros of research, one would expect no differences in

level of moral reasoning between the
peers.

Cor-~unity

Involvement students and

thei~

Also, one -vJOuld expect no simple correlation bzt;..reen expressed social

attitudes a"' l tend<mcy to act to improve society.

Secondly, if there are dangers

of institutional indoctrination in the use of social agencies in such prcgrams,
there are alr..;o dangers of complete failure to achieve an;ything by not using agencies.

In charting a path 'between this Scylla and Charyb:iis, my own view would be

that it would be easier to instil a critical, principled perspective in students

useful skills and a good deal of

information~

tban to give a si.milar amount of

information and a similar munber o.f skills '..;bile trying to guarantee the success
of at least scme of the students' indepenciimt projects.

.F'inall.y, the }Jadiscn

proe:rmn tcndod to release the students for t:.1.eir action project without providinz
for systematic in-school reflection or instruction; its lack of success would
Point to tl:·::! importance of such a component.J4

)9.

The programs descril:::ed thus .tar have not been based on any uni tarJ theory
of adolescent development.

One group of educators, centered at Harv;:;r-J Uuivers:i. ty,

finds this state of affairs reprehensible.

They wish to see education<\l proe.;rat:iS

keyed to and arising out of psychological theory, in particular the
theories of Dewey, Pi<:•g:et, arrl Lawrence KohJ.berg.

11

progressivist 10

From this group a number of

programs have emerged and been evaluatedi some of these contain social

ser-~·ice

elements of various kinds and are thus relevant here.,
Surinthall
ar:rl l(osher have, in a number of articles over the last five years,
.
'

reported on programs they have designed and tested, programs which would ma.l.(e
good what they see as the central failure of high schools, their failt1re to te.ke·
a deliberate and major role in furthering the psychological

gr~Nth

of the young.

3.5

Today 1 s youth have dif'ficulty in attaining self-identity, in making important
choices, and in not becoming alienated from the majcr insitutions of society;
t-rhat goes on in school must
a number of approaches.

I"l~late

to these areas.

Sprintball and 1'1.osher tried

One involved teaching a course on child and adolescent

development w-1 th lectures, films. arrl di.scu::osicn groups.

At the cpposi t..e ex:breme

was a T-grcup approach eu::phasizing process rather than content.
neither of these was effective.

They found tr..a.t

The most effective approach in their vie•.; was a

aides in elor::entary schools, etc.) combined with a seminar exami.ning the practicum

experiencep both in terms of the psychological principles behind their work and
the personal meaning of their roq.'B:-iences and their new responsibilities.

Gains

were reported on the Kor.lberg and Loevinger tests , although the data are only
Vaguely and sketcrdly· presented.
A similar type of high school program Has developed and evaluated by Cr..ris

Dowc~u.

v.rho reports his

flndint~s more fully .J 6 Do·well use:<i a curriculum basic.:Uly

40.

\

the same as courses offered to counsellors at many graduate schools, modelled
on the 11 Counselling for Educators" course developed by William Perry and his
staff at Harvard.

There .are fcur phases: fir:::t, there -.a.re a series of "Intro-

ductions 11 , each student talking briefly about himself, the instructor providing
a model of sensitive listening.

Then, the students progress from listening exer-

cises to the taping of a role-played counselling situation, these situations
later being analysed in depth by tbe whole group.

The third phase is a three-

day retreat to examine specific personal goals an:i the individual's strengths
and weaknesses in relation to the achievement of these goals.

Phase four in-

.

volves students in some sort of practicum of their own desigl'!, ranging from
classes for parents and policemen· to developing facilities for youngsters excluded from conventional institutions.

The group in Dowell 1 s study developed a

formal program of peer-counselling in their own
and

teacher~

acting only as consultants.

high.school~

with group leaders

These students advanced both in moral

reasoning and in ego development(although no indication is given of statistical
significance); interestingly, a comparison class in Ethics taught on Kohlbergian
lines made

simil<:~r

gains, a comparison "Cross-Age Teachingn group made advances

in moral reasoning only, and a high school psychology class using sensitivity
trainj.ng gained on neither.
,.

C. Programs Aimed at Changing the Young, the Schools,'and Society
I have found only two programs which start from a general analysis of society
and link this with ideas about the role of youth and the nature of education.

One,

Of course, is the Community Involvement Pro£ram; I l-Till conclude this section by

reViewing previous r![:lsearch on it.

The other program is equally ambitious, and be-
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cause of this, requires lengthier treatment than most of the programs thus far
reviewed.
• This program is the Social Education project based on the work of the
:English psychologist Richard Hauser.

In The Fraternal Society Hauser traces

what he feels is an accelerating movement in Western society from paternalism
and authoritarianism to fraternalism and the democratic sharing of decisionmaking.

People in this imminent fraternal society will not be judged by I.Q.

but by "Social Age", that is, the extent to which they are willing and able to
contribute to society, the most advanced social Age being that most distant from
the egocentricity of childhood.

As yet, the fraternal society is Qnly in its

earliest stages; if it is to come into secure existence, participated in by the
majority of people, education must change to prepare the young for their new,
participatory role:
Its ai • will be to create a synthesis between social studies and social
practice by sending into the c~~unity youngsters who have learnt ~~e
meaning of values by applying them in real situations, who have discovered
that they all have in different degrGes tie ability to chant?,e their environn~nt for the better, rather than live lives Qf passive and resentful
adaptation to a welfare society shaped by others.;(
If education is to produce responsible adults and to engender an active attitude
to social change, the student must move outside

w

school into the community,

and every subject, as well as the governing of the school itself, must serve the

aims of this social education. such tradi t:i:onal appr9aches as the occasional
civics course, usually at only one or two levels in a young person's schooling,
must be abandonned.

The process of social education

~~st

be continuous throughout

schooling, and tr~ principles of cooperation, initiative, and social responsibility
must be given ample practice and must not be nullified by the authoritarianism of
tl:e tl'aditional s.chool.

What is wanted is
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an explicit attempt to teach people an awareness of their surroundings,
sensitivity to their own and to another's problems, and an appreciation
of how individuals ca~ colla.borate both to inform themselves and to
better their own lot. 8
.

only with such education can the fraternal society become a reality.
Hauser gave his proposal a practical test in a

11

Pilot Project among the

EXIucationally Unsuccessful Adolescents in Secondary Schools 11 , carried out in
London in 1958.

At the end of the one-year trial period, the teacher in charge

of the project wrote about [lis students:
'When Mr. Hauser and I started this work in 1958. the majority were
apathetic about their future; but by now a change is only too apparent;
the "I couldn 1 t care less 11 attitude has completely disappeared, and most
of them have questioned ex-pupils about the various sources of e~loyment,
or have firmly_decided for themselves what they are going to do.
This modest ani casually evaluated trial program was followed in Nottingham
from 1970-197.3 by a more formalized, complex, and
in social education based on Hauser's theories.4o

t~roug~·

evaluated experiment

once again, the schools in

which the p1 .:.gram was run were almost entirely lower class and the students not
academic.

As will be seen from the following description, it was essentially

an interdisciplinary social studies program, wi tb rather more emphasis on the
development of the individual.than on actual service.
The first technique used in the progr~ was sociodrama; this was perhaps the
central technique, because it was active and encouraged self-expression, while at
the same time demanding careful observation and thoughtfulness.
exercises progressed from very simple
sensitivity and einpathy.
~-

~~me

The socicdrama

to group situations calling for social

When the stu::lents were comfortable with the use of this

technique, new levels of difficul-cy were introduced: problem situations( 11Wh2.t

·'

WOuld you do if ••• ?"), moral conflicts, and eventually complex conflicts of
interest at the soci~tal level were tackled.

The second technique was the use of "Profiles", analytical inventories of
how the students would describe (a) other members of the class, (b) the school
environment, and (c) the neighbourhood ( eg., where they lived, what they did
after 4 P.M., local problems, leaders, emergency services, minority groups, etc.) •
. nuring t.:b9 collection of data for these profiles, a third technique emerged, the
use of 11 Recurrent Themes": the two most frequently used were Man-woman Relationships(common values, partnership and sharing decision-making, sex, tenderness,
and

nthe nest1t) and Responsibility, especially in the area of facing crises.
As the culmination of these preparatory stages came the "Community Survey".

This was not the typical form of service to the community since, in the words of
the two founding teachers,
sending school-children to help various groups of people predetermined as
deprived, or less fortunate makes no effort to involve the children in identifying for themselves problems which exist within their own community.~l
Altho\~

in this particular experiment the students were unable to take action

based on their survey, such action is the ultimate goal of

~e

program:

Social Education is not a variation on social studies, liberal studies,
civics, etc. It involves a belief in the need for social(and, by extension,
political) change, and a belief in schools as part of the wider community
rather than separate, perhaps hostile, entitieso We believe that children
can be: trained to act aa agents of change within their community, ani our
programmes of work, although they are developed according to the needs of
particular puij~ls in particular environments, are devised with this objective in mind.
The extensive and self-critical evaluation of this program undertaken by its
creators involved teacher interviews( effects on pupils, staff, and community),
PUpils' response to the concept of social gducation, interviews with a small ran4
dom sample of parents, and a test of attitude to school. J
The teachers of the program were

large~

convinced that it was worthwhile and

relevant, and, despite some reservations about its implem=ntation(for example,
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lack of preparation for some of the projects, inadequate structuring of the
program, difficulty in balancing a desii-e to leave the student on his own with
the need to provide some adult guidance) , the majority 'believed it had proved
the viability of Social Education, even for the academically less able.

Above

all, they were agreed about the advantages of giving the student as nuch respon-

. sibility as possible, although this frequently led to difficulties with school
administration and other teachers devoted to obedience training.
The students themselves expressed almost unanimous approval of the program
and "In at least two of the schools, they expressed an
of its true objectives.:t

appreci~ble

understanding

In particular, it was noted that in the one school

which was fully imbued with the ideas and ideals of Social Education, there was

less tendency to disillusionment among pupils as they reached the end of their
school careers.

Moreover, most parents gave their support to the work, and, in

spite of the brief existence of the program and. its small involvement 'With the
COil'lDluni ty, it was known about and approved of by some people in each community.
Finally, in one school the project appeared to have failed in many of its
aims.

The reasons seemed to be the lack of continuity in the work, errors made

in the early stages of implementation, and a certain clash of aims between the
school as a whole and the project team.
Brison's call for the restructuring of the school
'.

~;stem

is similar in many

ways to the Hauser proposal, but it has never received such a. lengthy tryout ..
Ho~~ver, the Grade XII Community Involvement Program has been one of the most

thoroughly researched programs so far undertaken.

For the first two years of

its existence in 1-eterborough, C'ntario, Brison and his associates conducted research which was lar@ely formative in nature.
Parents and agency personnel

predomir~ted,

Soft data from interviews with

and there was a heavy emphasis on the

problems of implementing and developing the program, rather than on its effects
on the students.

Lessons were learned, for example, about the need for clear

objectives for the in-school portion(which most of the students disliked) and
for thorough communication with agencies about mutual expectations concerning
roles and responsibilities.
As to whether the program achieved any of its major aims, there was some
doubt.

One point that recurred in the interviews 'With parents and agencies and

in the student questionnaires was the increased social maturity of the students
(sense of responsibility, poise in social situations, confidence in

statir~

ideas).

This was valuable evidence concerning an important achievement; but it was not
one of the major goals of the program.

Evidence regarding these goals( awareness

of the scope of the community•s problems.and of its social service agencies,
knowledge of the political decision-making structure and of the ways to influence
it, development of group skills and inquiry and research skills) is at best inconclusive.

As for the main objective of the program, the commitment of the stu-

dents to the solution of social problems, the only evidence was ·the opinion of
the agency supervisor, the students• belief thqt the pro&Tam would have a longterm effect, and the fact that some students continued to work as volunteers over
the summer, all of which have equally plausible alternative explanations.
The central problem with the program itself and

With
'.

the evaluation seems to

have been inadequate conceptu~lisation of what ncommitment to the solution of
social problems" might be and consequentJ.y., little idea of what kind of pedagogy
~ght be required to produce it.

In the second year•s research Brison himself

Shifted from a broad concern with the solution of social problems to more specific
goals such as increased knowledge about social problems, about social organization
in the c~~unity, and about the political structure, a shift motivated by a concern
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to meet the students at their level and by a desire £or more imnediateq
realizable objectives. 44
In the second year•s research the focus was also more on the effect of the
program on the student, and the research design was somewhat more controlled.

on

a political Attitudes measure, the C•I.P. studepts made a small but statistic-

· al.ly significant gain; this was interpreted as mecming that the stuients learned

that politics enters many spheres of life and that citizens can affect the government process. and that they develoned a concern for the less fortunate and a more
active desire to rectify

~~e

situation.

There was a smaller

discrepan~

between

ideal and actual self-concept for the C.I.P. students (not statistically significant), which

n~s

interpreted to mean that they might have a more realistic

orientation.

There was a slight, though again not statitistical:cy significant,

improvement of the scores of the second year•s students over those of the first
year•s students on a Social Agency test.

However, on the

C~~~ity Is~ues

designed to measure the transfer of student involvement to other community

Test,
prob~

lems, there were, as in the first year, no gains from pre- to post-test.
In the area of the acceptability of the program, students, parents, and
agency personnel reasserted their endorsement of the course.
two qualifications.

The1~

were only

Teachers of the C.I.P. students in other classes indicated

that they did not think the program worth the four credits it was receirlng, and
,.

were neutral to negative about the effects of the program on the students.
is from a survey corxiucted by the peterborough Board of Education.)

(This

Secondly,

although students were generally positive about the course and a'uout sane aspects
or the in-~chool program (such as information-sharing about their agencies, independent study of a problem), they continued to be critical of the in-~chool
curriculum, seeing little relevance in it.

The following year (1974-1975) when the C.I.P. opened in three schools in
Etobicoke, a suburb of Toronto, the Ontario Ministr,y of Education funded a comprehensive evaluation of its effects b,y the Etobicoke Board•s Research Department.

(The program reported on in this thesis was one of those evaluated.)

Rather than tr,ying to measure such broad aims as commitment to solving social
problems, this study focused on the effect on the students' personal development
(measures o£ extroversion, neuroticism, self-concept, and locus of control),
social development(measures of social avoidance and distress, and of attitudes to
school), vocational interests, as well as a Community Issues and Agencies Test
adapted from that used in peterborough.
As well as the data from these tests, there was an

atte~t

made to collect

systematic data on a continuous basis from both students and teachers in the
program.

Teachers filled out a "Teacher Record of Learning Acti vi ties 11 for each

classroom session; students filled out a
agency activities one day per week.
and

p~nt

Student Timetable Sheet" recording their

The final assessment also included student

questionnaires, as well as interviews with agency personnel and the

participati~~

What

11

teachers.

~istinguished

but who rather chose
almost all female.

those who enrolled in the C.I.P. from those who didn 1 t

re~ilar

social science courses1

The C.I.P. students were

\Vhat distinguishes C. I.P. females from those in the comparison
''

groUps?

They are, as would be expected, more interested in soCial ani political

affairs and in social occupations(especially teaching, social service, and domestic
arts); as well, they are less interested in a formal, linear mode of learning.
is suggested that these vocational interests and non-academic orientation m~ be
the main motivation behind the students• involverrent in the program, rather tmn
the humanistic and philosophical rationales for the development of
Programs.

11

involvement"

It
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concerning effects on the participating students, statistically significant
differences were found in each of the following areasa increased knowledge of
community issues and social agencies; increased social and personal maturity(more
likely to approach others and to be less anxious in social situations, more extroverted. less neurotic); more positive self-concept as a student and more positive
attitudes to education; clarification of TOCational goals.

All of these changes

were also supported b,y data from interviews and questionnaires.

In conclusion. there was a broad agreement among students, yarents, agency
personnel, and teachers that the program was worthwhile and should be continued,
although there were improvements to be made in the quality of the agency experience
and in the relevance of the in-school component.

(This research shows that students

generally reacted favorably to the in-school prqgram described in the Year 1 section
of Chapter 4.)

Conclusion
In response to the "problem'' of adolescence, with its increasingly lengthy
isolation from the world of adults, a number of educators and social scientists
have proposed changes in the educational environment of the young, changes which
they feel would promote healthy ps.ychological and social development of the young.
The research reviewed in this chapter provides considerable support for one of
. :,

these proposals, the use of social service experience for adolescents.

Under a

Wide variety of conditions such experience has been shown to produce healthy
development to at least some degree.
Others.

some conditions seem more favorable than

Service is not enough(eg. outward sound, YTY, the Madison C.I.P.};those

Programs with a clear~ directed and relevant classroom component were more likely
to be productive(eg. Dowell, social Education, the Etobicoke C.I.P.), the most effective such componant ooing 0...1-sed on developmantal psychulogy(Sprinthall and Hosh~r).

The research reviewed in this chapter shows the potential value of social
service in the life of the young.

The initial success of these programs and

the·agreement among educators on their usefulness points to this approach as
a model for education in the future.

However, most of the programs reviewed

here are still in the early stages of

~evelopment.

are

constan~ly

evolving.

some are short-lived, some

Much research is needed on various aspects of this

kind of program if those in

gover~ent

are to act wisely in creating the

educational systems of the future:

OUr problem, the isolation of the young from adult responsibility, is
probably rest characterized as chronic but not critical. Nevertheless,
it will undoubtedly worsen during the next 20 years, •..ti th the continuing
decline of the nuclear fa...'nily. It is my hope that we will have some
answers and guidelines a~~able for policy makers before ~~e problem
reaches the acute stage.
With specific reference to the C.I.P. a number Qf

ques~ions

remain open.

Althou;h there is a wealth of testimony on the personal and social development
of the studt>nts, the only objective measures have reen concerned with self ..
concept and clinical concepts such as extroversion and neuroticism. What effects
of the program would be discovered qy using a more comprehensive and less clinical
personality measure?
of the study.

}tty

This has ooen the focus of

Icy"

research in the second year

hypotheses were: (1) All students, both in the

c.r.r.

and in

the comparison group, will show signs that their environment is not fostering
personal development an:i mental health;

specificall.y~·;they

will show low ·scores

on personality traits relating to emotional and task competence; (2)

follo~dng

their year in tile C.I.P., students will improve significantly in these qualities
in comparison wi til their peers in a regular acade·mc program.
A second area has received no attention from researchers: what is the effect
on the values, sense. of social responsibill ty, ·and moral reasoning or·the students

or

their year of social servicel

Leming's study would tBnd to suggest that ad-

so.

vanced moral reasoning should not be expected; but were his findings a function
of his special sample or a result perhaps of the lack of systematic adult
guidance?

Certainly, the programs of Sprlnthall and Mosher and of Chris

nowell produced advances in moral reasoning.

More specifically, what effect

will working in social service agencies have on the values of the students?
The problem of indoctrination into agency ideology was raised in the discussion
of the Peace Corps; will there be signs of such indoctrination among these
less mature students?

It is to such questions that I turn in the following

chapter.

,.
. :.
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CHAPTER

3

THE

C0~1UNITY

INVOLVEMENT PROORAM AS VALtrcS EDUCATION

In this chapter I will examine ore of _the main value components of the
community Involvement Program, its objective of making young people committed
to the solution of social problems.
ear~

As I pointed out in describing Brison's

research, this is an area in which the program itself and the research en

it have suffered from inadequate conceptualization.

What is commitment?

What

consequences follow from taking commitmant, commi tmant to anythingt as an
educational goal?

How is commitment embodied or exercised in the work experience

and the in-school components of the program?
teach, and what effect are they
of the young?

like~

What can social service agencies

to have on the

developiP~

social values

From the discussion of these questions will tl•en flow the hypo-

theses which directed the second half of my researcho

Commitment as an Educational Goal
One of the most striking features of Brison's
restructured school system, and

cor~equently

state~ent

of the aims of the

of the Community Involvement Pro;ram,
,.

is the use of the word commitment.

Whatever else our; schools have been trying to

achieve, their statement of aims has not usually included ~~is word.

ness of the word in

education~l

The unusual-

contexts and the lack of clarification of it in

Brison's brief article require thPt same attention be given to the term here.
First~,

what is the precise meaning of the term commitment which is relevant

to the Community Involvement Program?
different senses.

In ordinary usage, it has a number of

The one most relevant seems to be that given in definition 6 in
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the {}leford English Dictionary: an obligation or engagementp as in

11

he failed to

meet his commitments as outline:! in his contract" or "I cannot come to the party
on Friday, since I have a previous commitment".

There is a conscious choice of a

course of action, usually involving other people, in which case it would be affirmed in a public declaration, at least to the

partie~

involved.

(It is possible to

.conceive a purely personal commitment made only to oneself -for example, to lose
twenty pounds in the next three months - but this is more typically described as
a resolutiono)

The commitment implied is specific and limited, occupying only a

fraction of a person's life, having a specific goal, and a precise sense of when
the commitment would have been completed or lived up too
But this sense of commitment as something which one has seems too limited
and nanrow.
phrase

11

More appropriate here is the sense of the word contained in the

she is a comrrrl.tted Women 1 s-libber 11 o The implications here are that a

commitment is something which suffuses many aspects of one 1 s life, something
gives one's'values an:i actions a direction and a unity.

w~ich

It is the commitment of

friendship or marriager which is not completed or lived up to in any one action or
series of actions, which has its meaning in

it~

being lived through.

Corrmitment

in this sense is part of what·one is or strives to be rather than something one

has~

This Wider, more fundamental sense of commitment has emerged since the Second
World War under the influence of French Existentialismo
..

;:~

The newness of this sense

is evident from the fact that it only makes it appea~nce in the Supplement to the
OXford English Dictionary, Vol.. I, published in 1972 o

Its heritage is made clear

in the quotations which document its usage: the earliest is from a 1948 book on
Jean-Paul Sartre which uses commitment as a translation for the French term engage~·

The definition given is: "An absolute moral choice of a course of action;

hence, the state of being involved in political or social questions, or in further-
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ing a particular doctrine or cause ••• ; moral seriousness or social responsibility
in artistic productionso'1

Remove the sense of absoluteness and the references to

artistic productions, which tends to limit the word to a historical group of
writers. and I believe you have the sense of commitment which is central to the
community Involvement Program.
The relevance of this sense of commitment to this program can be clarified
by an examination of the opposites of the two senses of commitment.

The negative

of the narrow sense of having a commitment is breaking a cozr.mi.txr.ent, which implies
failure to keep one's word or to live up to a specific obligation.

The negative

of being committed, on tf'.e other hand, implies w...i.thdrawal and lack of involvement,
summed up in the word alienation.

Being uncommitted in this sense implies not

neutrality or indecision but rather a debilitating detachment of the individual
from the social fabric and from a sense of who he himself is.

The:se are the

very evils ".thich Brison proposed to combat with h.is restructured school system.
A number of points follo,.,.,- from this analysis.

Firstly, the CoDlllu.""lity Involve-

ment Program is in its intention a course in moral education; the first phrase in
the dictionary definition makes this clear: i.'1 seeldng to make the student coll"_rnitted
we are asking him to make a

11

moral choice 11 ..

Research into the actual effects of

the program on the students• morality is therefore essential.
Secondly, since this concept of commi tn:.ent is part of
'

tl~

student• s being,

.

involving elements of personality, attitudes, values,' moral reasoning, and
behaviour, accurate assessment of it becomes extremely complex and problematic.
Certai~- no one pcncil-~nd-paper test will suffice.

And considering the impedi-

ments to responsible action on the part of youth in our society, it is not likely

that they will be able to show their commitment in any large-scale manner.

(!n

any case, my combined duties as teacher of the course and liaison With the agencies
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left me little free time for in-depth interviewing or observation.)

reason I decided to focus
att~mpting

~

research on only a few elements of

For this

comu~tment~

in a sense to triangulate on it by testing several widely different

aspects of it.

MY procedure will be explained later in this chapter and in

greater detail in Chapter 5.
The third consequence of the existential definition of commitment ·is that
it contains a possible pedagogy of commitment.

If commitment is nt:ne state of

being involved in political questions" • then it might be concluded that the best
method for arousing such commitment is to demand personal participation in the
resolution of such questions by means of political or social action.

Ho'k~er,

as ha

already been empb4sized in the previous chapter, equal attention must be given to
the principles by which the student makes his "moral choice".

MY particular

solutions to the problems of a curriculum for comreitment are described in detail
in the following chapter.
In order to explore the question how commitment is embodied or exercised in
the

Communit~·

Involvement Program I will take an analytical look at two of the

key elements of CJmmitment, responsibility and concerno
Responsibility is a compiex concept, encompassing the various meanings of
being answerable or accountable, having obligations, being morally developed,
being capable of rational conduct, and being reliable or trustworthy.

I wish to

draw attention to only two distinctions in the area of responsibility to show the
Various ways the concept appears in the Community Involvero;::nt Program.

Firstly •

1t is possible to distinguish two lC.nds of responsibility: role responsibility in-

Volves the performance of certain actions because of one's position in a social
system; liability responsibility, the pure~ moral sense of responsibility~ involves
being held liable to blame for any wrongdoing or failure to do what is required. 1
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Both senses are relevant to the Community Involvement Program but each receives
a special emphasis.

Role responsibility is very important in the agency work.

The student is given certain jobs or duties to perform, the ver,y newness of the
roles being stimulating; he or she is made to feel the importance of being clear
about exactly what the duties are and about being .sure that they are completed.
·other people are depending on the student's perforuance; his actions have consequences which flow beyond himself or his family(which is not true in the case
of the usual school homework assignment).

Some of the duties will not have ap.y

intrinsic appeal, and yet are part of the responsibilities which go with the role.
This is not a fashionable concept in moral education at the moment, but it is to
the credit of the course that emphasis and practical drill is given in an area
which is important not only to being an adult but also in the service of those
with problems.
But liability responsibility is also dealt with in the Communlty Involvement
Program, usually in classroom discussion of the students' experience and of social
problems.

I put considerable effort into uaking the students aware that an im-

portant causal factor in any social problem is society itself.

The point here is

not to simplify the issue, neither putting all the blame on social factors, which
would tend to destroy the concept of personal responsibility, nor putting it all
on the individual, which would destroy the concept of a community.

Direct involve-

'.

ment in helping those in need frequently takes for granted an awareness of and
leaves little time for reflection on these larger social and moral issues.

Hence

the importance of the classroom component.
Both of these senses may also be distinguished from another sense of the
Word responsibility, the sense implied when students demand to be given more
responsibility..

What is meant here is not the allocation of more duties, taking
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up more of the stuients' time serving others.

Rather, what is meant is that

students be allowed more freedom in making decisions which affect their own
fates, especially decisions concerning the institution of the school.

This is

the sense of responsibility most fashionable at present, yet it has tended to
be the

le~st

perience.

relevant to the Community Involvement-Program, at least in my ex-

Not that it is totally absent: students do decide in which agency

they will work, and can select the content areas of several of the projects
done during the year.

However, agencies generally allowed the students little

of this type of responsibility(although they may just be a result of the newness
of the program), an:l the school, at least in the first year, presented tnem with
a prefabricated package which they had little influence in shaping.

It will be

seen from my description of my second year's in-school component(see Chapter 4)
that I devoted mo st of my attention to this area: the students had almost complete control over and responsibility for what we studied, how it was studied,
and how it was evaluated.

This was meant not only to give them the experience of

this kind of responsibility within the framework of an educational institution,
but

~as

also the solution to another problem any teacher of this course faces,

namely, how to respond in the classroom to the new

self-resr~ct

of the students,

especial]J• since some other teachers and administrators may fail to take account
of their new status.

That my approach was at least partially successful is
'.

supported by the evidence from the second year's case'studies, in which each student testified that he felt treated as a mature person in the Community Involvement
class, sometimes for the first tiiiJ3 in his school career. (However, it must also
be noted that when I asked them to define responsibility at the end of the year,

41f·

they all defined it as doing one's duty, what I have called role responsibility.)
A second important component of

co~~tment

is concern, the attitude of
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interest in or solicitous regard for the problems of others, or the disposition
to beccme involved in their concerns and to act on their behalf.

Analysis of

this concept can also reveal s.omething about the nature of the comnn.mi ty
Involvement Program.
Concern has been analysed into three distinct.kinds. 2 Firstly, there is
11

concern-aboutn, which is intellectual or inquisitive.

Concern about a situation

prompts inqUiry about the state of affairs, about what means might be used to
correct or fight the problem, and how similar situations might be prevented in the
future.

The opposite of concern-about may be manifested as unfeeling

detac~~ent

or lack of interest or as complacency, the pleasant feeling that spreads out like
a halo from our own sense of

well~being

over everything we perceive.

Both detach-

cent and complacency may lead to two kinds of error: the inability to see obvious
needs and also carelessness in inquiring about needs which are not obvious.

It

will be evident from the details provided in the following chapter that the exercise of this kind of concern was one of the

p~-mary

tasks of the classroom com-

ponent especially in the first year.
The second kind of concern is ncon::::ern-forn, which is defined as

11

the dis-

position ~o respond to need practically and with kindness or sympat~ 11 .3 One

-has concern-about but one shows concern-for.

That is, concern-for is active,

demonstrative; it does not express itself in visionary daydreams or revolutionary
'.

or utopian schemes. but rather it is almost domestic 'in its perspective: it is
the craft of the possible.

Nor need one's action in showing concern-for be par-

ticularly effective, for frequent~ the people one is helping de~ire the kindness
or sympathy more than they, inured to their lot, expect any real improvement in
it.

The exercise of concern-for is not only one of the essential functions of

the agency experience, but the expression of this concern i..!' one of the genuine

6).

services our students can render in contexts of institutional formality.
The final kind of concern is 11 concern-'lo.1. th 11 •

This is related to empathy,

the ability to project oneself into and therefore more fully understand another

person.
is

6~

Concern-with may be a function of knowledge(knowing that a person who
deaf' can hear only consonants, and being able to imitate what this would

sound like) or of feeling(feeling the excitement of a retarded boy who completes
a telephone call for the first time)o
of imagination or insight:

concern-~1.th

But concern-with goes beyond this accuracy
assimilates to our own interests those of

others with whom we do not naturally associate.

For example, one of

~

students

was made extremely angry by what she felt was an excessive use of depressants
on the patients in the old age home in which she worked.
patients simply drugged into quiet passivity?

Why were so ma...'"lY

she pursued the question With

nurses and administrators, and found in their silence a statement of values,
which were only an echo of the values of a society which shuts away the old
in the first place.

Similarly, another student noticed that the mother of one

of the retarded children with whom she worked, whenever she spoke in a public
place, such as on the bus, always whispered the word retarded; this observation
transported her momentarily into the realities of being the mother of a retarded
child.

In the second year of the program I also discoYered that having guest

speakers who were themselves suffering from a problem, rather than having experts,
''

served the same function.
As the Community Involvement Program develops,conscious efforts must be made
to maximize these powerful motivators of commi t.trent.

Concern-with is the source of

an aggressive kind of commitment, for there is nothing to arouse our anger like
our Wincing under the blows we see others receive, especially since we are not
desensitized to these blows,_as'they often ar~.

concern-about, while also active
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and ready to fight injustice. is based more on principle and intellect, is more
systematic and concerned with tl:e future; as such, it is an important component
of the commitment to the long-term solution of complex social problems to which
Brison so frequently refers.

Concern-fer, qy contrast. is more emotional, less

concerned to fight than to bandage wounds, less concerned with organizing for the
future than with easing the present.

Each of these kinds of concern must

pl~

a .

role in anY educational program attempting to create commitment.
But the question must be asked: should any educational program be trying to
produce commitment?

is it a worthwhile goal?

In answering this question, certain

problems or dangers, both conceptual and practical, must be acknowledged.
Firstly. the conceptual difficulties.
slippery term.

Commitment is, to begin With, a very

It would seem, at first, to be something which is either totally

present, or not there at all; this, I take it. is what was msant qy
moral choice in the dictionary definition.

11

absoluten

And yet there can be degrees of cum.'lli t-

ment: even though the commitment may pervade many aspects of one's life, there may
be other aspects With which it comes into conflict, and which m~, at times, weaken

or overrule it(for example, devotion to one's family may overrule commitment to
social

jus~ice)o

phrase

11

It would seem that this is the reason we have in English the

total commitment 11 , for those exceptional cases(for example, Albert

Schweitzer or Mother Theresa of Calcutta) who do, in
to a cause.

~act.

give their whole lives

'.

But if degrees of ccmmitment are possible, how much commitme:nt is

the Community Involvement Porgram trying to produce in its students?

This question

seems never to have been asked, yet without the answer. bow can one ever say that
the course has achieved its aim?

Furthermore, what would be done if a student were

to become totallY commi tted7
There is a second problem witl1 the concept of commitment.

For all the

positive terms included in the definition, cc.mmitment is ethically ambiguous.

can anyone, for example, doubt the commitment of many Nazis during the Second
world War?

Theirs was an "absolute moral choice" which involved them in social

and political questions; within the context of their society, they were socially
responsible and morally serious.

one of the advantages in the Community Involve-

ment Program use of social service agencies is that students can observe at first
hand the life

st~le

of those committed to solving social problems& as Simone Weil

wrote: "Those who serve a cause are not those who love that causa.
who love the life which has to be led in order to serve it •••• n
ment students will understand that life at first hand.

Community Involve-

But unless they are given

a sound moral framework and advanced moral reasoning, they
ends which their commitment serves.

They are those

m~

not judge well the

This would especially be a problem for the

restructured school system originally envisaged b,y Brison, since it would involve
younger students

for a longer period of time.

A third probl.em With com".i tment is psychological and would also require care!ul

consideration if Brison's proposal for restructuring were to be implemented.

I am referring to the powerful emotional component of commitment.

If the course

were successful in arousing a strong commitment, there would be a danger of its
becoming too fervent and aggressive.

There would seem to be something in the

rooral seriousness of comw.itment which can

easil~

lead even the strongest minds
,.

into dogmatism, in which one• s views are not ex:amined 'critic ally, all disbelievers.
are rejected, and one shows a tendency to make only party line changes.

The

curriculum would have to incorporate the rational examination of dogmas and
r'

Ji

-.\}
·~~:~f
~~

ideologies and toleration of diverging viewso
Such, then, are sene of the main features of the concept of commitment as
WSll as some of the problems which attend it.· But a very important question yet
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remainso

To what end are Community Involvement program students to become

committed?
so~al

What is the precise meaning behind the phrase "the solution of

problems" an::l what can social service agencies teach the young about

their solution?

The Solution of Social Problems - ;1bat Can Social Service Agencies Teach?
In the previous chapter I argued some of the advantages and disadvantages
of placing students in social service agencieso
these disadvantages at greater length in order to

I would like now to exa=ine some of
sh~~

what the in-school portion

of the program would have to try to correct and also to form hypotheses which
could then be tested empirically

on~

community Involvement Program students.

Accepting the use of social service agencies as

training grounds for future

problem-solvers, rather than having students initiate independent attempts at
soluti on ,
hidden

·~i ~ t

can we expect them. to learn. either directly or by way of a

curricul~~,

about the solution of social problems?

They learn, firstly, that social problems are to be tackled by professionals,
people who have mastered certain techniques.

The specialization inherent in the

definition. of a professional is functional in that it protects the helper from
the undifferentiated demands of the individual seeking help.

It has also been

argued that professionalism gives social workers some,, power to counterbalance
sectarian political interests.

However, one of tha major effects of professional-

ism has been to depersonalize the treatment of those seeking aid and to ally the
social worker with the values and interests of the dominant groups and the vested
interests in the society.

The solution to any increase in social problems is

naturally seen to be an increase in the

numb~r

of professional specialists.

The Community Involvement students see people of goodwill and intelligence
acquiesce to the bureaucratized s,ystem; since they have, as yet, few critical
tools with which to gain a perspective on the problem, they too accept the system.

As two university teachers of social workers comment:
In the regular curricula, field studies often provide a context where
students are passively socialized into the scripts of established agencies. Just as many students uncritically accept the theories of faculty,
so m~ they unconsciously and uncritically learn the paradigm of prgfessional practice used b,y their agenqy supervisors and co-~orkers.'

Brison made a similar point about the uniformity of teachers• values as a
rationale for removing adolescents from high school; but it would seem that his
point applies with equal force to the agencies in which he would
work.

~ve

the students

One fundamental problem with the Community Involvement Program may be a

too easy identification of community and social agency.
The social sciences have absorbed the values of the vested interests in
the society

;..~hich

they try to serve, -wi. th unfortunate consequences.

Economics,

for example, is caught in
servility to existing dominant values and institutions. such servility,
for example:· may account for the fact that orthodox Western economics,
resting as it does on the assu.'llption of .
underlying harmony, has little
to say about the irreconcilable conflicts that exist in the real world.
It m~ also explain why it has been unable to explain or propose an adequate· remedy for the most importa~t economic problem of the century: the
gro~i.ng income gap between the advanced industrial nations and the Third
World. To confront these issues adequately invites a revolution in
economics a3d would call into question powerful and controlling groups
in society.
'·
If the example of economics seems too obvious, the same point can be made with

equal force about social work:
Applied sociology has generally dealt with the narrow problem of
goal implementation; and the goals have generally been those of established organisations, rather than emergent one or individuals(sic).
Thus, sociologiets have been disproportionately mobilized for status
quo and e.stablishment purposes ••••
The institutionalized ntiieds of government, business, the military,
trade unions, school systems, and the like - not the needs of humans -

have defined most of the problems and shaped much of the research.
Even when social change is the goal, such as in community redevelopment, elimination of poverty, improvement of 1~~ income housing, and
increasing equality of educational opportunity, elite origins have
·often inclined new community-action agencies and their researghers
toward elitist objectives, strategies, and tactics of change.
providing a critical perspective from which to view their social service thus
becomes an essential task of the community Involvement classroom.
Along with the danger of an agency•s hidden curriculum, it seems to me that
there are two other,
has to do with the

11

interr~lated

dangers for which one must be alert.

The first

concern-for" element of the students 1 commitment, the other

with their emerging conception of human nature.

In discussing the concern-for

.

element of commitment, I mentioned that it was this very element, so frequently
missing from the anaesthetized impersonality of service institutions, which the
students ·could contribute.
tent

th~t

However, quite the reverse might happen: to the ex-

they are allm·red to become involved in the main activities of the

agency, they may tend to experience the same emotional problems which drain the
energy and goodwill of thousands of

neopr~~te

teachers and social worker3 each

year, which leavE> them embittered, cynical, or simply beaten,.

To the extent that

they are protected from these·problems, the value of their ex;erience is decreased
and they are kept as children; to the extent that they are not protected, they are
at least as susceptible, if not more so, to these kinds of feelings.

To provide

more concrete evidence, one study of the effects of myntal hospital volunteer work
on students found that, while they tended to see patients more as normal individuals,
they grew much more pessimistic about :roontal hospitals .7 FUrther, more extensive
evidence is reported in the following:
\V'assermann studied welfare workers for a two-ytaar period, beginning with
their entry into the welfare system, and found them to be in severe conflict.
The workers saw·supervisors as oppressive bureaucratic control. Th~v had
to break rules to tr3 to do a marginally better job for their clients.

Breaking rules led, in turn, to feelings of guilt and anxiety. OVer
time, they became desensitized to their clients• needs and grew increasingly cynical. They were quite aHare that they could not do much to
help their clients, and the,y saw their agency options as either
leaving the agency or attempting to move up in its hierarcny ••••
'
Similarly, a research team of the social and Rehabilitation Services,
Department of Health, Educ~tion and Welfare, reviewed nine empirical
studies on the effects of initial entr,y into the social welfare and
rehabilitation fields ~~d found the impact on the worker to be primarily
negative. The dominant worker responses were disillusionment, loss of
idealism, and loss of interest in staying in the field. While specific
causes of these reactions were not analysed, the report did suggest
that the lack of accomplishment of the field in general 11 may increase
the amount of cynicism a~ong workers and decrease the extent to which
they will continue to ornghasize service goals as opposed to self-serving
goals in their behavior.
Under these circumstances what sort of image of themselves, of their clients,
and of human nature in general are the Community Involvement students likely to
acquire?
whatever

They can see around them much personal evidence of concern for others,
m~

be the surface feelings or the verbalized reactions to the system.

But they also learn that man is helpless, dependent, the solution of his problems
beyond the I..:>wer of either professionals or clients.

FUrthermore, people are

essentially simple beings, they will learn, more like one another than different,
able to be read and classified at a glance.

However trustworthY they may be

personally, their actions are not determined qy their own will and reason.
NoVice teachers frequently absorb a similarly negative view of themselves and
their students from those with long experience in the system.
I do not wish to exaggerate these two points about concern-with and the
emergent picture of man's nature, at least in the context
of the Community Involvement

Progr&~o

of~

own experience

In the first place, none of my students

Worked in a welfare agency, which would undoubtedly face more complex and more
severe problems than a church-basement pre-school for the retarded or a recreation
program in the Yo1-loC.A.
students.

I would not expect, then, an overwhelming

c~1ge

in my

Moreover, these were students who were vucationally curious; even if
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their experience were negative, it would have been useful.

(In any case, half

of the first year's students had worked as volunteers before they entered the
program.)

But if the general point is correct, then it has important consequences

for any compulsory, universal school system modelled on the Community Involvement
Program.

one•s view of human nature may seem rather distant.from one's behaviour

in a social service agency; but if one views man as helpless and dependent one is
not

o~

going to sustain authoritarianism in service institutions, but one is

also going to judge the actions of those in need
of them as strong an:i indet:endent.
children(also seen as helpless and

diffe1~ntly

than if on

thou&~t

One does, after all, judge the actions of
d~pendent)

differently from

tho~e

of adults.

Looked at from a different point of view, the belief that man is dependent
and that his fate is beyond .the control of his reason and will, will also tend to
affect his moral development.

Brison speaks approvingly of the moral education

program of -.live Beck and Ed Sullivan; the goal of this program is to move people
beyond merely conventional moral reasoning to a postconventional morality, in
which one's moral reasoning is governed

b,y

self-chosen ethical principles which

are logically comprehensive. universal, and consistent.

Another aspect of such

moral reasoning is that it shows a fundamental respect for each individual, each
person being treated as an end, not a means.

Is such a level of moral reasoning

compatible with or encouraged by the image of man described above?
':.

~he Community Involvement Progr~~ as Moral Education - some H)~theses

The function of this chapter has been to look analytically at some of the
central concepts of the community Involvement Program as moral education and to
ProVide thereby a rationale for the particular questions on which I have done
research.

As will by now be evident, the Community Involvement Program represents
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no single theory of moral education.
modelling elements.

There are cognitive, affective, and role

The research which follows, then, does not test any one

approach to moral education, but rather the effects on various aspects of the
students• moral development of a composite approach whose unique feature is
social service experience.
Based on the analysis in this chapter, here are the hypotheses I believe
are most worth examining, keeping in mind that the various tests are meant to
provide a series of viewpoints or points of triangulation on the central concept
of commitment.

(To avoid confusion with the hypotheses on psychosocial develop-

::nent advanced at the end of Chapter 2., these h;t-potheses will be numbered with
Roman numerals.)
Firstly, since social responsibility is an obvious element of the commitment
to the solution of social problems, one would hypothesize

th~

(I) after taking

the Community Involvement Program. students will show a greater sense of social

responsibility.
Secondly, one might expect some substantive change in the values of the
students,

especi~·

in those values having to do with social relations.

This,

.
it will be remembered, was a key
argument in Brison's advocacy of early' adolescence

as the best time for such a program, because i.t was a critical period in the
formation of their social values.
riate to test?

=~

But which specific values would be most approp-

..

Considering the classroom emphasis on: interpersonal skills and

the importance of these in agency work• it would be expected that students would
tend to value social Skills, especi~ly those involving cooperation, more highly.

In the s~~e area of social skills, treatment of agency clients fr~quently requires
the use of self-control, for example, restraining oneself from striking back when

hit by a retarded child or from responding in kind to verbal abuse from someone
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who is emotionally disturbed.

The classroom exercises also emphasized a more

objective, technical approach to interpersonal relations, in the first year
•

Students in the program would be expected to place a higher value on

such self-control.

Similarly, the problem-solving exercises and the agency ex-

perience of those working in classrooms or recreation groups placed a premium on
inventiveness and ingenuity: students should value creativity and novelty

mo~

highly.
But it was also important that at least some of the values tested should
cluster around

t.~

concept of commitment. 'Nhat sort of values does the committed

person tend to hold?

Empirical data on this question is provided

Mantell• s True Americanism: Green Berets and War Resisters..

~

DaVid Mark

The book is a study

of the commitment exhibited b,y these two groups which represented strong commitment to opposite stands on an important social and political issue, the war in
Vietnam..

w· ::tell• s conclusion, based on in-depth interviews and testing of a

sample of twenty-five men from each group, was that to a large extent their
commitment was based on the family life from which they had come and from the
values t.""leir families had imparted to them, values they still tended to :r.aintain.
If it is true that one•s values are largely determined by one's family background,
then one would expect little change in the
students.

Holreve~,

val~es

of the Community Involvement

one 1 s values might be strengthened by one's experience, thereby
''

resulting in higher test scores.

What values should. one be looking at7

Mantell

fo~d the war resisters(the group more obviously related the the Community Involve-

ment Program) valued work and diligence, individual and intellectual achievement,
love of life, humanitarianism, kindliness, and independence.

The Green Berets

Valued "propriety, respectability, pride, hard work, obedience, respect for
authority, and· profe~sionalism 11 ., 9

(It must be kept in mind that Mantell! s S3lllple

7).

was entirely male, whereas

rrr.f

own group was almost entirely female; test results

might show ray students responding to female stereotypes, for example. in individual
or intellectual achievement or in independence.)
I would therefore hypothesize that (II) students' personal values, especially
in areas related to commitment and social service, would be changed by their
experience: greater value would be placed on social skills, self-control,
creativity, intellectualism, individual achievement, independence, and kindness.
The third area in which I was interested was the emotional element of commitIf the students' commitment is increased, would they not tend to become

ment.

more dogmatic in their views?

~tr

hypothesis would be that (III)

t~e

students•

level of dogmatism would tend to increase.
In this chapter I have expressed ray concern about the potential effects of
agency experience on the students• developing image of man.
be a key ar.a to observe.

This

see~s

to me to

I would hypothesize that (IV) the students' image of

man would tend to become more negative and

pessi~~stic;

specifically, man would be

increasingly seen as unable to control his own fate, dependent on others, simple
and easy to understand, altruistic, but untrustworthyo
Hypo~hesis

(V): Community Involvement students would tend to move toward a

higher level of moral reasoning.
One final hypothesis I wished to test does not emerge from the

ana~·sis

'.

contained in this chapter but emerges more directly from what was to be expected
from the nature of the agency experience.

students most often know little about

the clients of social services, since society takes such pains to isolate both
groupso

What is the meaning of a teenage retarded boy's hug or the spitting of

a child who is emotionally disturbed?

\vould not extended

experi~::nce

in agencies

dealing with such people and such situations tend to increase the students•
tolerance of situations whose meaning they did not understand or have under
control?

I would hypothesize that (VI) the Community Involvement students•

intolerance of ambiguity would decrease as a result of their experience.
These seemed to me some of the key expectations one might have of this
program even if it were only partially effective in achieving its aims.

MY hypotheses are not always in a positive direction; indeed, some would tend
to favour increased commitment, others the opposite.

And yet each seems to me

to follow from the nature of the program.
The particular tests used to measure these aspects of

commitme~t

are

described in Chapter 5; tre results of the study are reported in Chapter 6.
In the following Chapter I shall describe in detail the students• experience
of the Community Involvement Frogram, the experience which was the experimental
treatment ir this stuqy.

'.
.

~-
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CHAPTER 4

THE TREATMENT: TtlO YEARS OF THB: COMMUNITY INi!OLVEMEl-.lT PROGRAM

Before describing in detail the two years of the Community Involvement
Program on which

~

research is based, I will

s~

just a few words about the

social and educational environment of the school in which it was set.
The school is a medium-sized secondary school (population approximatezy
1,500) in a middle to upper-ll'.iddle class suburb of Toronto.

Within the area

from which this school draws its students, roost of the homes are

singl~-famizy

dwellings, about fifteen years old, and valued in 1975 at between seventy to
one hundred thousand dollars; t."'lere are onzy a few apartment buildings in the
area, no public housing, and no industry whatever.

The majority of the population

is white, Anglo-saxon, Protestant, and even the portion of the stu::ients who are
members of an ethnic group(the largest being Italian) are completezy assimilated.
The school is locally well-known for its school spirit and its wealth of
extra-curricular activities, from award-winning music groups(including a )00voice choir) to a variety of championship sports teamso

The parents in the

community also demand a solid academic education for their children(although
there is a large commercial department, there is only' one small industrial arts
classroom), and this is what the school delivers.

Most ofthe students in the

school go on to post-secondary education, about 45

~

going on to university in 1974

The administration (the principal and two vice-principals) is very conservativ
a.rrl therefore perfect for this area.

in demanded and carefully checked.

Discipline is firm and consistent

attendute~

Curriculum novelty is generally resisted, the
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cpmuunity Involvement Program having been accepted at the school not because
it was innovative or fulfilled any specific, urgent need but because or a personal
moral commitment on the part of the principal.

(The vice-principals were not

consulted and their hostility and skepticism sometimes interfered with the program.)
Also, I had three years earlier proposed a similc.r program, which had bean turned
down, so that the principal kne·N" he bad a willing teacher for the program.
vice-principals made it clear

tr~t,

since this program served only a

ti~

The
fraction

of the school population(19 in the first year, 11 in the second - a further indication of the lack of appeal of the

progr~~

in such an academic school), it would

therefore have to follow all the rules; if it couldn• t work on
would have to be cancelled.

tho~e

terms, it

In short, the administrative style or the school

was unashamedly conservative and authoritarian.

Year 1 -

T~·

Work Experience Component

In this school students in the Community Involvement Program were released
from school approximately ten hours per week to work in their agencies.

Because

the ordei- of the periods changed two days each week, the time slots for agency
work were: }1onday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9- 11:20 A.M. and TUesday and
Thursday from 1:35- ):05 P.M.(or later if the student wished).

If the agency's

work was carried on mainly outside thse time periods;, the student would do his
agency obligation outside school time(evenings or weekends) and be released from
school for the above times.

The student supplied his own tr.ansportation to and

from. the agency, ar:d was expected not to miss any classes of the other courses on
his timetable because of Community Involvement Program duties.
Ideally, the work that the students did was neither menial nor tri·rlal,
1lei ther

make-~ork

nor

11

joe-jobsn.

The agencies which had agreed to particir.ate

•
in the program were to provide for the student meaningful work in the main line
of service provided by the agene>J.

Employers were also asked to gi. ve the student

increasing responsibility as the year progressed, as well as a range of experience
within the agency, so that the students• experience would be both broad and deep.
Most of the work done by the students involv.ed direct contact with people: as
teachers' aides, working individually with the old, leading recreation groups,
etc.

Some positions , however, were more clerical or technical in nat_ure: working

at the public library or operating a camera at a local cable television station.
It was understood by all concerned that the student would remain in the same
agency for the entire year(in order to give him a realistic eXFerience of work),
unless an extreme mismatch occurred.
The work that the students did differ.s
work an apprentice does.

to a certain extent from the kind of

Each employer- is aware that the Ca:n:nuni ty Involvement

students are not only working

.!.!: his

agency, they are also doing reports

~

it,

a.rxi that they will, in response to their classroom assignments, be as!d.ng questions

about the operation, decision-making, and even the financing of the agency.

Most

employers would not see such investigation as a relevant part of an apprenticeship
program ..
For the purposes of the Community Involvement Program, the term social
service agency is defined very broadly as any agency which serves a social welfare
need.

The range of agencies is, therefore, extensive, including the traditional

social work areas, and also such commUnity services as radio and television stations
the public library, etc.

Because my school is located in a suburb of a large metro~

politan area, there were a large number of agencies from which to choose.
~eant

This

that in theory we could be more demanding of the agencies we finally selected.

liowever, it must be admitted that, in spite

or

this, many or too agencies could

proVide the students with tasks which were, for the most part, onlY routine and
undemanding.
second year.)

(We were able to improve this aspect of the program greatly in the
In order to give the reader sufficient information with which to

make a sound judgement of this program and of tm reeearch which follows, here is
a brief description of the work the students did in each agency (listed in order
·of the nUIIlber of students in the agency):

1. Y. vr.c .A. ( 6 students) -

These stu:ients were given a training program as

recreational leaders and participated in a weekly ni..:ife Skills" workshop
for the first half of the year.

Each student's work consisted of leading a

group of public school girls in an after-school recreation, crafts, arrl fieldtrip program.

1-1ost of .these groups were in schools located in poorer areas

of west end Torontoo

The skills, preparation, an:l stamina required for this

program were comparable to a public school teacher' s, although smaller in
scale, since they led a group for only one two-hour session each week.
2. Seneca School

C3

students, later 4) -

In this modern school for the retarded

the Community Involve~ent students were teachers• aides, assisting in the

classroom and on the regular recreational and educational outings.

Two of the

girls began their program by assisting in a regular public school, in order to
acquire a first-hand understanding of the differences between the youngsters
there, and the retarded and autistic youngsters they would be dealing with later.

3. St. Luke's Pre-School Training (2 students) ... This nursery school provtded
pre-school training for very young retarded children.

The two exceptionally

able students took part in every aspect of the training program(fine and gross
motor skills, speech therapy, toilet training, etc.) even including working in
a

ho~

program involving the children and their mothers.

This home program was

exceptionally demanding, and would probably be unsuitable except for such mature)

so.

'·capable young people.
4. Mental :Hetardation Centre, Ministry of 0 ealth (2 students) -

For t.'le first

half' of the year these students worked in the Centre itself in downtown

Toronto.

(Because of the extraordinary distance they had to travel on public

transportation, they decided to work two evenings per week for five hours·
each evening.)
J •

Their work consisted of taking care of and giving

therapy to severely retarded and multiple handicapped children.

p~sical

During the

second half of the year they worked on their own(under the direction of a
public health nurse) with a seventeen year old girl who was both retarded and
emotionally disturbed(she had a severe masturbation problem), teaching her
to use public

~ransportation

and various recreational and entertainment facil-

ities, as well as providing more personal counselling.

5. Kipling ..Acres (2 students) -

In this home for the aged, each sttrlent was

assigned to one pre-senile patient !or intensive work on an experimental
program attempting to slow down the process of mental

dec~

qy means of

memory drill( "Wh&t did you have for breakfast? What did you put in your
tea?"etc.) and the one-to-cne relationship

~~th

the patient.

The students

not only worked directly with the patients but also had to write detailed
reports on their work each day. .As the year progressed they also assisted in
a range of activities including crafts and recreation.

6. Braeburn Public School (1 student) -

This is an inner city school (over 8~

of the students live in a govet·nment housing project) in north Etobicoke.

The

Community Involvement student acted as a teacher's aide, running off dittos,
marking tests, assisting individuals or small groups in mathematics or English,
taking part in physical education programs, etc.

Unfortunately, this student

\.>as never involved with any progra..rn relating to the children• s home life and

.
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therefore had little CO!IIprehension of the children's educational and social
handicaps.

7• Children's Aid Society

(1 student, later

withdr~wn)

-

This student•s work

began with a crash reading program en the legal and professional aspects of
family services.

She was then able to go with a case worker to family court,

the home of a problem family, and a residence for adolescents.

It soon became

apparent, however, that the unscheduled and open-ended nature of these experiencE
conflicted with the inflexibility of the school timetable; the student had to
turn down s9 many invitations to such experiences that eventually she was no
longer asked, but was used as a babysitter for families taking part in agency
sessions and as a clerk, filing, answering phones, and phoning volunteers fer
the Big Brothers organization.
we

1~alized

After numerous consultations during three months,

that this placement was not going to work, and the student was

transferred to Seneea School.

It should be noted that this was the only such

problem we faced in this our first year.

It should also be noted that this

student had volunteered as a Big Sister while at the Children's Aid, and
continued this commitment during the rest of the year.
8. Etobicoke Public Ubrary (1 student) -

For the first six weeks this student

spent two weeks in each of the main departments of the library(cataloguing,
circulation, and audio-visual) receiving much the same kind of training any
library science student would.

She was then placed for the remainder of the

year in tre audio-visual depart.Irent, where her assignment, apart from general
assistance, was to find out exactly which LP recordings

r~d

been stolen from

the popular music collection, and to do a report on record theft, student
attitudes to it, and methods of prevention.
9• Maclean-Hunter Cable Talevi sion ( 1 student) -

MY only male student worked
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,
here in various technical capacities, basically as a camera man on locally
produced shows.

l'here was much opportunity here to· observe

local poll tics

in action and to became acquainted with the interests of various ethnic groups

(60% of local programming was for ethnic consumption). Also, as assistant to
the programming director, he gained first-hand knowledge of the various
pressures and legal aspects of running a local T.v. station.

His final project

£or the year involved producing at the studio a videotape of a

pl~

acted

b,y

one of our school's drama groups, which was later aired on the station and was
a source of considerable pride to him.
such, then,
'

e

J

w4S

the work experience of the students in the first year of tte

Community Involvement Program in Etobicoke.

combined with this was a classroon:

component consisting of two fifty-minute classes per week

(Tues~

and

Thursd~

9 - 9:50 A.M.). For the whole program the student received, if successful, three
credits.

How was success determined?

The students' immediate supervisors gave an

evaluation of the students• job knowledge, work output, initiative, cooperation,
etc. at least once a term.

A specially prepared fon: was given to them for this

purpose( see the sample on the following page).

As much as possible this wac:;

filled in in direct consultation with the student.

In any case, the students

filled in the same form judging their own performance.

The evaluation of the

work experience component, based on both of these evaluations, was worth
the student's

grade~

The other

5~

50%

of

was based on the classroom teacher's assess-

ment of written and oral assignments, class participation, etc.
One feature of the course which must b3 mentioned and which worked out very
Well is the selection procedure of agsncy placements for each student.

In

Etobicoke we had over twenty agencies offering more than one hundred and twenty
placements.

The students received a fact sheet on each agency(job description,

best hours for work, qualifications needed, if any, what the student could expect

8).

Data

uu•

Acency - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

fill out the folloving form on the basta of your paraonal contact with this student.
~ r•quested. By your checking the appropriate square this will remain confidential.
I!ELOW AVERACI'.

Doea net have enough under·
&tanding to handle present
work properly.

A'lOVI'. AVEMGE

OUTSTA.'IDtMG

Well-informed on ~ll aspects
of hia job and aome knowledge
of related jobs.

Excellent in his job and has
good knowledg~ of related Jobs

ABOVE AVERAGE

OUTSTA.'m!NG

Work output is generally aatisfaccory.

Work output consistently good
and completes suppleaentary
work.

Work output alway• above ordin·
ary job requir~ments. seek~
additional tasks.

ABOVE AVERAGE

OliTSTAND!NG

Does a satisfactory
job.

Does a good job. Seldom
sakes errors. Checks
quality frequently.

All work perfo~ed !s exceptio
a!.ly accurate. t.horough ,lnd
efficient.

ABOVE AVERAGE

OtrrSTANOWG

Jud~ent

is dependable and
usually based on some
thought.

Sound judgment.
always based en
ealysis.

ABOVE AVERACE

OUTSTANDlNG

Performs with direct·
ion but cannot
originate.

Often suggests improvements
~r initiates undertakings
~th little direction.

ls actively creative and
original.

ABOVE AVERAGE

OtM:STA.'IDiliG

Can be relied Ut>an,

Needs little supervision in
carrying out obligations and
takes respotu~ibility
willingly.

Is thoroughly dependable
and assumes much
respondbili ty.

Ia aatisfactorily informed in most aspects
of present position.

BELOW AVERAGE

Work output consistently falls
belov the daily requirements
of the job.

the volume of

Utently done in
t~e

volume re-

Your opinion and analyaia of the student's performance

proficient per\•~•-•• of the .Job.

BZLOW AVERAGE

Works slowly and
inefficielttly.

C~reless.

BELOW AVERAGE

and

Jumps to conclusions, acts
too hastily. Judgment is
not d et>endab le.

Judgment is generally
acceptable.

.BELOW AVERACE

Needs constant help and
supervision.

ll:ruJW AVERAGE

Can rarely be counted on to
carry out wcrk as directed and
meets obligations only when
under supervision.

is well intentioned
and meets obligations
fairly vell.

ABOVE AVF.RAGE

!\!:LOW AVERAGE

Shovs reluctance to co-ope~ata.
c~n•tant friction with others.
AntAI!<>Riatic.

Dcoi3i~~•
::rl~rou~h

Gets alan& s~t!a·
!actorily vita
associates. M~ets
others halfway.

Ia agreeable and frequently
helpful in grout> projects.
Gets aloni well with
uaoc1ate'l.

valuable contributio~
in >\roup projects, is ;tlwdys
helpful and goes out of way
to eo•opera te.
C~ve3

to learn at the agency) and

usual~ ~~

agenqy representative, if possible the

person who would be the students• immediate supervisor, made a presentation.
:gach student then selected his three favorites andwe:nt to these for individual
job interviews and tours of the agency. \-then these were completed, the students
ranked the agencies in order of preference and

su~tted

these to the teacher;

·the agencies at the same time notified the teacher of their preferred candidates.

This self-selection procedure, developed
project, has proved

extreme~

~

Brison in his Peterborough Pilot

satisfactory to all concerned..

Not only does it

begin to give the student real responsibility and respect for his desires, but
it also provided

~~e

first

opport~~ty

for

decision-~aking,

which is an import&nt

aspect of the course.

Year 1 - The Classroom Component
In the Comnunity Involvement Program six times as much time is given to
. work experience as is given to classroom learning.

The rationale behirrl this 1.s

not that the work experience is felt to be that much more important than what
takes place in th3 classroom, but rather that the learning which comes from experience is much more diffuse, auch less capable of compression.

or

Equal division

time between the two would in fact give greater weight to academic l~arning.

The present time division allows sufficient time !or.fairly substantial experience
in the agency, plus time for complementary classroom studies or reflection on the
agency experience.
~

in-school program began with the students attending class for th.-ee 45-

minute periods per d~ for the first four weeks(except for the two days on which
agencies made preser,tations a."ld tl::e four

d~vs

students went for interviews).

this time I gave a general.intr<.'duction to the course, discussed sume of its

In
ain1s,

8.5.

DIVISION OF STUDENTS' TIME IN THE COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PROORAM

Time in

Septemoor

Agency

1 Interview

c.I.P. class

J periods/day

Other classes

Students returned to school each day for 2 -

October - April
10 hours/week

2 periods/week

June

MaJ•
10 hours/week

Not at all

Indivi:iual
Appointments

J periods/day

4 regular classes

gave specific details about the daily functioning of the r:ogra:m, and did a number
of group exercises which I hoped would build in the class a sense of being a

JJUtually suporthre team, since during the year they would be seeing so little of
one another in class.

(In this I was unsuccessful; the class was characterized

by two strong cliques, which had their own loyalties and which tended to work in

the same agencies, p:WS a large number of relatively withdrawn loners.)
Three other kirrls of activity filled tl's remainder of this initial period.
the students did two series of pre-tests related to ti:e research being conducted

by the Soard of Education and to my own research.
research skills unit.

several days were spent on a

Since most of our up-t.o-date infomation on social problems

comes from th9 media, especially newspapers and magazines, I felt it essential
that the students become motivated to read these sources regularly and that they

be able to read them intelligently.

During the SUDII'ler of 1974 I had developed a

Readings File with 440 readings on twenty-four social problems along with an annota·
index which analysed the topics into headings such as causes, history of the proble1
agencies am treatments, etc.
at O.I.S.E.)

(This was done while I was working for Dr. Brison

After I had shown th9 students several of these files and they were

familiar with the kind of reading wanted and with the analytical scheme, each stu-
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dent was assigned to select one socia-.1 problem area, to collect at least five
articles on it during the tenu. and to sort these into the appropriate categories.
In the second term the exercise remained the same, but the minimum number of
problem areas was increased to t..>:tree.

This accomplished in a very satisfying

manner my first objective so that, by the end of the year most students read
·the newspaper regularly, some for the first time in their lives.

(This was

commented on b,y both the students and their parents.)

In the un1 t on research skills I gave the stu::!.emts a number of lessons arxi
homework exercises on the typical contents and structure of newspapers and magazines, the repetitive structu!"e of newspaper articles, the pressures on newspapers
and the consequent limits to their thoroughness and objectivity, how to identify
biases in the media, etco
of data.

We also went to the librar.y to examine other sources

This unit· was hated and resisted b,y the students, although they later

acknowledged its usefulness.

Clearly

t~

strategy of introducing students who

are for the most part non-readers to print resources must be less direct and also
del~ed

until the,y have been motivated b,y their work experience.

The final pcrtion of the first part of the course was a series of exerciecs
in listening and helping skills (based largely on the work of Cliff Christiansen
of O.I.S.E. and on Robart Carkhuff's The Art of Helping) and in group skills
(using exercises from the five volumes of Pfeiffer and Jones' structured Experiences
As much as possible I began each sequence of exercises with neutral and sometimes
nonsensical material so t!la t the students could focus on their own style in a group
and on tb3 gro-<Ip proe.esses involved.

\</han scane groundwork had ooen laid. I would

then let the content of discussions become mora involved and more involving, using
II!Oral or values problems (for example, fro.m Levi.n and Eisenberg's Dilemma series).
Some of t..~e students enjoyed this part of the ·course, others found it useful; ~~
fortunately, t..~e loyalties .of the t1·rO .01ain cliques meant that discussions tended

to generate more heat than light.

FUrthermore. the students tended to feel that

since there was no right answer to the question of abortion or what should be done
with a woman who abuses her welfare pay.l:D3nts. trere was really no point in having
such

discussions.

I continued to introduce issues which would lead to the arti-

culation of principles, but more obliquely (no longer using written materials)
· and almost always from their own experience.

TH.E IN-5CHOOL PROORA..\{ (YEAR 1)

Term 1
September
1. Introduction to course
2. Research skills

3. Job interviews arrl
agenqy selection

4. Group exercises

5. Exercises on listening
and

helping skills

6 .. Research pre-tests

october

November

1. Discussed feelings

1. More exercises

and experiences as
they began agency
involvement
2. Time taken up wi. th
administrivia
3., Group exercises
continued

on listening
skills
2. Values ani
public issues
3. Social needs
and social
rights

Term 2

December
Inquiry Training
and decision-making

Januar,y-Febru~J

Group solution of a
problem (toys for retarded, etc.)

March
Readings on and
discussion about
poverty

Term 3

April
Continued discussion
of poverty • welfare,
an::i public dependence

May

weekly meetings
with individual students to help in research for and writing
of Independent Study

JUne

1. Moral principles

and social problems
2. solving social
probleu~: what can
individuaJ. do? a
bandaid for a
broken leg?
3. Research posttests and debriefing.
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· When too students moved out into the agencies, attending Community Involve ..
1:1ent classes only twice per week, I found that for the next two months very ll ttle
of a substantive nature was accomplished.
which usually required personal attention.

A host of individual problems arose
As well, there was a continuous stream

of administrative problems: under what circumstances could students be absent from
their other classes in order to perform C.I.P.-related duties?
to get money to cover transportation costs? etc.

was there any way

I was determined to involve the

students in making these decisions, rather tha.."'l making them myself or allowing them
to be made unilaterally by the administration.

This served a number of important

functions, not least of which was the creation of a good teacher-student relationship and a classroom atmosphere of a kind some students had never experienced
before..

(In a report written at the end of the year one girl wrote: "When I

first started the C.I.P. I was quite impressed b.Y the classes.
open and you were able to voice your opinions freely.

They were ver,y

I never had a class like

this before, so right from the start I knew I'd be interested .. u)

But still I was

frustrated about whether they were "learning enough'', especially since the Peterborough experience had shown that one of the m(,st frequent questions about this
course was its academic credibility.

I must also admit that there was still a

good deal of the academic teacher in me, as well. which made adaptation to my
new role exceedingly difficult.

.

Fortunately, I had designed. a series of six written assignments to be handed
in, one a week, as soon as the students had settled into their agencies.

These

lrlere designed to parallel and deepen the learning I felt the student would be
doing in his agency anyway, asking basic questions about the what•s, the who's,
and the how's of his agency (see the following two pages).
~th

Each assignment ended

a question which added a critical dimensi~n, forcing ~im to think about ~he

f>';, reeular intervals throu.,ehout th...: year you will b-l aske:l to ,.,-r:to a ser·i:~s of
r~r..or.:.s on the '\'l:.:>rk you e.re doi."ll! in your agency· and on t~o lrorl~ oi· the at;!mcy
ao a llhola. At tho beginninr. oi the year tl:ase rerorts will be frequent and
brief; laterll they

'\-till

be less fraquant and mre substantial.

In ·t-.rrit5ng thage

rsporcs, remember that tf':.ey ar-~ p;!rl.ly academic essays, but a.repart.ly directed
tc~wa..""ds students in rut.ut'c yearo vrho ltill 'Wal'lt to know i."l so.::.e detail ~·!h~t you
havl) G.:"'tporicnccd in the out-of-school rx>rtion of tho
clear, and

d~cct

C.I.~.

::aka the:n as si:J.,i·la,

as r::ossible, usi..."lg anecdotes .fro_l your e}..--pericnea \'l11ore you

thin..1.{. this 1.-dll help peopla

unclei·s·~and.

They -..ria-,1 va...-y ir.. lsngth depending en

ho\·; the topic fits the \';ork of you: ;:.eenoy, but thGy should almost never be
short~r

than one page.

Qg.k_~

1. Oct. 15/?l.,

2. Oct .. 22/74

3.

Oet..

29/74

SubJ.ec..t
The ki."'ld or introduction or ·t;ra.ini..'1g you have· rcceivcd or
are receiving at your agl3'n.cJ"J the kindll of kno•'lledgo a.--:d/o-;:
ekill that 1lill be requirGd o:t you.
Ie thore ar.y-'"1.4'1ing you f'acl j·::Ju should have b3en i!!.tro1uced '~o
but haven't been?
The ?hl:-nic.;tl Set-v.p of the Ag·zncy
(a) ~..hat ld.<"td of buildinG is it? hol·r old? ho:.,.. big? ct~.
(b) ~-:nr-.t \·nriet:r of facj.lition does it con·i:.g.in? He•.-: aro th~wc
related to the service the arroncy p:rovidzs?
(c) In rrhat kind of neighl:::ourhood is the bt.:.ildi."1G loc1.ted?
~·Jhy is it lccat•:?d there?
(d) \-.'hat is la.cld..n~ in the fac:tlities? Xs tho locat.i.,n the
best possible?

Heeds Survey

~ !ntervie>·d.."'lfl agency persop.ocl or the people the ~~ncy

serves, by rc<::.ding l.'!c'l:spapcr ox· IMgazinc accounts of the
agency s and fj;"Oil you.r own ohscna.tions,
(a) Il'a'...:e a list, of very opccif:"L~ needs that ar~ a.t l=T~s~mt
not being f'ill~d by your B{t!?ncy; th!!DO r.::::ly be J...1::-3:e002~e needs(cg. larger f:?.cil1tics, ereat.er coop!r-'ltion
.frcuth,;) colcri:.mity, ot::.) i:l'.> vury p~raona.l nuc:l.n af
individualn :1.n tC:e n~cnc:r(og .. ns~·t g~rJ-3s f~r ro·~ . n~dcd
chlldrcn, ra"'.lps to allow thooe in \Jiwel-chair·o ·(.o v:Lsit.
a t.;ovie J ate.)
(b) Sort th ;;so no ads into tt;ro co1tw.ms .1' 1:1?-jcr( i:J. tho.::;'21 th::::t.
'\iOlild r~quira ereat ch~u;eos in t.cnJ~: of ;.;o;.Juy or r-nrz(mnel)
and rxlnor(i·J,. thane th::.t ~a:i.t:;ht bo :Y.>lvod by :in~Uvld1.~al::; or
s::~B.ll c;roup::$ t'lorkine idthin.:. th~ present ~cucy :la\:.up) ..
. (c) :·fake Oj!fi(;) :JU[;.g·~stions of you:.· O':\'n .'l-'1 to hoN ::~o.·!o •Jf t.ho:1~
:uir..or needs :!".ieht bL-l soh·-..:)d O:i ~~ou or iT.: a c;r,mp rJf pcoplu
under your dl:-3otlcn.
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1•• Nov.

5/74

5· Uov. 12/74

· 6. nov. 19/74

~)'hat

laws or rcculations are there r;overnine tho various
aspects of your agenci<!s uork? ~un.·~.rize th,!so briefly
and explain ho\1 your aeency a.dar:ts to t!'".em.

Agency r~rsonnel
Intc:t-vieu (a) one tlup.~rrlsor or nd::dniotrator tt..nd (b) 0ne
o.gency o:lployoo( ca:3e v."'rlc cr, technic ian, etc. f""CZ;"nccrning
their job.
(1) \iha.t is the nature of their job? ~fuat lcnoHl::rtge or
Ukills does his/her job roquiro?
(2) \Jha t 1:rraini.'1g, cdlJ.cation 1 or qualifications .,n::uooa rcquire1
for the job?
(.3) \mat motivated hi:n/hor to cc>lil.C j11to this line of l·:o:rk7
(4) \•Jhat is a t;rpical dey or 11eek J.ike for them on tho job?

(l) \lhat

o~"1er agencies in the comnnmity t~rov:hle so:""'d.ces
in the same social nc~d a.rea as your £!gency •!oen?
(2) Describe those other aeencico bl·iefl.y. P.ou ur~ tr.ey
ths same and het-I aro the7 different fror.t you::- ovm?
\1.:'1at
kind of relation!;hip does yo";.U" e.gency h:we uit.h
(.3)
thuse other agenci~s? i.X.J they have trny rugular !!ll.?e.ns
of co::r:m.l'liention .'\dth each other?
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!laws and limitations of his agency.

(The assignment sheets were also given to

the agency supervisor. )
In concluding term I,I

turned~

attention to an examination of the needs

of people in society, of the extent to which our society is meeting those needs
(see, for example, Manzer• s Canada: a Socio-Political Report) • an::i of the extent
to which society should be responsible for helping people

sat~sfy

their needs.

This unit was partlY factual, but its primary focus was a critical examination
of the values of our society.

(The written assignm:mt for this unit is given

on the following page.).
In term II, I turned to what was considered to be one of the course• s most
important parts, and which

consequent~

received a great deal of attention, a

unit on the skill of making sound decisions.

I have already mentioned the admin-

istrative decisions in which I involved the class.

In leading them through these

I employed, without making explicit, the decision-making model from Robert carkhuff•s The Art of Problem-Solving and Robinson-Tickle-Brison•s Inquiry Training:
Fusing Theory and Practice.
settle

~n

(I had also used the model when helping the students

which agency to select.)

The

model~~

be roughly summarized as follows:

before any commitment is established to any particular solution to a problem, a
Wide range of alternative solutions is generated and, independently, the values
or principles

~rich

one wishes the solution of the problem to satisfy(s6metimes

Called the deciding factors or criterja) are established, rank ordered, and given
appropriate weighting coefficients.

In reaching the final decision, each solution

is tested against each criterion and ag&inst any eXisting personal or material
conditions which would influence the likelihood of success.

After I had taught

this model didacticallY using illustrations both serious and amusing from ~ own
lire (eg. what Kind of breakfast to have), t~ students did a series of exercises
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Term II Writing Assignments

II· The Morality Behind social Problems
For the purposes of this essay and the next one, I am going to divide
social problems or social needs into three categeries as follows:
A· Problems which affect only a small percentage of the population, which
make the sufferer unable to participate normally in society, and which
most of us view with pathos.
1. Menatl Retardatior.
2. Mental Illness

3. Old Age
4. Physical Handicap

B. Problems or needs which affect more people, but which not nearly
everyone would agree should be viewed with sympat~r:
1. Abortion

4. Delinquency
5. Criminals
6. Poverty

2. Alcoholism
J. Day Care
C. social needs which affect
individual:
1. EC. ..LCation

every~ne

but which could. be. left up to the
2. The Media

Your assignment is as follows:
(a) Pick one topi ·~ from each of the above categories;
(b) According to what moral principle do we say
should be helped?

th~t

people in this situation

{c) Should everyone in this problem situation be helped? Can you
people With t~ problem whom wou wouldn't help? Why not?

tP~nk

of

a~~

(d) To what extent should all taxpayers (i.e. the government) be responsible
for paying for help to people in these situations?' Should it pay for all
or only part? T.{ny?

9).

applying the model to decisions they were actually facing in their own lives(for
example, which community college to go to the following year, or whether to go on
to post-secondary education at all)o

Later in the term they did case

stud~es

of

decision-making and decision-makers in their agencies, having now a critical tool
for evaluating the values of the

agen~

process ani structure in the agency.

and the quality of the decision-making

They also became aware in the process of the

many external pressures to which agencies must respond in making their decisions,
as well as of the role of government.
I felt before the course

beg~~

(Sample exercise is on the follcwing page.)

that one of the most· effective ways in which

to foster the students' commitment to the solution of social problems was to have
them actually carr,y through the solution of a problem.

Using the needs survey

assignment which they had done in the first term, they now selected one small need
or problem which they wanted to tackle, applied the decision-making model to the
problem, and then tried to implement the solution.

one group decided to build toys

for the retarded, the other to make a T.V. program to let their fellow students
and the community know about the C.I.P.

In both cases I refused a responsible

leadership role(although if information or transportation were requested, I

bladl~y

offered whatever I bad); this was a practical test of group problem-solving.

The

first group divided into teams, some begging wood from local lumberyards, some
doing the actual-construction, some seeking donations from tqy companies, etc.; in

the end they were able to take their toys to Seneca School and teach the youngsters

how to use them, thereby getting the immediate satisfaction of seeing their efforts
bring pleasure and skills to others.

The second group contained a number of strong

person.ali ties who quickly came into conflict( I actually did have to insert Ieyself
into their discussions several times to break logj~~s).

The male, who was the only

one With any relevant knowledge or skills. was unable to take effective leadership.

.,
CIP

Lm

In tor."'l I.. th3 uri t ton o'lSSignr.i'Dr: ts focus sed almost entir·::~ly en wh;: t you
~.;-.c::.t d:')~ply lm·olved in J.earnlD..g atout 0 your agency o the people \..1hC
~rork :li1 it and :·Ih·lt 5.t dc>CS~
In term IIo r;.~ w-DJ. b.:-!gin ·tt? turn from tho
consid~ration of ngenciea to the br-oac!er topic of social problem"> or ecsci"-tl

wore

r.oC".ds ...

I.

l!.9£L'ln: Decis:!..£D-

and £lolJ<:\~:!·~aJ51nq

1-1!:: have now ex<:~mincd thl procens of decl sion-.n3king on a personal J..-w:)l.
The !;£m~ \-:c..y of anal yslng and ma:dng d~cisions can be .:":£pp!ied tc orgr.nlz&ticns.

Ju:::;t 's wl th irdividuals> not evcn:y cleGisicn of every ag!:ncy will l.;a ccmp!~ tely
thou~1ht out.
This assign:n:.mt will a(;j!: you to examin~ tho d~cisJ.on-makin~1 ~hat
goos on in your agency.
(a) One part of the tazJ.: of caking dcd.~~cns W<l3 t .. 5.nkir.g up aH~::::rn~tiv~~.
Who in your agency doos most o~ the thinking up cf alternativeG? Is
there anyof'(" who has t::ds ~s part of his job or is ~t. J.e:it. to in·.livici1.'JJ.~
to sugg~st ~~!.tcr.nativcs as ti1ey sen the n<.::ed? Dces the agency rC$i~:>nr.j
c·nly ~:;hen ccfTI!)la.ints <ltP. receivcd(c!ther. f:ro;n itG wot"kcrs or·thc (:.:~O;:>l"?
it serves cr thE! publl·:::} or docs it nr.tively seck out sugg.H;tion<:: fc.r
ilternatlves? Does it zot up form~1l committees to revic~1 policl!!-s cvr:.ry
5·0 often?

(b) Tha othe: mojcr ~Drt of decidon-making t:as ord~ring in import~nce y.;v.r:
values o:.:-, 11vhat r cal!<:;d the de-:idlng fi!c"\:.o:rs.. Can ycu -:;ay wht:t the
values of your c'21iH1Cy would be for most major dc·ci sl ons?

(c) Take an example cf or.o major coc:lsicn in your a9cncy (r,l;;jcr = inv:::.1:d.nt?
rr.ore than $1,000 or requiring t:1e hiring of a new employee} ?.nd ·t·:r8ce
the stages the ducision v.:snt throu9h beford=i t ttras finc.lly <>.pproved or
turned do..-m.
(d) Who makes the oe.-:isic·mi ccnccrn.tng how m~:.-::h of the .?.'!al!.~!)l;J m0r;:;y v:E 1
te sper.t 0n •tthich pTe9::<uns in Y'Jl!;~· agency? Dra11 a diagrmn gtvli:\; {;itle::;
of posittons of •:ho~ hi<n·e:rcb~' of at·.thority in yc•ur ag::mcy, nn:l i:~ e-n~·
governrr.ant b·~nch yot~r agency i:; rGspcnsible to. Who 1::. fln3tly r~";:fJ~H15ible
for G<:ljor d~cisions 7

(e) Sh·:j'N (:.:;~1n a diu~Ji."~m \:ottld bo be!:>t) all "thf! sol"-rces of m.~ney st!J:(.):!.ied !:-:>
y:mr ~gency az~d nlso ii:cicatc if thess sourc~s ~xt)ec-t anytldn.;J iP :cc·;;ur;"J.

(f) To ;.vh.;t c:xt·~:~t clo you think the p~:rr;on<:lJ.itlc::; c{ th•: lncilvidu~:i. ded.!:iionma!~e:rs involved iniluenc.e!.i the d~citilon~ thst ;,;re m~d~?
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The.end result was a series of heated arguments and grandiose plans, but no
program.

Fortunately, this was the kind of exercise which could produce learning

even in its failure.
At the end of the second term and during the third term I turned to the
issue of poverty to further examine the social causes of social problems, the
· extent to which taxpayers should be responsible for helping • etc. ; as well, by
using the case studies in Bernard Gelfand's manual for welfare case-workers
The Tf'lindow: Toward an Understanding of

H~

Need, I tried to help the students

see the problem from the point of view of the poor.
After

revi~Ning

tha decision-making model, I asked each student to eelect

one social problem and to write an in-depth and solution-oriented
problem.

rep~rt

on the

This Independent Study would be a major essay demonstrating a mastery

of information about the problem and an application of the decision-making model
in order to arrive at the best solution.

This drew toget.J.:ler several elei!l!nts

from the whole course, the research skills, the Readings File materials, and the
use of the decision-n1aking model on a complex problem.
In the final

w~eks

of the course the students were no longer in their agencies

but were once again in class for three periods per day.

I returned to the moral

issues behind social problems, especially as viewed b,y the victims of the problem
(this time using films, such as those in the searching for Values series).

One

film about a protest demonstration by a group of poor people in Ott~wa provoked
excellent discussion ( a rational and objective consideration of both sides of
the issue) and allowed me to confront them with the questions: 11 Are our present
social services merely applying a bandaid to a broken leg?

II

symptoms rather than causes?
problems?"

Are they treating

Is it even possible for them to solve our society's

During these last two weeKs the post-tests for the two research pro-

jects were administered and tr.e students wre debriefed on wbat had been learned.
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year 2 ...

The t-lork Experience Component

The first year, although it had its share of error and missed opportunities,
was generally accou."'tted a success by everyone concerned.
cies were interested in remaining in the program.

Certainly, all the agen-

The teachers and administrators

involved in the three Etobicoke schools decided that, while a few agencies would
be

added to the range of opportunities offered to students, basically this would

be a Year of consolidation and working to improve the agency placements we already

had.
With one year of experience behind us we were able to make many improvements.
In the first place, Ne understood more about the functions and procedures of each
agency, and were thus able to make suggestions about using our students

tr~t

we

had not previously thought of. What had been tried an:i found successful in one
agency could now be suggested to other agencies.

Secondly, everyone involved now

felt more confidence in the students and in the program.

Those

agen~J

personnel

who had been in the program the first year could now be more experimental;

newcomer~

could be given reassurance based on the first vear• s success, as well as a few phone
numbers of last year• s agenei·es.

And thirdly, we teachers became more deu:anding of

the agency in terms of keeping track of attendance, if that had been a problem, or
proViding more systematic training ini t:tally arrl throughout the year.

In the first

Year we had been less demanding just to make sure they entered the program; now
that they saw the benefits to themselves, they didn•t want to lose our students,
in:i were therefore willing to give more.

Another kind of improvement which we were able to make was·in assisting the
Students in their initial selection of agency.
a kind of adventure in selecting

~~e

In the first year there bad been

agencies, with the students

ar~

teacher

equals in trying to determine, from what agency personnel said and from what we
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could deduce about their personalities, just what it might be like to work in
t.bat agency for a. year.

In the second year, we could not only be much more ex-

plici t and confident in the information we gave students, but we could also use
our knowledge of personnel to match up students with supervisors.

For example,

we had seven girls interested in working in public school classrooms; we were now

able to match one girl who liked a structured program and a clear idea of what she
was supposed to do with an old-fashioned, very traditional teacher, while more adventurous, independent stucents could be placed with those teachers who wanted to
give their assistants more room for individual initiative and creativity.
One radical difference between the agency component in this second year compared to the first(at least in my school) was the narrow range of agencies selected.
This was not only because there were only elenn students this year, but also
because a large number of able girls ended up being teachers' assistants.

The

following is a brief description of the kind of work done in each agency:
1. Family Court ( 4 students, later withdrawn) program.

This was a new agency in the .

The Family and Juvenile Court for our district was located in

town Toronto, but was opening a new branch in our areao

d~Nn-

cne of its younger,

more progressive judges agreed to take on a number of students in a practicum
much like that given to law students.

They would begin by visi tin& cou.....-t

every day possible for two weeks, observing different kinds and levels of
court and different judges within the same level
a paper on their observations.

of

court, eventually writing

They would then visit and read about various

agencies associated with the court, to which various kinds of offenders could
be sent, again producing a paper.

There would then be opportur.i ties to becoo:.e

involved in setting up the new court building in our suburb, in meetings concerning local social problems, in training to work as a volunteer on an emergency

:'! l

~··

....

:1;..
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phone-in service, etc.
Unfortunately, a number of things went wrong.

The judge had misunderstood

how much of r..is time would be required; busy as he was with setting up the new
court, he never seemed to have time to see the students.

Because of the court 1 s

location, the students had trouble getting to it and then back to school on
time.

The students were disappointed that their program involved them so little

with people ard so much with books and writing reports; some of them did act
as volunteers in the court nursery, but this taught them nothing about what
was ostensibly their primary interest.

But the biggest problem was

t~t

such

a program asked of them more maturity and independence right frcm the beginning
than they were able to give; after so many years of the school

system~s

feeding, they were simply at loose ends in this type of program.

spoon-

.After seven

or eight weeks, I felt there was no choice but to 'place the students in other
agencies.
2. Special Education Classes in Elementary Schools (3 students, later 5) - Special
Education covers a wide variety of problems, from being a new canadian, having
family proble..1s, being a slew learner, to having very specific learning disabilities and, of course, being a

11

behaviour problem".

Students acted as

teacher aides; how much responsibility tr..is gave them was dependent on the
kind of teacher they were assisting, but it generally involv·ed running dittos,
'

working .with individuals or small groups, and sometimes preparing and teaching
lessons to a whole class.

3. T2.SOL in Elementary Schools (2 etud.ents) -

Teaching English to Speakers of

Other Languages is a program for recent immigrants who speak little or no
English.

They are bused to the nearest school offering the program and given

an intense course·in learning to speak

Englis~,

so that within six months many

can move directl;;.- into the appropriate grade in a regular school.

The students

in the Community Involvement Program performed basically the same tasks as
those assisting in Special Education classes, except they spent a great deal
of their time learning and using special techniques for language drill.

The

atmosphere in the class tended to be different as well in that discipline was
less of a problem, and frequently the TESOL

stud~nts

were extremely intelligent

and ver,y anxious to learn and to adapt to their new environment.
4. Lakeshore psychiatric Hospital (1 student, later 2) -

The two males in m:y·

class worked in different wards of this large hospital, one in a sheltered
workshop for patients attempting to move back out into the community, the other
in a sheltered workshop for elderly patients.

They also took part in organizing

recreational evenings on a regular basis, as well as parties or dances on the
weekends.

Because this was the first time w..-e had had students in this agency,

we were not able to make this placement as varied or as educational(in the
sense of learning about mental illness and ps.y·chiatric hospitals) as we would
have liked.

The two students generally worked alongside the patients, talking

with them and listening to .their proolems.

5. Huuiber Developmental Centre (1 stt:.dent) -

This centre, part of a local

Conmunity College, is an experimental nurser,y school for the severely retarded.
It has up-to-date facilities, a young and enthusiastic staff, and is used both
for research and for training students in the college's child care worker program.

The community Involveoent student;

w-~s

given a week-long training program

with films and lectures on behaviour modification and on various aspects of
retardation.

The student was then put in with a small group of retarded child-

ren, under the supervision of an instructor.

The student eventually worked

alone with groups and took part in every type of training program provided b.Y
the Centre(gross and fine motor Skills, eating and toileting, speech training).
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....

6. y. Til. C. A. ( 1 stu:i ent) .. The program was essentially the same as in yea:r 1,
except that the amount of time for leading groups was increased from two to
four hours per week.

The particular student involved was so outstanding in

her work that she was hired to lead another group after s¢hool, and also to
train other group leaders.

She was also hired the following summer to continue

this kind of work.

Year 2 -

The Classroom Component

After consulting with the new students, I decided that this year they should
begin work in their agencies as soon as possible.

The first three

d~s

of class

involved the usual introductory information sessions about the agencies and about
the program as a whole.

This year, I stressed, they would be responsible for

the curriculum, partly because I wanted to 'give them more responsibility of a ld.rrl
th~

had been given little of in school,

~id

partly because I felt they would know

wch better than I what their needs were and I wanted. the classroom to respond to
those

ne~ds.

The following week was given over to agency-,interviews and. itVer;: stu-

dent was at work the following week.
The next few weeks' clasees were taken up, as I had come to expect, wit."l
administrative problems, this year focusing on the attitude and behaviour of the
Vice-principal who was responsible for this class who·was new to the program this
Year.

At least two full sessions were given over to the students• complaints about

his rigidity and his inability to understand that they might be late a few times
until they had figured out the bus schedules to and from their agencies.

The bad

feeling generated at this time was never fully dissipated.
In early Qctot:er, I asked them to come to a decision as a group as to what our
toals

~hculd be

in the classroom part of the course.

We would then discuss various
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alternative paths to those goals, as well as means for evaluating how far we had
got toward them.

The main goal on which they settled was increasing their know-

ledge of social problems,

sp~ifically,

the problems dealt with by each student's

agency and the various techniques it used.
presentations.

The means they decided on were seminar

Since their gOal was knowledge, they could see that the most suit ...

able method of assessment was a rather traditional test.

I therefore assigned each

student, or pair of students, to make up and hand in to me at the conclusion of
his oral report a number of questions on his presentation which might be used on a
test.

I also imposed on them the

new~aper

article assignment from the previous

year; I justified this exercise as a means of broadening the goal they had already
selected, and as having been ver,y successful the previous year.
OVer the next few weeks it became apparent to the students that these reports
were not only not interestin6 in themselves but that even if they were good, they
would not be a good means of learning Qn a regular basis.

However, I was able to

make most of the sessions interesting by making explicit some principle held by the
student or his agency with which some of tr.e students would disagree.

For example,

the Humber Developmental Centre would not accept youngsters into their program unles
the parents agreed to

~ontinue

too program at ho.111e.

This could be justified in term

of the necessity for continuous and consistent reinforcement in a behaviour modification program.

Ho<.."ever, it also meant that many children would be denied access

to the program because of their parents' attitudes.
issue for a wrdle. I then broadened it

b,y

After they had debated this

having them app~ the issue to the Special

Education or TESOL programs in which some of ~~em taught, and finally to their own
high school,What if acceptance in the C.I.P. required parental cooperation in an
after-school program?)

One oth~r issue also tecame a recurrent theme: should one

Use only positive reinforcement in a behaviour modification program or was there
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some value to using both kinds of reinforcement?

MY role in the discussion was

to keep the issue clear, to break up log-jams in discussion, and to supply a
larger perspective on the issue b,y referring to theories or experimental evidence
from ps,ychology, or b,y inventing cases which would clarify the moral or psychologica
issue.

Because the students could raise plenty of particular examples from the

handling of problem cases in their own agencies, these discussions combined theory

and real-life experience in a way many university instructors would envy.

'IHE IN-SCHOOL PROGP-4.11 (YEAR 2)

Note -

Unlike the first year, the class met for two 50-minute classes/week
for the entire year.

Term 1
September

october

1. Introduction to the
2.

3.
4.

5.

1. Establishing
course
course goals
Agency interviews and
and curriculum
selection
2. Student
Research pre-tests
seminars on
Administrative problems
agencies and
Sharing of feelings and
social problems
experiences on beginning
agency work

Mid-November to Mid-January -

November
1. Continued student
seminars.

teachers• strike in Metropolitan Toronto

Tenn 2

January

February

1. Revision of goals
and curriculum

March

1. Unit on handling

1. Student led group

problems in personal
relation ships, especially conflict
2. Leadership seminars

exercises
2. Guest speakers(deaf,
blind)
J. Received pilot essay
for Independent Study

Term 3

----..:.

April

}lo(ay

1. Vocational counselling
2. Unit on empathy

3. Students began Indep8r.dent
Study on the

near

Heetings of C.I.P.
.classes from all
three Etobicoke
schools

June
Research post-tests
and de briefing
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At this point there occurred a most serious event, the first secondary
school teachers• strike ever to occur in the city.

I tried to reassure the stu-

dents that in a sense they were the luckiest in the school in that they would be
able to keep going to their agencies, and thus keep those credits alive for sure,
no matter how long the strike lasted.

In fact, the strike lasted from :tid-November

to mid-January, ani was extraordinarily bitter.
stu1ents was largely unaffected.

However, :roy relations ~dth these

}!any of them, after all. worked in public schools

arxi were at least able to perceive, if not entirely agree with, the teachers' point
of viewo
ag~nc,y

And for some, the strike was actually a boon: one girl wo:r.ked in-her

almost full time during the strike, becoming so experienced that she was

given much more responsibility than would otherwise have been the case, being
asked by other teachers to assist them in teaching and in the end beir..g hired to
assist in teaching a TESOL program during the summer.
once classes had returned to normal in January, I asked the students to rethink their goals for the in-school component, based on their greater experience
of the program and on their understanding of what the work experience was and
not giving them.

A major change in their thinking quickly became apparent.

~ias

Of

highest priority now were skills in handling problems in personal relationships,
especially in handling problem children in the classroom and in handling conflict
in general.

After considering a number of alternative approaches. t."ley settled

for readings and discussion. but after a few periods of this traditional fare, they
\lanted to change to a more active arrl involving mode.
number of

cor~lict

We therefore role-played a

situations, not in the artificial sense of pretending to be or

feel something other than what we were or felt, but rather by being ourselves in
Situations which would not ordinarily occur.
residue of anger about the teachers• strike;

For example, one girl still felt a
\-re

argued about it, the only restraint

being that I was to adopt a strategy which would not demolish her argu.~nts bu-;,
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which would leave her feeling she had been heard and understood, even thou&h we
might still continue to disagree.

After 20-30 minutes of such highly involving

discussion, we would then as a group examine the nature and effectiveness of both
participants• strategies.

Along with this kind of exercise we had as a guest

speaker a ver,y personable and wise co-ordinator of guidance from the Board of
Education, who had given courses on leadership at the University of Toronto.
Also, the student Whose work at the Y.\I.C.l. involved training group leaders
led us for a number of periods in a variety of group exercises designed to make
us feel comfortable as a gro-1.1p and to reveal aspects of group dynamics.
But along with their primary goal ti:e students made clear that they wanted
a continual, more informal exchange of ideas, experiences, and opinions concerning
their agency work.

Again after discussing a number of alternatives. we decided

to open each class session by asking if anyone had an. experience or problem he or
she wanted

t~

discuss, the idea being that this would take about fifteen minutes

of each period on the average.

This approach worked ver,y well; sometimes some -ver,y

involved discussion would take the whole period; frequently only a few minutes would
be taken to resolve same simple, specific problem.

Shortly after school resumed in Januar,y I also introduced the long-term
Independent Study ,..ilich was part of the program.

This year I wanted to make the

projects much less abstract than the previous year•s solution-oriented essay.
outlined three possible types of project.

Firstly, they could do a real research

project on some aspect of their agency wo:::-t<:.
Use

I

One of t':'le problems with the ordinarJ

of the word research in schools is that it implies reading and copying out otl-:er

people• s ideas.

But in the Community Involvement Program the students had access

to situations in which there were real questions yet to be answered.

What happened

to students after they left the TESOL program to return to regular classes?

What
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special problems did they face?
with fewer problems?

What might be done to help them make the transition

or. to turn to a more

a~erimental

mode, if an approach to

teaching spelling or reading is not working very well, can the student devise a
better one the advantages of which can be demonstrated by comparison scores from
an experimental and control group?

One girl had stumbled on just such a procedure

before I ever introduced the topic.

A~cond

project might involve the preparation

of teaching materials for use with their elementa..-y school pupils, materials which
their associate teachers

c~uld

continue to use in the future.

Thirdly, either in-

dividua.l.ly or in groups, they might undertake some practical project involving
them in some social problem be.yond the range of those they encountered in their
agencies.
As spring drew near, the students had to
about the future.

A number of classes

~rere

~~e

some very definite decisions

devoted to going around the table to

hear what each person planned and what he had done thus far to accomplish his plans.
Those who

h~d

already gone for job or college interviews passed on what they had

learned. What became clear was that most of them still needed vocational guidance

am

sslf-knowlec!~e.

I provided them with whatever information I could, but more

concretely, I gave them the Strong-campbell Vocational Inventory and debriefed them
on the results.
In late March I received a phone call from a young woman who said she wanted
to talk to my students about becoming involved as volunteers with the deaf.

When

she came, she showed herself to be a fascinating and articulate young woman who was
herself almost totally deaf, although, because her long hair coYered the wires to
her hearing aid, no one in the class realized this until she herself revealed it.
We took the whole session to pNbe, with her cooperation, the world o.f the deaf.

This was especially ':lseful to me because I had been trying to get around to the
tepic of empathy, when here

pre~ented

itself the test possible way to practise it.
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The class decided that we should have

ano~~er

visitor; again, an accident provided

us with an opportunity to have a visit from a gentleman who was totally blind and
totallY deaf (this visit was arranged entirely qy one of the students).

Not only

did this lead to excellent discussions on empatny, but eight of the girls took on
as their group project the learning of the sign language of the deaf ani then acting as volunteers in an elementary school for the deaf and in Seneca School, where
an experimental program was using the sign language with some of the retarded.
organization and carrying out of the project

v2S

The

entirely in the hands of the stu-

dents and was quite successful: such was their enthusiasm that they put up displays
around the school on deafness and blindness and even taught the sign language to
their own public school pupils as part of an attempt to teach

~~em

about the life

of the deaf.
The conclusion of the course was also handled differently from the previous
year.

In the first place,

tl~

students elected to continue in their agencies until

the last day or school, coming in to class
research post-tests.

or~

one extra period to complete the

secondly, the teachers of the Community Involvement progra.'Tl in

the three Etobicoke schools arranged a series of meetings in which the stud.,nts
could get to know their counterparts in the other schools, and could re!lect together on what they had experienced and learned during the year, as well as coming
to a consensus on three questions assigned qy the teachers: what makes a good
C.I.P. teacher? what makes a good C.I.P. student? and what should the classroom
component of the course be like?

These meetings were highly successful both as

social events and for the reflection they provoked.
I will conclude with two general comments about this second year•s in-school
camponent.

Firstly, there was obviously much less emphasis on writ ten assignments.

There were, of course, such assignments throughout the year: in the first part of
the year, the report to the class on their agency and the collection of newsp.aper
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articles; in second term, an essay on their relationship with their agency supervisor (nWhat Makes a Good supervisor?") and the pilot study for their major project; in the final part of the year, the major project itself, which was in this
case mostly an action project. invol,nng only a report on what they had learned
about the world of

t~e

deaf from their experienceo

It was their enthusiastic and

responsible action as well as their excellent participation in class which made
me feel justified in pl&cing less emphasis on academic,written work.
Secon~,

although I felt we had a feeling of mutual respect and, to a

certain extent, closeness in the class, I was continually worried that the students
were net learning enough. not acquiring enough knowledge.

I continually checked

with them, both as a group and on an individual basis, to remind them that they
were responsible for curriculum and to be sure that they felt they were learning
what they needed.

From time to time I would respond·to some sense that I wasn•t

teaching them enough, and I would try to conduct a conventional lesson.

These

occasions were incredibly strained, and not just because the circle in which we
had always sat worked against a teacher-centered board lesson; everyone would
wonder what had ·.:ome over me ani would leave the class shaking their heads.

It

was well into the year before I could accept that the group guidance sessions we
had been having were what the students needed and that they were wortr.y of respect.
It takes time before you can make your actions .fit your beliefs, and a good deal
or practice before you can .feel at home in a new rol~.
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CHAPTE?.. 5

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

Educational research of the kind I have undertaken is inevitably very far
from the ideals of control and purity of the laboratory. In the first place, my
independent variable is a complex educational program, involving a variety of
contents to be learned, a variety of educational settings and personnel, and a
variety of learning styles, from content-oriented lectures to

11

bull sessions".

FUrthemore, the Community Involvement Program was only one part of what was
happening in the lives of the students.

And my dependent variables,the moral

and psychosocial development of the students, are themselves complex
difficult to evaluate and slow to change.
such research

m~

phenow~na,

Yet it is rrrJ belief that, however far

be from the scientific ideal, and however tentative its conclusion

must remain, such research has a definite contribution to make to those concerned
about the effects of real school programs, in all their complexity, on the lives
of the young.
The following research makes no original contribution in terms of its
methodology.

I haYe, indeed, been rather cautious, concerned to establish my

case With evidence that is as objective as possible. ',As one researcher has ret:larked about studies of the influence on students• values of "education by
experience",
an adequate methodology of appraisal is imperative if the study is worth
undertaking. Neither impressionistic nor objective assessments by th~n
selves would give the balance and depth nacessa_~ for a solid conclusion.
Both types of evaluation should be used. This is particularly advisable
here, because of the strong, almost doctrinaire, conviction of success held
by leading protagonists of this type of education. 1
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I have been sensitive to this caution and have therefore tended to place
emphasis on objective paper-and-pencil tests, which I have tried to fill out
by means of student self -!"~ports, case studies, an::i interviews.

The Test Measures
The following chart lists the tests used in each year of the research:
Year 1:

1. Social P..esponsibility Scale (Berkovitz & Lutterman)

2. personal Values scales (Scott)

3. Dogmatism Scale (Rokeach)
4. Philosopl"t.y of Huma!1 Nature Test (Wrightsman)

S. Moral Reasoning Test (Kohlberg)

6. Intolerance of Ambiguity Test (BudOer)
Year 2:

1. Moral Reasoning Test (Kohlberg)
2. Philosophy of Human Nature Test (wrightsman)

J.

California Psychological Inventor,y (Gough)

I Will now descr.:.be each test in some

detail, defining briefly what the test

tries to measure, describing its format, and giving some indication of data on
its validity.

It will be remembered from Chapter 3 that the configuration of

tests used during the first year was meant to provide a series of triangulation
points or 11 fixesn on

COI.ll.IJ'.i tment

to the solur.ion of soc;:ial problems

0

For the

second year's research I discarded those tests which did not seem ver,y promising,
and retained the Kohlberg Test largely because of the
collected in the first year.

incom~~eteness

I added the personality test because it

of the· data
~~s

in the

area of psychosocial development t.l-tat I had. observed the greatest changes in the
first year's students: I now w1.shed to confirm this

wi. th

obJective data.
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(1) The social Responsibility Scale was designed b,y Berkowitz and Lutterman to
assess a person's traditional social responsibility, that is, his attitudes to-

~ard helping others even when there is little to be gained from them.2
conceive of responsibility as a

They

composite of attitude elements reflecting

behavior classifiable as reliable, accountable, loyal, or doing a reliable job.
Because the test itec.s are··especially tied to traditional values, they tend to
have a conservative indiVidualist theme.

The scale is conceived as the polar

opposite of alienation.
The validity of the scale is supported b,y the following behavioral correlates:
h~rever,

since they were based on

respond~nt

descriptions, they cannot be taken

as canpletely objective estimates of validity.
only to make clear the main thrust of the scale.

However, they are worth noting if
Those scoring high on the scale

were more likely to make financial contri8utions to educational or financial
institutions, to be active in organizations or church work, to show great interest
in national and loca.l politics and to be active poll tically, and to. be opposed to
more government involvement in problems of unemployment or social security.
(2) For the purposes of the Personal Values .:-cales scott defined a personal value
as "any individual•s conception of an ideal relationship between people -a

sta~e

of affairs that he considers ultimately, absolutely, and universally good.

A

Value is identified not qy its context .... , but by the attitu::ie of the person toward
it.

No matter what state a given individual regards 'as ultimz.tely, absolutely, and

universally good, that state constitutes, for him, a value."3 The scale was
Originally developed as a 240-item test and later reduced to 60 items.

I selected

this test to see if there had been any substantive changes in the students• values;
by contrast, the Kohlberg test purports to measure not the substance but the form
Of moral reasoning.

I selected this test also because it provided a fairJ...i· wide
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range of values, especially in areas relevant to

co~~tment.

The following twelve values were included in the test;

I have added one or

two of the test items in order to give a sense of the meaning of each scale.
1. Intellectu3.lis:n - "Having a keen interest in international, national,
ani local affairs"; "Having a strong intellectual

curiosi tyn.
2. Kindness - "Helping another person feel more secure, even if one doesn• t
like him" ..
.:;. social Skills - "Being able to get people to cooperate wi tht one•; "Dressing
and acting in a way that is appropriate to the occasion".

4. Loyalty - "Doing all one can to build up the prestige of the group 11 •

5. J.cademic Achieverr.ent

"Studying hard tc get good grades in school".

6. Physical Development - "Being graceful

ar:rl well coordinated in 'fhysical

movements"; "Being good in same form of sport".

7.

status- "Being respected by people who are themselves ':Northwhile";
11

8. Honesty -

Having the ability to lead othe:-sn.
11

Always telling the truth, even though it may hurt oneseL'
or ot.."lers".

9. Religiousness - "Being devout in one's relie;ious faith";

11

Always living

one• s religion in his daily life".
10. Self-control - "Replying to anger with gentleness";

11

Never losing one• s

temper, no matter what the reason".
11. Creativity - nneveloping new and different ways of doing things"; "Being
able to create beautiful ar.d artistic objects"; "Inventing
new gadgets for the fun o! it·."
12. Independence -

11

Being outspoken and frank in expressing one' s likes and
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dislikes 11 ;

11

Thinking an:i acting freely, wi. thout social restraints".

A number of tests for validity were performed using known groups.

For

example, Jesuit seminarians scored higher on religiousness than male subjects
at the University of Colorado; members of the Women' s Physical E}fucation Club
scored higher on Physical Development than a

cro5s-section of university women;

·art majors scored higher on creativity; members of the L'niversity Players Club,
well known for their

nonconfo~~ty,

(3) Rokeach•s Dogmatism

~cale

scored higher on independence; and.so on.

was designed to measure individual differences in

openness or closedness of belief systems.
a person's belief system is open is

11

Rokeacn states that the extent to -vrhich

the extent to which the person can receive,

evaluate, and act on relevant infor-mation received from the outside on its own
intrinsic merits, unencumbered b,y irrelevant factors in the situation arising from
within the person or from the outside. 4 Each item tries to go beyond any specific
1uelief content and to d!.$cover how the belief i.s held.. . People who

dogr:-~atically

hold beliefs as diverse as Communism, Catholicism, or capitalism, should all score
high on the scale. (Validity studies too numerous to

s~arize

here.)

(4) The Philosophy of Human Nature Test by ~vrightsman is based en the conception
of a philosophy of human

n~ture

as the expectancies people have about the ways in

which people gensrally behave.5 The analysis of human nature into six components

is derived from historical and contemporary writings of theologians, philosophers,
and social scienti$ts:
Trustwortr~ness

- the extent to which people are seen as moral, honest, and
reliable;

Altruism - the extent of unselfishness, sincere

sympat..~y,

and concern for

others;
lndependence - the extent to which a person can maintain his convictions in
the face of

soci~ty 1 s

r-ressures toward conformity;

11).

Strength of Will and Rationality - the extent to which psople comprehend
the motives behind their behaviour and the extent to which
~~e.Y

have

con~ol

over their outcomes;

Complexity of Human Nature - the extent to which people are complex

ar~

hard to understand;
Variability in Human Nature - the extent of individual differences in basic
nature and the basic changeability in human
nature.
In terms of validity, a number of predictions about hypothesized differences
in favorableness6toward human nature were confirmed: females had mqre favorable
views than males; students at a Fundamentalist College were quite negative about
human nature; in two classroom

studies~

favorably oriented students rated their

instructors higher than negatively oriented students; and substantial
were found

r~tween

favorableness toward human nature and other attitudes in the

same conceptual area(negatively with political cynicism,
people,

arn

correlation~

positive~-

with faith·in

negatively with Machiavellianism).

{5) The Kohlberg ¥.oral Reasoning Test in the form I used consists of four brief
stories

involv~ng

moral dilemnas.

The subject's response to a series of questions

about the dilemna reveal the level of moral reasoning, irrespec11ve of the substantive content of his beliefs.

The three levels, the Preconvontional, the Con-

ventional, and the Postconventional, Autonomous, or Frincipled Level, define a
natural

develo~ental p~ttern,

each giving a more flexible way of handling moral

questions and resolving problems from the lower levels.
into two stages.

Each level is subdivided

Stage 1, the punisr~ent and obedience ~ientation, sees the

toodness or badness of an action in its physical ccnsequences; avoidance of
~ent

and deference to power are valued in their own right.

~unish-

At Stage 2, the instru-
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mental relativist orientation, right action consists of that whicl1 satisfies
one's own needs and occasionally the needs of others; human relations are
like those of the .market place.

y~ewed

At Stage J, the "good 'boy-r...ice girl" orientc.tion,

good behaviour is that which pleases or helps others and is approved by them.
The 11 law and order" orientation of Stage 4 favours authority, fixed rules, arrl
the maintenance of the social order; right behaviour consists of doing one's
duty and being respectful to authority.
social

contr~ct-legalistic

At the postconventional Level, the

orientation of Stage 5 defines right action in

terms of general individual rights and standards which have been agreed upon by
the whole society; aside from what is constitutionally and democratically agreed
upon, the right is a matter of personal values and opinion.
by the decision of

cons~ience

stage 6 defines right

in accord With self-chosen ethical principles appealir.

to logical comprehensiveness, universality, and consistency•?

(6) For

hi~

test of Intolerance of Ambiguity Budner defines such intolerance as

"the tendency to perceive(i.e. interpret) ambiguous situations as sources of
threat" ; tolerance of ambiguity is nthe tendency to perceive ambiguous situations
8
as desirable."
Ambiguity arises in situations characterized by novelty, complexity
or insolubility.

Threat responses include repression and deriial, anxiety and dis-

comfort, destructive behaviour,

a~d

avoidance.

(7) I selected the California Psychological Inventory for a number of reasons.
I knew that the test had been criticised, most notablY for its lack of purity in
keeping scales distinct and free from overlap, but I also knew that it was one of
the few personality tests which had been validated in terms of peoples' behaviour.
Since I was less interested in mathematical purity than in indicatiOi.10 of behavioral
trends, the test seemed highly satisfactory.

Second..l;y • the test 1 s emphasis upon

"interpersonal behavior and di.sposi tions relevant to social interact~on"9 was clearl:
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relevant to the results expected from the kinds of experience provided by the
community Involvement Program.

I WaS

p~cisely

interested in a test which would

"predict what an individual will do in a specified context 1110 rather th:m in
trait specification.

Thirdly, Dr. Usher of the Etobicoke Board of Education's

Research Department had pointed out to me a paper by Professor R. Taft and A.
Tait wnich had studied Grade XII females in an Australian high school us:ng the
California Psychological Inventory! 1 They had isolated trxee factors which were
obvicusly related to my interests(each factor is composed of three scales from
the eighteen on the Inventory):
Factor 1 - Social Competence
(1)

Domi~~ce

scale measures strong, ascendent individuals who are able to

take the initiative and exercise leadersrdp;
(2) sociability scale differentiates people witn outgoing, participative
tewperaments from those who shuu, involvement and avoid social visibility.

(3) Self-Acceptance Scale measures the sense of personal worth, self-acceptance
and capacity for independent thinking and action.
Factor 2 -

~~otional

Competence

(1) Self-control scale measures the adequacy of self-regulation, and
of freedom

fr~m

impulsivity and self-centredness.

~~le

de~ee

the Responsibility

scale(see belO"w) measures t.!Je degree to which centrals are unde!"stood, ar:d

the socialization scale the extent to which they influence the individual's
behaviour, the Self-Control scale stresses the degree to which the
individual approves of or espouses such regulatory dispositions.

Very

high scorers are overcontrollcci and volatile, ver/ low scorers are undercontrolled, impulsive and aggressive.
(2) Good Impression scale. originally designed as a lie scale to identify dis-
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simulation, has also been found to identify people who are able to create
a favorable impression and who are concerned about how others react to
them.
())Sense of Well-Being scale was originally called the Dissimulation scale
and was used to discriminate those feigning neurosis from normals an:i
psychiatric patients respon:iing truthfully; it has also been fou..-1d that,
in a similar vein, high sccre.s indicate verve and health, low scores
diminished vit..ili ty and inability to meet the demands of everyday life.
Factor 3 - Task Competence
(1) Tolerance scale measures social beliefs and attitudes

whi~h

are permissive,

accepting, and non-judgemental, and progressive and humanitarian; it was
constructed as an inili rect measure of the authcri tarian personality syndrome.
(2)

Acr~_evement

via Independence measures academic achievement in college

undergraduates. that is, in settings where independence of thought,
creativity, and self-actualization tend to be required.
(3) Intellectual Efficiency is thought of as a

11

nonintellectual intelligence

test 11 , that is • a set of personality items which correlate with accepted
measures of intelligence; it implies as well the ease and

efficien~·

with

which an individual is able to direct his effort and apply his abilities.
Since I wished this year to reduce as much as possible the chances of test
fatigue, I decided to prepare a special booklet containing only those items for
these nine scales\JOO items instead of the original 484). 12

-··

two scales which seemed to have special relevance to

~

To these I also added

interests.

The first of

these was the Responsibility scale which purports to meas:ur.e conscientious, responSible, dependable people who are articulate about rules and orrler, and believe that
life should 'be governed by reason.

Groups ch<Jracte:-i zed by cr.ti~social behaviour
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receive low scores, and there are also indications th3t occupational groups for
whom responsible behaviour is required may have above average scores and that the
Responsibility scale correlates with performance on tasks emphasizing attention
to duty.

However, tee scale has generally failed to relate closely to observer

ratings, indicating a need for further research to clarify its meaning.
Secondly, I had discovered the work of Robert Hogan on empathy and moral
devleopment. 14 BY adding just a few questions from the complete Inventor,y, I
was able to include the who::!.e of the Empathy scale Hogan had developed from the
California Inventor,y.

The Research Design
Each of these tests was given to two groups, the Community Involement students
and a comparison group of students enrolledin a Grade XII Man in society program
devoted to +':e study of social problems in Canada..

(In the first year I also used

a comparison group of students in a Grade XII English class, who had no volunteer
experience and who had never studied social problarr.s.)
Since I was concerned with change in the students during the year, I
pre-test/post-test design.

us~d

a

All tests were completed in class time uncier my supe.r-

vision; students who could not complete them in the two class periods allotted were
allo-wed to take them home to complete thern..

All pre-tests were administered before

the end of September in each year; all post-tests were given in the last two weeks
of May.

In the last week of school every student received a sheet showing him

only his own scores on all tests bu.t the Kohlberg, wrdch I felt I could not
adequately explain in the

av~lable

time.

(Also, the tests were not scored until

both pre- and post-tests had been completed to eliminate bias in the scoring.)
I gave a lengthy debriefing to each group and had indivinual meetings With any
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students who requested them.
Since there was no possibility of random assignment of students to the
various treatments, I was

forc~d

to use the standard approach in such quasi-

experimental designs, the analysis of variance of pre-tests results and the
analysis of covariance of the post-test results, using the pre-test scores as
covariates.

This, of course, cannot control for the presence of unsuspected

s,ystematic variables, but at least controls for the most obvious sources of
variance and is the best method available under the circumstances.

CHAPTER 5 -
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Analysis of the students• scores on the California psychobgical Inventor.{.
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Dlistakenly used the socialization (So) scale instead of the Dominance (Do)
scale. The so sc 9 le measures the degree of social maturity, integrity, and
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Handbook, Jossey-Bass, 1972).
In some ways the mistake was fortui to·1s, for the so scale relates more
clearly to certain aspects of the c.I.P. goals than does the Do scale: for
example, it has been shown to relate significant~{ to the occurrence of
career interests among high school girls( Tyler, \.i:enet~ Ps.rch. uoncP.;., 70,
1964, 177-227) and to unselfish behaviour(TUrner, 11 Gorrelations of tesr
scores, life data, and behavior during testing••, Unpublished Doctoral
Thesis, u. of Calif., Berkeley, 1963) o The adjective ratings by college
samples of those with low scores also show its relevance to social service:
"Low scores tend to t:e U!1perceptive concerning the inner needs and feelings
of others, little guided by interpersonal nuances, and given to rash and
precipitate behavior.n (Gough, Opo cito)

1.3., R. Hoean, "A Dimension of Moral Judgement 11
35. 1970), 205-212.,

(

J o of

Consult. & Clin. psych. ,
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cHAP.TER 6

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

· pre-Test Data -

Year 1

With one exception, there were no significant differences from group to
group on any of the siX tests, the exception being the higher value placed on
Independence b,y the Community Involvement students.
I will in most cases

da~cribe

Because of this homogeneity

the results as a whole, combining the scores of all

three groups, in order to provide an understanding of the values and attitudes
which permeateithe school environment in which the Community Involvement Program
was set.
(1) social Responsibility Scale scores tended to be uniformly hig..1. in all

three groups (31 out of a possible 40)..

I would account for this high score by

citing the relative brevity of the test and the transparency of the questions;
stu::ients seem to have been giving t.."le ans·w-ers they assumed were expected.

th~

Ho;1ever,

even if this is true, it reveals that, in spite of what one hears about the alienation of youth, the students in

~

sample seem to be ver,y close to the opposite of

alienation, or at least wish to be thought of in this way.
TABLE 1 -

e

Social Responsibility Scale Pre-tes't :t-reans and Standa_..-d
Deviations
standard
Deviations
Means

Community Involvement Program 31.05

2 .. 99

Man in Society

31.55

2.85

English

31.13

3.38
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{2) personal Values Scales was the only test to show even one scale with a
significant difference among

groups, the C.I.P. students placing a higher

value on Independence (p less than .05).

This would.tend to suggest that students

enter the program more from a desire to escape

the enforced dependence of the

classroom and to test themselves outside its routine protected environment than
from any zeal for social ser.,'ice.

The significance of this result can further

be revealed b".f comparing the results of the females only: C.I.P.,

society,
stro~

1.)7; En6lish,
associated

wi~,

2.11; Man in

1.66. Also, since independence is, in our culture,
the male, one would expect the male scores from the com-

parison groups to be higher than the C.I.P. females; but they are not, the average
male score being 1. 73.

The Community Involement students are strongly characterizec

by the value they place on independence o

TABLE 2 -

Personal Values Scales Pre-test Means and Standard Deviations
C.I.P.

Man ~n
Society

English
Mean

scale

Mean

S.D.,

Mean

S.D.

physical Development

2.95

1.1)

).OJ

1.15

).06

1.18

creativity

4.00

1.37

).62

1.24

).19

1.80

Kindness

2.:37

1~12

2.17

1.2)

2.31

1.49

social Skills

J.J7

1.50

3.48

1.46

2.75

1.)4

Self-control

2.5)

1.07

2.69

1.61

2.25

1.53

status

2.)2

1.16

2.41

1.)8

2.)1

1.40

Intellectualism

2.42

1.22

2.38

1.32

2.25

1.88

Loyalty

2.21

1.55

2.62

1.4)

2.)1

1.01

Academic Achievement

2.11

1.52

1.90

1.6)

2.)1

1.89

Indepen.:ience

2.11

1.20

1.2/.f.

0.91

1.75

1.29

Honesty

0.79

1oOJ

Oo?9

0.86

1.06

0.85

Religiousness

o.6J

0.90

1..00

1.)4

0.94

1.12

--

:

S.D.
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(3) There we:re no significant differences among the groups; their mean

score was verf similar to the scores for the university students on whom
Rokeach has used the test.
TABLE 3 Dogmatism Scale Pre-test Means and Standard Deviations
Mean

S.D.

Community Involvement Program

74.37

12 ..75

Man in Society

75.00

17.64

English

78.19

8.46

(4) The following table presents the mean scores of

~

subjects and of

500 American college students. The range of possible scores is from +42,
extre~ly

positive, to -42, extremely negative.

TABLE 4 Philosophy of Eurr.a.n Nature Pre-test !t!eans and Standard I;eviations
C.I.P.

·Man in society r

English

u.s.

college
Students
Mean

Scale

NeP.n

5.D.

!rustworthiness

-1 .. 83

8.58

-5o41

9.59

o.o6

10.59

2.5

Altruism

-1.22

9o99

-7.07 11.45

-2.87

12 .. 99

-3.7

Independence

2.67

9.43

-1.60 11.68

.?5

10.06

-2 .. 2

Strength of ·...rill
and i\ationali ty

6 .. 83

8.19

8.19

5.00

?.75

7.2

COir.plexity

4.06 11.94

).19 11.83

7.19

10.20

13.0

Variability

1).50 12.)6

15.31

11 .. 68

17.2

. M·a.ln

0.85

13.74

S.D •

9.28

Mean

S.Do
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The high school students see human nature as slightly untrustworthy • slightly
selfish and egoistic, only slightly capable of controlling his fate ·qy his will and
rationality, and neither dependent nor independent.
human nature is
individual.

slig.~tly

In terms of its structure,

complex arrl, most clearly of all, rather changeable and

The one difference among

g~oups

which approaches

signific~~ce

is

that the Community Involvement stu:ients see human nature as stronger in will and
rationality(p less than .lO)o
The first four scales of this test have to do with the content of human nature;
summing the scores for these scales thus gives an indication of one's general
valuation of human nature.

The score for the

+6.); for the other two groups it was -).8.

co~~unity

Involvement students was

If a positive view of human natu..""S

is related to commitment, then the Community Involvement students are already
biased in the right direction.

(5) Students in the two comparison groups were not quite able to finish' the
Kohlberg Moral Reasoning .Test in class and so were asked to
and return it to me.

c~mplete

it at home

The result was that in one group two-thirds were r...anded in,

and in the other only one-third.

This makes statistical conroarison of the results

impossible; hot.Jever, the results tend to indicate that the Man in soc,iety group
(Moral Maturity Score .).01) and the English group(.3.1.3) were slightly higher than
the Community Involvement mean (2.9.3).

In general, all but a few students are

firmly in stage J (Interpersonal Concordance or Limi.t~d Conformity Stage), more
or less where one would expect to find a group of seventeen year olds.

{6) Intolerance of Ambiguity Test showed no significant
differences
groups.
~

- the

amon~

This result is interesting in that one-half of the community Involvement

students had alreaQy had some volunteer experience, whereas only one or two students
in the other groups had had any such axperience at all.

Volunteer experience by

itself does nu.:. seem to have a significant effect on intolerance of a.'l'l..bigui.t.y.

pre-Test Data -

Year 2

On the two tests repeated from the first year the scores were almost identical,
scoring only the females from the Community Involvement and the ·comparison groups
(the two males might have biased the scores of the nine females), the mean Moral
Maturity was almost identical (285 and 279 respectively).

on the philosophy of

Human Nature Test there were again no significant differences between groups.

The

one small difference from the previous year was that the Community Involvement
students were slightly Jtore positive about human nature (+8.5 compared to +6.3)
especially in the area of people•s Strentn of Will and Rationality.
TABLE 5 -

Philosophy of Human Nature Pre-test Means and Standard Deviations
for Year 2
comparison

scales

C.I.P ..
Nean
S.D.

Mean

Trustworthin;ss

-lo91

6.99

-1.88

10.29

0.46

8.69

-6.04

10.21

Independence

-0.55

8.00

-1.68

10.00

strength of Will
and Rationality

10.36

8.05

6.48

7.05

9.49 .

7.72

11.65

20.48

?.14

Altruism

Complexity

2 •.55

Variability

16.18

10.41

S.D.

The results from the California Psychological Inventory are plotted in
Figure 1 (page 133), a compressed version of Gough's standard form including
only those scales used in this stud;y.

Although on most of the scales the

Com:nunity Involvement females are lower, in general the two groups are very
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similar, fitting the pattern expected for adolescents, that is, low in Emotional
and Task Competence, higher in Social Competence.

(These pre-test scores are

almost identical to those reported b,y Taft and Tait.)

The experience of

adolescenc~

of which schooling is a considerable part, would seem to be frustrating emotional
growth and not even preparing the young for the
.claim).

w~rk

world(which is the school's

The two lowest scores of the Community Involvement girls are on sense of

Well Being and on Intellectual Efficiency: the most serious

proble~s

for these

girls, then, is their apathy, self-doubt, and constriction in thought and action,
and their lack of self-direction and self-discipline, their waste of the intelligenc

that they possess.

Post-Test Data -

Year 1

(1) The hypothesis that the scores on social Responsibility would increase

for the Community Involvement students was not confirmed; as shown in Tables 6 and 7
there was in fact a slight dee~se for both groups which had studied or experienced

TABLE 6

S~~rf

of One~J~ Analysis of CJvariance on Social ReSponsibility

Scale

Social ResponSibility
Scale

D.F.

M.S. (Among)

2,58

1).078

F

p less than

2.J51

.104

TABLE 7 Means and Standard Deviations for Social Responsibility Scale
Pre- and Post-Tests
C.I.Po
Mean
S.D.
Pre-test )1.05
post-test JO.J2

2.22

Man in society
Mean
S.D.

English
Mean
S.D.

J1.55

2.85

J1.1J

J.J8

J0.67

2.82

)1.86
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social problems.

(2) As an examination of Tables 8 and 9 will show, almost no changes of a
significant kind took place in the students• personal values, at least as they
are measured by this test.
TABLE 8

summar,y of One-W~ Analysis of covariance for the personal
Values Scales

D.F.

Subscales
Physical Development

2,60

F

p less than

0.,556

.661

.541

M.S. (Am::mg)

Creativity

2,60

).933

2.629

.ce

Kindness

2,60

2.591

2.034

.,14

Social Skills

2,6o

2.544

1.969

o15

Self-control

2,60

0.053

0.021

.98

Status

2,60

).747

)9058

.05

IntellActualism

2.6o

2.261

1.26)

.29

Loyalty

z.6o

0.24)

0.138

.87

Academic Achievement

2,60

0.135

Oo058

.94

Independenc~;

2,60

0.286

0.251

.78

Honesty

2,60

0.()94

0.113

.89

Religiousness

2,60

0.16)

0.129

.88

On the only scales which are significant or approach significance, it is not

the Community Involvement students who have changed. It is interesting to note,
however, that three of the four values which sho~ the greatest change in all tr~ee
groups .(Kindness,

Status, and social Skills) are social values, which tends to

support Brison's contention that adolescence is a critical period for change in
social values.

It should also be noted that the Community Involvement students

are no longer distinguished by the high value they originally placed on independenc
their experience during the year has moved them more in the direction of valuing
cooperative teac membership and even leadership.

Similar:ty, Kindness is superceded

b,y social Skills and Status in the value system of the C.I.P. students.

TABLE 9 Means for Personal values Scales for Pre- and Post-Tests

subscales

C.I.P.
pre post

Man in Society
pre
Post

English
Pre post

Physical Development

2.95 2.73

2.86 3.07

3.oo 3.06

Creativity

4.00 3o79

3.66 4.31

3.24 4.00

Kindness

2.:37 2.05

2.18 1.97

2.35 2.69

Social Skills

3 ..37 3.42

) .. 41 3.14

2.76 3.50

Self-control

2.53 2.53

2.75 2.59

2.29 2.44

Status

2.32 2.6)

2.41 2.45

2.24 3.25

Intellectualism

2.42 2.47

2.38 1.8)

2.18 1.94

Loyalty

2.21 2.47

2.53 2 .. 72

2.41 2.75

Academic .Achievel!lBnt

2.11 2.16

1 ..75 1.97

2.29 2.31

Independence

2.11 1.84

1.31 1.35

1.82 1.44

Honesty

.79

.68

-75

.76

1.06

.68

Religiousness

.63

.68

1.0)

.97

.88

.75

(3) There were no significant changes on the Dogmatism test.

TABLE 10 Summary of

One~ay

D.F.
Dogmatism Test

Analysis of covariance for the Dogmatism Test
1-I.S. (Among)

F

p less than

0.)26

.?23
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Means and Standard Deviations for Dogmatism Test

-TABLE 11

Man in Society

C.I.P.
Dogmatism

Mean

S.!>.

Pre-test

74.,)7

12.75

Post-test

74.)2

9.96

Mean

English

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

75.00 17.64

78.19

8.46

18.71

74.94

9.96

75.19

(4) The results from the Philosophy of Human Nature Test show that adolescents
Yiews on the nature of man are still in fluxfhowever, the significant ehanges took
place in the scores of the comparison group students.

It is worth noting, however,

that when only the females are ccmpared(it will be remembered that females generall
.have a more positive "'i'iew of man than do males - see above p. 11J), the Conmr.mity
Involvement girls start with and maintain a
+7.6) than the girls in the comparison

~ore

positive view of man(from +6.4 to

gro~~s(-9.8

to -11.7).

TABLE 12 Su.'Tliilary of One-1.-lay Analysis of Variance for Philosophy of

Human Nature Test
Subscales

D.F.

M.S. (Among)

F

p less than

Trustworthiness

2,57

)8.166

o.4J9

.65

Altruism

2,57

17Jo770

2.281

.11

Independence

2,57

22 .. 244

0.244

.79

Strength of Will
and Rationality

2,57

27J.357

·).811

.OJ

Complexity

2,57

208.111

1.919

.16

Variability

2.57

19J.J35

).522

.04
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TABLE 13 Philosophy of Human Nature Mean Scores for Pre- and Post-Tests
Kan in Society

C.I.P.

English

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

pre

post

TrUstworthiness

-1 .. 83

0.72

-5 .. 41

-2.33

0.06

-0.94

Altruism

-1.22

0.61

-7.07

-6.04

-2.87

-6.94

Independence

2.67

1.61

-1.60

-1.30

2.75

2.25

Strength of ~.Jill
ani Rationality

6o83

5 ..83

0.85

1.15

5.00

11.00

Complexity

4.06

4.83

3.19

7.89

7o19

13.31

Variability

13.50

16 .. 11

13.74

12.37

15.31

22.00

{5) Comparing the scores on the Kohlberg Moral Reasoning Test of the students
in the compa.-ison groups fer whom both pre- and post-test scores are available,
I

found that all but two decreased slightly to moderately.

Of the two which

increased, one increase was slight and the other belonged to the student who had
scored lowest on the pre-test.

By

contrast,

one-t~~rd

of the Community Involvement

students' scores ir.creased, in one case a whole stage O·lMS 250 to 350).
the data are too

fra~~ntary

Hovlever,

to draw any sound conclusions.

(6) Intolerance of Ambiguity scores showed no significant differences. As
I predicted fro:n the pre-test scores, volunteer e;q:erience does not seem to have
any effect here.

ThBLE 14 Summary of One-Way Analysis of Covariance for the
of Ambiguity test

Intolerance of

~biguity

Intol~rance

D.F.

M.S.(Among)

F

p less than

2,59

15.684

0.198

.82
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TABLE 15

Means and ~tandard Deviations for the Intolerance of
Ambiguity Test
English

Man in Society

C.I.P.
Mean

s.n.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Pre-test

5J.42

6.8J

54.29

8.JO

52.88

8.70

Post-test

52.11

9.0J

53 .0'7

10.15

50.56

10.12

post-Test Data -

year 2

(1) As in the previous year the scores on the Kohlberg Moral Reasoning
Test changed hardly at all.

Using only the scores of females who had completed

both pre-and post-tests in a scoreable form, the C.I.P. students'(N

= 8)

Moral

Maturity score increased slightly from 283 to 288 whereas the comparison group
females' score(N

= 11)

decreased slightly from 279 to 276. (One specific as:t:ect

of the Community Involvement females' advance in moral reasoning can be seen

b,y

examining ths percentage of reasoning at each stage: the one clear diff"erence is
in the amount of stage 2 reasoning, the Community Involvement students' decreasing
from

2o·.4~

to 11...8%, the comparison students• increasing slightly from 21.8;t; to

24.2~.)

TABLE 1Q Results of Kohlberg Moral Reasoning Te'st (Females only)
Comparison

C.I.P.
~

Stage Usage

2

3

4

MMS

~

stage usage

2

3

M!A.S

4

Pre-test

20.4 76.3 2.7

283

21.8 77.4

0~8

279

Post-test

11.8 88.2

288

24.8 73.8 1.4

276

0

1)2.

· (2) As in the previous year, there are a number of changes in the Philosophy
of Human Nature Test, but none is statistically significant.

Ho;.;ever, it can be

noted that the favorableness of this year's Community Involvement students tzyward
human nature was increased by their experience (from +8.5 to +19.5); the comparison
students scores went from -.9 to +4.8.
TABLE 17 Mean Scores on the Philosophy of Human Nature Test
Comparison

C..oi.P.
Subscales

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

-1.9

4.1

-1.)

-.4

Altruism

o.s

1.2

-5.6

-2.9

Independence

-.5

...5

-1.0

.4

10.4

14.7

7.0

7·7

Complexity

2o5

2.0

8.2

.).4

Variability

16 .. 2

20.1

19 ..4

18.9

Trustworthiness

Strength of Will
and Rationality

()) The full results for the California psychological Inventor,y are presented
in Figure 1 on the fclloio.'ing page.

For the com;parison group there is no consistent

pattern of change: half the scales are slightly abova and hall. slightly ·below their
pre-test scores, the largest difference being on the 'socializatjon scale.
al.1. the changes are so small that the situation can be described as stable.

However,
Since

the test is intended to probe deep and consistent patterns in the personality, it
is not surprising that there should be no change in

~~

average group of adolescent

females in the space of ten months of schooling.
In the light of

th~se

results, the

chang~s

for the

co~~ity

Involvement
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are clear and impressive.

the adult norm).

On every scale there is improveMent (movement toward

On the Social Competence scales, the students are almost exactly

at the norm; on the Task Competence Factor, they are only slightly below the norm;
and on the Emotional Competence Factor, they are still about one standard deviation

below the norm • but have shown quite a bit of improvement.

In each of these areas

the Community Involvement students have been brought closer to a healtny maturity.
Turning now to consider individual scales, the greatest gains (at least one
standard deviatioL) were made in sociability (p less than .10) 1 Tolerance (p less
than .05), and Intellectual Efficiency (p less than .10), followed closely by gains
in Socialization (p less than .025), sense of Well-Being (p less than .025), and
Achievement (p

le~s

than .10).

The sense of apathy and waste noticed in the laA

pre-test scores on Intellectual Efficiency and sense of Well-Being is much reduced.
Doing real work in their agencies and self-determined work in the Community Involvement classroom seems to have brought about a sense of achievement, of independ.ence,
of energy being well used.
is a sense of release, of

In contrast to the results of the control group, there
gro~~ng

up.

The Empathy Scala constructed by Hogan doas not have standard scores and so has
not yet been reported; the results are given below.
TABLE 19

Mean scores on Empathy Scale
C.I.P.

COMPARISON

Pre-test

l?.J

17.8

Post-test

18.8

1?.6

The results parallel those on other scales: the control group shows little or no
chanbe, whereas the community Invclvemer.t group makes a change in the desired
direction, although in this case only a small one and not statistically signii'icant.
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one final word about the relevance of the data from the California Psychological Inventory.

Gough has published a study which used his Invertory to predict

graduation from or dropping out of high school.2

An equation was devised, using

five scales from the Inventory, which maximized the prediction of graduation;
applying this equation to the groups in trtY study, the results are as follows:
TABLE 20 Graduation Equation scores for Females
Norm for
Norm for
Gre>.duates 1 Drcpouts 1
Pre-test
post-test

51o92

47ol2

Co! oF•
Graduates

C.I.P.
Dropouts

45o95

44a24

52.58

I

Comparison
Group

50o25
49.01

.

Note, firstly, that the four girls who dropped out of the Community Involvement
Program ver· early in the course(whose

s~ores

are not included in the pre-test

soores for the C.I.P. graduates) do indeed have the lowest scores according to
Goughts predictive equation.

However. the mean score of the other females in

the Com:o.unity Involvement Program was not much above the dropouts• mean.

But by

the end of the year the mean for the female Colllltuni ty Involvement graduates has
increased dramatically; the course would seem to be serving one of its secondary
functions of keeping in school those who would otherwise drop out.

And it is not

just a question of having kept these girls in school • schooling which included

the Community Involvement Program contributed to their development and competence,
and most of these girls have decided to go on to post-secondary education •

•,

The students' Perception of their Own Development (Year 1)
so far I have reported the results from objective tests, which give testimony
of some value.

But also of value is the testimony of the students themselves.

What, in their view, has been the major impact of the program on their development?
How do they, having spent ten months in the course, now perceive it 1
In order to tap the students' viewpoint, I gave them a voluntary year-end
assignment to write a brief essay on the topic
No suggestions were given

concernir~

"MY Personal Growth in the C.I.P."

the structure or contents of the essay, except

to say that they might want to report their lack of growth, if they believed that
to be the case.

Like the other possible essay topics, it was worth

1~

of the

third term' s mark: I stressed that it would be marked for its qualities as an essay,
not for the kind of comment rr..ade about the course.

During the year they had handed

in weekly 11 Proc&ss Reportsn describing what they had done in their agencies and,
more importantly, how they had felt about it; these were now returned to t:-:.em to
be used, if they wished, as a way of looking back at how they had changed week by

week.
Fourteen of the nineteen students chose to do the assignment, including students of all levels of ability.

I analysed these essays, looking for statements

of what they felt they had learned or how they felt they had been changed by their
experienced in the course.

I restricted myself to direct statements (for example,

"I learned how to lead groups" or, more specifically, "I learned to keep everyone
in a group involved.")

The resulting list of statements is extremely various,

including forty different statements.

I will preeent the data from the

an~·sis

in two ways, since each tends to reveal something slightly different.
Firstly, here is a list of the five

~est

frequently mentioned statements in

these essays (the actual number of occurrences is given in brackets after the
statement; each statetent used either the same words or synon.yms):

1.)8.

(a) Knowledge of a particular social problem or social problems in general (7)
(b) A sense of responsibility (7);
(c) A sense of self-confidence, security (5);
(d) Ability to communicate better (5);
(e) A desire to help people with problems (4) •
. Clearly, tre students feel the course is having some important effects; more
importantly for my purposes, the effects cla.imed by the students(except the third)
are directly related to the comrni t.lrent to the solution c,;: social problems which
was the central aim of the program.
FUrtAer

~~derstanding

of the students• beliefs about the effects of the pro-

gram can be gained by examining t."'le entire list of their state:r.ents on the. following two pages; I have analysed these statements into five broad categories, which
are in order of the total number of responses under the category.
The first observ:.tion which must be made is that the area of greatest development is seen as moral.
as being essentia.llY

Since I as the teacher of the program had conceived of it

~oral, ~

conception seems to have had some impact even though

I at no time articulated it to the students.

Even though much of what I did in

class dealt with moral issues related to social problems, none of that has
up even indirectly in the students• essays.

show~

I believe the list reflects accurately

their perception of the nature of the course, especially the work

~erience

component of it.
A second observation is that the first two areas most frequently mentioned
are outside the realm of the average high school course.

Since most of the stu-

dents liked the course and felt that it had been very worthwhile, one can see that
students generally need and want development in areas not touched by traditional
academic curricula.
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TABLE

21

Analysis oi' "HY Personal Growth" Essays by C. T .P. Studer.ts
1'-!umb::r of
!?;esponst'3S

~oral D~velo~rnent

SE:nse of :,\;Osr.or.sibili ty
RE.ali.zatiun ul' r8Spon::iuili ti~s .:.dults bear
Feelin,£ !'es~unsiblt::: f;)r l~:J.diq; a ~rcup
Values ch~:,ges
r\e.1lized tL~ valu~

Thankful for

~11

ar -

e:Jucation
- ~eople
- friendship
- the: opiniJns of otnc:::rs
- the be.:.uty of the
world, ~rhi ch the
retarded can•t
the adv~nta~es I have

Future corr.rr.i tment
"rte:1lized th.:: ple2-~'ure in

6i
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

4
helpin~

others

4

2)
social Skills
Can underst;:.;rd an.l .;u.1e;e others better
- understa~J ot~urs
bette:-- jud.se or ch~racter
- un~crstand ch:li~en
Leadersl.Lip :;kills
- leadership
hot.; a c:roufj •.;or:-:s
not.e:J difi'e:r.::r.t tcacbi ng and
lead.::rship st~rles in su~ervi sors
ancl com..11tmic<>.~i on
exr-re ss self r.,et Ler,
- CC£r.J1~ni c.s Li::: txt t..: r·
- stopp~d t~ing cliquish
- learne:l t0. relate to oth.:r~

2
1
1

1
2
1

!;~ocial

Huw to h~l!=· ot!"l..:r::;
(!u..., to seek hulr- frorr. utht:'• s

1

5
1
1
1
1

18
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:Numb.:!!' of
f{eSJ.Or.ses
t:no·..tlcrJt:,e of .Socic:•l ?roblcn:s
Y.nowledge of a part:c.:ul.:J.r sucial
problem or sucial prvblea:s j n gc::ncrfll

7

::.e:1lizatiun of ho.-.1 long; it will take
:t,CJ s...::lve th.:m

1

Undcrstan,iine,, the agency e.n::i its proble.ns

J

Underst:.nd!n.; t:1e

an:::l tneir

ag~~cy

st;;,.ff (teachers)

2

_FroOle:~.s

Realizing dedication

~f

staff

(teache~s)

Importance o.:: ho:na life in e,;eneroting
certain soci.:;.l t:rcblems

1
1

15
Gro;...rth in Personality

Sense of .sacu.ci ty • co::1.fidcnce

5

11aturi ty

2

gore patienc.::

J

Learned to han:il.;;; frustration

1

Learn;J to accept certain feelings of
inadequ4CY in scme situ~ticns

1

Date m! n::1 ti on to acl1ieve go:.ils

1

13F'roblerr. solt"inc

Sol viP.r; pecple prcr.larns (~s oppose.d say to
tr.ath)
l·~aking wtt-:r. t~ .. t is, m.Jn: t;1o~htful
decision!:
l~arniq~ ho;,; to organize self
How to h::.tndle futur.: rrcbl.:m:: in l'ife
(~or example. c~ilj~an)
Inventiveness, cr~~tivity

J

3
1
1

J
11
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Thirdly, I believe that the course is actually having more effect in the
area of growth of personality than is indicated by the responses the students
gave.

MY own direct observation and the comments of parents tell me this, but

the data from the California Psychological Inventor,y also confirm it.

These

students were,_by and large, not interested in or analytical of themselves.
They were interested in people and in action, not in introspection.

The majority

of students never did write proper process reports; they deecribed ..:hat they ha.d
done, but were either uninterested in or unwilling to discuss what they felt.
For this final essay en personal growth, some students spent almost the uhole of
the essay writing about the children they had worked with and their experiences
with

~~em,

but they made little or no comment about themselves.

Thus far, we have been
group as a whole.
of these

st~dents.

a~amining

the results from the Commur.ity Involvement

But there are important differences between various subgroups
Some, for example, had had experience as volunteers in social

service agencies before they entered the program.
th~J

some worked in agencies whe-re

were aides, being given little independence or responsibility for decision-

making and almost

al~.ays

under the supervision of an adult.

Also, as in ever,y

course, some students were ver,y good and some were ver,y bad; investigation of
the effect of the program on weak students is of some importance as the program
is sometimes touted as having great potential for the kind of student whom the
traditional academic school does not serve well.
It is to the investigation of differences within the group of

co~unity

In-

volvement students which occupies most of the remaining sections of the chapter.
It must be kept in mind that, since the numbers involved are so small, the7
findings must be thought of as suggestive rather than conclusive; they provide
clues for further research.
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The Effect of Previous Volunteer Experience (Year 1)
Ten of the girls in the C.I.P. had had previous experience as volunteers
working for the Children's Aid, the Canadian National

In~ute

for the Blind,

Eig Sisters, and for a variety of organizations assisting the handicapped, the
retarded, emotionally disturbed children, and the aged.

The remaining eight

girls and one boy had had no such experience. What kinds of dif'.ference did this
previous experience make to their success in the program and to the effects it
had on them?
First~,

referring back to the General Information Sheet which I gave them

at the beginning of the year, it can be seen tha. t the t"o groups
motives for entering the course.

h~d

quite different

The volunteers tended to have motives concerned

with helping others, whereas the non-volunteers tended to be in the C.I.P. because
they wanted a break from school•
nHelpingn motives

"Break .:rom school 11 motives
volunteers

Non

Job experience

2

5

Break from school

1

1

Learn from experience

0

2

Get involved in
something real

2

1

5

9

Looking at their success in
is found.

~~e

volunteers

Non

Continue something
I like doing

5

0

Help people

2

1

working with people

J

0

10

1

C.I.P., an exact reflection of their motives

The volunteers are clustere-d in the middle range of success (only two

of the ten being first-class honour students).

The students in the other group

tend to the extremes; three having first class honour marks, three very low marks.

and one average mark: the two exremes represent three good students eager for a
different mode of learning and three students who had not been successful in
school and who just wished to escape it without penalizing themselves for the
rest of their liveso -These latter, although

~~ey

felt they were receiving a

great deal from the course. tended to give rather little; this program was too
little too late for . most of those who entered the program to escape from
schooling.
determined

(It must be remembered in this discussion that

50%

~~e

course mark was

b,y the agency supervisor who required no written or academic work,

and the mark from the in-sehoul component tended to be almost identical to the

mark from the work experience- the unsuccessful continued so even.when success
was determined by non-school
TUrning now to

ex~ne

interesting differences.
volunteers

.~mained

wor~)

their scores on the objective tests, we find some

On the Social

p~sponsibility

scale the scores of the

almost the same from pre-. to post-test; the scores from the

non-volunteers dropped two full points.
Volunteers

These with

Pre-test

JO.?

post-test

31.0

vol~~teer

Non-Volunteers

experience went into the course ·with a lower score than

those without such experience; their attitude had already been shaped by realistic
experience.

Those without such experience went in with hi!.har scores, perhaps re-

flecting idealism, and their

expe1~ence

deflated this.

In terms of the

conservative individualist theme in the test, the non-volunteers began balievinb
-·~

that the individual is responsible for himself;
be~~

to lead

~~em

L~eir

experience seems to have

to accept sociatal responsibility for

t~e t~~Qples

of its

m~mbers
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In tha earlier section descrio:n6 the objective test
was ;iisa:;:;,pointed to fin.:i no
the

Ir.tol~rarJce

c~::m::;~:

of .r..rr.blgui ty test.

in th.-s: scores of tht: st,.A.;:ients on

It

~een:e·'i

ac;ency experience ·..10uld h:;va an effect '!n this
results of the two

subgrou~s

!

sco~cs,

only nc.ttural to ms that

separately cl::rifies

here and expl.ains why t.he avcraue rev-s:aled.

110

~.ooking

area.
~.m -.t

is

at the

takin~:

place

ch<wbe.
Post-Test

Pre-Test
VolW1teers
Non-Voluntee!"'S

Those ..,:ho h:1d had volunteer c:..::perience were in fact mere toler-..nt of
arnbirui ty .:1an the others, 2n::!, indeed., 'c-.acame even
because of their ~.I.P. e:r:-:.:erience.
grvup of

nun-volunteer~.

mo~e

tol-ar:mt

The o~posite is true of the

(In a .:>i!!'.ilar f,:H;hi·..;n, t!::.i? vclunt.eer

group ha:l a much lo•.•er Doymatisrr. score, 70.8, th.;;.n tho nOO!-tVvlu.."lt.aer
group, 78.3, on the t.:re-testg;
r~~....u. t::;;

ho•,o~ev.:,r,

in t..his case, the post-test

sho•1cd botr-1 grc.,ups tcnciil:.g tu r.ead tc.ward a corr.mon grvund,

72.8 and 76.0 respectively.)
On the individu.::.l scales of the Philosophy of Hu:o1an

there were no ::li.fferences worth w•;nthmin~.

~;ct1re

'Ie:.>t

However, an inte.rrJ~t.inc:;

difference e:ner[es 'llhen the scores f<)r the ovsx·all ev:1luatl on of
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human n'lture are compared: the volunteer- group tcean '<nth a ttore
evalu~tion

positive
which w1s

rn~de

(+8.)

ccmp~r~d

~o tn~ nun·v~lunte8rs•

evAn mol"a posit!.ve ·oy

~nc!.r

C.!.P.

:ex-p~:-ience

'l'he evalu.:.t:!on of the non-volunteer grou;;, ho".Never,
~ositive

less

~5.1)

l:ec~':r.a

(+10.J).

:Jlit;hUy

(+4.2).

Sim\larl,!r, in tile :trea of -rerscmal

~ralues

it is tho student \vho

has ha:i prGvicus volunteer experience '400 :J<:ems to c.raw tne mort-J
positive resc.lts from the ex:::eriencA(I h:;aa omitted sc:.a1es on ~.;hich

there

~.:er,:;

r.o differencAs) :

· Volunteers
Pre-Test
-

Fest-Test

Intellectualism

2.8

2.9

2.0

2.0

social .sidlls

).8

).8

2.9

).J

ur:-.des

2.)

2.6

1.9

1.7

J.)

2.9

2.55

2.55

2.6

2.8

2.0

2..4

.9

.8

C::rAati'lit.y

4.1.

4.1

3.9

3.3

Jndepend$r:ce

2.:3

1.7

1.9

2.0

Physic~.

u!!Yelopu.e!O t

St.<>.tus
Honest~·

In

Non-Volun+Jeers

eVC!"J

CJse but Indet::en::!euce tt•.;: voluntcur

Pre-Test

.66

student~

?o~t-Tcst

.55

bE:ban 11;1 th a hit:he.r

score anj

m~intained

it or incrsaf.ed iti the non-vulnnteer

began with a lo:..rer score an1 ramain.;d th-9 sarr.e or went
for Soci<:.l 5kills an.:i ::>tatus en wh1 c·1 there

w~re

lo',~r,

and e;ood institutional :reople.

except

sli.:;ht gains.

The values which the volunt,eers favour m::.rk them c:.s
stud~nt:::

~roups

11

c;ood 11

They are conce!"ned with

ccor.;et·a tion and fi ttinc in (Socbl Skills), grades. and plzysical
develop:nont.
in:iependcn~

f{o:;ever, these values are

halanc~d

by values of a more

kind reld.ted to our centrlal concept of co:rmd tment.

physical develop:r;ent is e.xactly bc:.lancca. by intellectualism.
p•ad3s are suoor·.dinate

~o

creJtivity, and social skills balanced"

by a vcl.ue on leader:;h!p (status) a<1d, to a slie;;nt extent, on

honesty.

!

l

l

The Effects of Different Types of
So far in

~his

t.~?er.cies

(Year 1)

analysis I have been discussins the ef:ect of

the a.::;;ency ~ork ex:rerienca as if it were all of the same kind ar~d
But is thi~ true?

likely to produce similar effects.
presented in

t~is

The analysis

section seeks to discover anv differences in effect

between diffa~ent kinds of a5ancies.

sampl=s than beco:n;s ver,y sm:.dl.

O! cou~~e. tha:size of the

ao•o~ev~r, althou1,;h the results cannot

be consi.:iereJ as conclusive. t!-..ey .:nay giv~ us so:ua clues as to which
idnd of a~:;er,cy exp·.-rience may be u:vr~ valuabl~.
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For the
agencies.

p~poses

of this analysis I am going to compare two groups of

The first used six of my girls as recreation leaders; each girl was

given some initial

trainir~

in group skills, as well as some information on rec-

reation and craft

activities, and then given the responsibility of preparing

activities for and being in charge of a group of pre-teen girls for two hours
after school.

The second group of agencies used the C.I.P. students as teaching

assistants in classes for retarded youngsters.
set

do~in

As such they follawed a routine

b,y the teacher, generally providing one-to-one assistance to children

with special problems.

They were never given responsibility for leading a group

nor for inventing materials or activities for use with the children.
eight girls in this second group of agencies.

(Because of the small

There were
n~~bers

in-

volved I have not done tests for statistical significance.)
The following chart compares the results from these two groups on the Social
Responsibility Scale and on the Kohlberg Moral Reasoning Test:
Teaching-Assistants
Social Responsibility
Scale

Kohlberg Moral Reasoning Test

Group Leaders

Pre-test

32.6

J0.6

Post-test

)1.4

29.5

Pre-test

J06

285

post-test

J06

286

Two tentative conclusions follow.

Firstly, even though they were

wor~ing

in

state-run service agencies, the teaching assistants tended to have a more
conservative individualist conception of social responsibility than did the
group leaders.

secondly, decreases in scores on the Social Responsibility

Scale cannot be construed as a sign of decreasing morality; for both groups
the Kohlberg Moral }{aturity Score remains unchanged.

.~s~;i stants

Teachnir.g

Pest-rest

pre-~·est

Intvlt~rance of Amcie;w.ty

Pre-Test

fost-Tcst

55.0

52.0

· 54.4

'lJ.5

Each t:rY•Up becan o;.ri th s~ milar Int.oL·runca cf. :\mbi;ui ty scores arrl
ended up w-t tn alJ!lo::;t :.den tical :;;ceres..

?rt3sw1l·ably • each kir:.d of

exper:\.ence contaired. enoUf.:h c:r.;bic-uity for some desensitizint: to tai.e

while both groups began with al."T!O!'it ident.ical scores, ti1:::; tea.chin:,;
as::istants•
;{orld r'lt:

scores

·~i t1

de~rease:i

and the .:;roup l::::a.S.ers• scores increased.

retarded c:--.1 ldren, as they frequently commented, had shO"Jn them

the ·111orth w:lileness of a ;rvup oi: pe,:,ph: they

nor:r.al or1e
own

~

t-:;ndej

t0

di .::-mtss

n our soci et~J wunJ.'i tend to r?duce our ;:as::urance of cur

ribhtn~ss.

implic:<ti :.,.ns .;)f

"r-3y contrast, bei n~-:
aut~1ori ty

and

m::~de

a:~•ays

conm.ent on the te.::.chir-t; assi st:mts
scale, that:.

h;-i

tnf:st::~ 1.;irl~ ~:ork~r.z.

a

~roup

lc.:.der, 'lith its

havint: the an.swer • W.)uli seem to

1;111d

the validi t.y of the

with retarde.i childr1:1rl

"Need 1·or :-:artyJotn 11 scores, 3.6 anj ).9, than ji..d the

jjJ~u:atiz:n

r~ceivet

otn~rs,Z.)

ard Ll<1 t these ace res rem;cd.neJ unch:m( ed by th.;;ir ext l.!rience.)

and 2.).)

on

the Personal Values Scales only one scale showed an interesting

difference; this was independence.
value on it

The teaching assistants placed a lower

than did the group leaders:
Teaching Assistants

Group Leaders

Pre-test

1.75

2.5

Post-test

1.60

2.3

Independence is a quality neither required nor encouraged by volunteer
service in

in~titutional

settings; being a group leader tends to appeal to

and to reinforce someone who already values independence.
The

follm~ns

are the results from the Philosophy of Human Nature Test:
Teaching Assistants

Group Leaders

;Pre

post

Pre

-

post

Trustwortl~iness

5.0

6.4

-9.0

-5.2

Altruism.

s.o

5.2.5

-?.5

-6.0

Independence

6.4

6.75

0.0

-4.5

strength of t•lill and
Rationality

7.2,5

9.1

.5.9

J.3

Complexity

J,9

3.6

.5-7

3.0

Variability

1.5.5

14.3

12.8

18.5
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Aa is immediately apparent from these figures, the girls who were
~eaching

aseistaJ1ta began v1tb and ended with a positive evaluation of

human nature(+6 am+?), in contrast, the crouP leaders

began with a

slightly negative evaluation (-2.6S) and endod with a slightly more
negative view (-3,1).

And it is on these :four content scales on which

·these overall scores arre based trat there are the· lJ:reatest differences
between the grouks• Even on the :first tvo scales, on which the scores

ct the group

lea~ars

show a slight positive change,

a long way from t:,e positive accres

they still remain

of the teaching assistants,

I have argued mrller 1n this re:r;>o...-t. that in terms of commitment
to the solution af' social problems t6.-lt is wanted is scores, especially
on tba Altruism and Strength of ilill add Rationality scales, which were
as positive as possible.

If this is correct, then positions as

leaders seem to be lees effective in aeh1ev1ng this gcal.

~p

Is there

any corroborating evidence for this?

Let us turn to the reports the studuts themselves gave about
what they had learned f'roJJ the cour,se.

The following chart shows t:te

41fterenoes (the nwuber of respatses is &1.ven in the brackets) a
Teach!np; As,nistants

l4a.rned abcut soo~l problems

14amed the pleasuro ot helping

Learned pattence

(2)

teamed to talk over problems
or seek hel~ or advice from
others
l2)

proup

(S)

(4)

~vaders

{S)

Learned responsibility

Learnoo how a group works (J )
LGa~~ed leadership

Became aora creat1 vca

(3)
(2)
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Loat·ned tv communi c ~) t.e
and relate to ot~rs

Learned t0 be
(ere.;; ~.i ve)
Learned

fl~i:::.dola

Increased in 5elf-coruidence

(2)

to corranunicate

Lt::urn~d

about sccial ;,r~bL:ns

Learned

orc:~nization

(2)

pe0rle <1re th~ ::;ost
thin"-·s in t.>e t,.:.J:-ld
{l)

te "lrned to va.lu.: th.;:; bea'UtY of
the Horld

(1)

Ac-1uir~:d. det~r;:ni.na tion
~chj.::ve

Lenrned

~atiance

(1)
( 1)

.

(1)

Bett~r.

decisions

(1)

not~..a., firstl~r,

as an aside, t.h·:t the croup leaders

sesrr.ed to t.::...ve learr;ed. o:or3: tbeir list "\.s lon.;;::er an.:i is

t~.ore

vari.:d.

hor..;ever, in anal.ysinc; th;;.;ir Assays, was th.:::.t the t.'"::,cnin.:.; .;:.;,ssistant.s

Lockin:; .1t •.-.·h.1:. th.;..y act:J...:llj.' 11.::.;.-t., "' simi br tr·::od is a! rarcnt.

}~

.., .

' ·.,~

.' . 1
·.•Jl

(1)

?eal1 z.:::- L.:me; t~r.i€ neeA.f'::i for
aolution of s..;c·lal p.::obL:ns

1

I

( 1)

(lJ
;::toppe:i bein:::: cliq•lish

I

to

e::oals

Gainc:i mt.turl ty
tlant to be a future ,;oluntc::or

1

It may be

(2)

( 1)

th~t

irr.port~nt

Le~.. rn·..:d

(~)

(1./
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!)roble:ns and vaL.1c.•s related. to service.
focus on

t~e

a.cq•Jisition of

~reonal

respJnsibility,

aspects of their persor,;.1li'l.ies, und the
lead~-l·!;:;hip.

Th~se

The c;rvup le.:!cl.ers, hcnrever,

skill~

d~:welopmant

of

of group worl< and

mi[ht he turned in the .service oi' soch:l problrui.~,

but, for tae r-resent, ther<:: are fe'll siFns oi'

tiUCh

R~lth::r,

con.ur.i tnr:·r1t.

it ia the other lirls !.!ho .str'ess s.cial t:'!:"Oblams and helpin::;, but
lead.er-s~ri

evince fewer . si::ns oi' :.t.e skills or
e..<tcel'll.al.y

u::;~:fu.l,

n'::lces~a.ry,

if not

r-

>Ihich -;.ruul::l be

in livinc: up to such a co:nmi tment,

except :i.n th~ senee vf individual service to oth..::~ im:1ividuals.(H!..ich
correlat~s

r.a6e 110).

Ni th t:1dr ni;;her
;:~rh;';;i.ps,

felt 1-:ss need for
new to the

~:ru•..tp

~ocial

l\esponsib5l.i t;,· score, s..;e

c~bove

since tiieY tvere dealins Hi th indi vidu::tls, they

t.~chnir1_ue; dealiq~

id. ttl [rO'...'PS, hoH'!:>VG-r, ~oull b~

leaders - t-;•.-:hnique would 6i ve t:tem secur.l.. t,y and,

as well, t.h,; a ..;er;cy stal'i'

~ut

an emf:ha3i s on tec:-.ni'-!ut:.

.In thL; sense •

the group bad.-:.!'~ would hev& be..::n more succes::;fully socialized into
their ae.;ency' s floript, rr.or-a "prcfcs~~iont::lized", ti-,..::;.n the te""chinf:
ass:.stants, '-ilt.h.:;u,;;t

t~~.::;s~

latt-:::· se;;r, tc b.:we bou€ht an

i:~e;vlOt:Y

centered or. in:ii"CiJuc..l care and. "vvli.mt-::erisrr.".
Looki n~: duwn tho: list of thi.nt{S th·.:- st;Jdent group leade:::-s say
th:!y :1c.ve l.;aN:..::d, one seE.s tllan,y .?.dLtirable [.Q~nts. but t:1ey are t~e
sort of thlnf-

·.viliC.'\ :r..:~ny

-~

busin;l;:.s

tr.an.-:;~e.~•ent

course aims to

r-roduce, th: c·::..r;fi.:ent, sl::illed. r::;;;:.)nsible L·:r:ier •

.i-n-:..:re :::eems to

be li t:.lt: in t-::r.-:L; of .norali t~/ ur t<m:Mlede.::e of society which rni~ht
direct these in the direction the course aims at.

The increase in
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people of this kind in this century, to administer corporate and governmental
bureaucracies does not seem to have had any noticeable positive effect on
the solution of social pr:oblems.
short-term survival

(f~~liar

The emphasis on group DBnipulation and

to all novice teachers) is not calculated to

achieve the ends at which the course aims.

BY contrast, the teaching assistants retained their higher Moral
Reasoning score, decreased in Dogmatism, became even more positive
about the nature of man, and showed in their own words an ideology of
service to Qthers.

The connection between this and the kind of commitment

to which the course is dedicated is direct arid clear.

';

i

From the Best to the Worst -

I

Six Case Studies (Year 1)

Objective tests provide one kind of picture of student growth or the

t

lack of it.

f

impressionistic viewpoint, without which the above data would. remain lifeless.

However, there must also be taken into account a more personal,

To redress too balance I now provide six c;apsule case studies of girls

in the program, based on my own observation plus some data from the school

I
!

.l
.i

·~

records.

The first two girls were the best in the class in terms of ability,

motivation, dedication, and so on; the next two were the worst; the next one
provides an example of a remarkable improvement during the course; and the
final one

prov~des

an example of a girl who was committed to the solution of

one social problem before she entered

tr~

course.

(1) Diane
Diane was, from the beginning, the kind of student most teachers
find hard to resist: eager to please, interested, attractive
and in personality, an:i docile.

not exceptionally so, and

1-1as

~sically

She was academically able, although

fairly popular with her fellow students,

able to get along with many kinds of people.

I had the impression of

a very young, very conventional, vecy apr;eallng girl.
Diane had some problems at first with her agency, because, for
rather a long time, they gave her almost nothing to do.

She was

~on

tinually asking if she was doing enough, if' she was doing the right
thing.

Eventually, I transferred mr to a school dealing with retarded

children.

This pravlded her r,..i.th a structured, busy environrr.ent in

which she -..,uld thrive.
By

tr.e end of tha year these qualities in her had been solidified

by a new sense of self-cOnfidence.

~'#'hen

I asked for volunteers to

speak to a parents• meeting concerning the C.I.P., she volunteered
ao:i spoke at the meeting so clearly and forcefully and thoughtfully
that several parents commented on her maturity after the meeting.
This was also the girl whose mother commented tha.t the C.I.P. had
changed her girl into a woman.
The scores from the objective tests support some of the impressions
gil'en above.

Tner·~

is an increase in an already high Social Responsib-

ility Score(Jl to 36), indicating a strongly conservative, individualistic
approach.

Her Kohlberg score remains constant and squarely in the
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Stage 3 Umi ted Contormi ty Orientation, determined to please the
group of people iumediatel.y around her.

There were, as well, a

couple or very positive ch~es: her Intolerance

or

Ambiguity score

decreased sharply (62 to 48) and her evaluation of human nature
became much more positive (+6.7

to .f14.0).

Diane never 'had any vocational ambition in the social service
field.

She took the C.I.P. because she liked working with people

ani because she liked "to be kept busy ar.d to be involved. 11

She

f'oun::l the course satisfying and 1 t was obvious to everyone that it
had made a real contribution to h>3r personal t;rowth.
since gone on

~o.

a fashion design

~curse

at a

~ocal

Diane has
community College.

(2) Debbie
Debbie was, like Diane, an attractive ard fairly popular girl,
i
!

l

but

~as

much cleverer and or a stronger and more

inde~endent

person-

l

l
I

ali ty.

Her academic records shw consistently high marks; but Debbie

had bean showing an increasing resistance to the routine or schooling
(she r&ted her educational experience at thfs school as only 11 son:et1mes
satisfying'l although tile social experience was rated as"very satis.fyi'ng'l),
and had had, as she said, an "attendance problem" in her previous
The

C.I.P~

~ear.

seemed to bring out her distinct charateristlcs as well.

She responded enthusiastically to aqy democratizing of the

cl~ssroom

or administration prxadures (for example, consultation between teacher
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and student about report card marks),

Her classroom work was

consistently thorough and excellent, arxl at her agency, she asked
tor more end more responsibility and resented any suggestion that
she was incapable

or doing soma thing.

Towards thd end of the year, when· the students were working on
their independent study projects on the solution of a social problem,
both Debbie arrl Diane frequently came in for extra consultation with
me; but Diane was eager to learn what was to be done to please me,

trhereas Debbie -rras interested in the

techniq~es

:for doing something

well for its own sake.
There is,
girls.

how~ver,

an interestir.{; parallel between the tko

In Term III I suggested to Debbie that she could earn marks

by sreaking about the retarded and their fmnilies {since she had been

working in a faud.ly program) to a Gr&de nii Family Studii;s class.
She said she had always been terrified of speaking
much so that she would become nauseated.

t;r:>ups, so

Sh9 eventually .:::greed as

long as one of the other C.I.P. stu1ents would
two talks.

bef~re

accompa~

her for the

At the last minute the gi:-1 was unable to attend the

i

first of the two classes, and Debbie had to go alone.

i

through the experie.nce confidently, proud of hsr own poise and

i
I

She sailed

authority and or the praise of the Grade XIII teacher.
Only two scores from Debbie·'s objective tests showed any change.

Firatl.y, her Kohlber6 score increased (342 to 367) to become the
highest in tre class and tha only one to exhibit stage £1 ve reasoning.
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secondly, her general evaluation

+1.5).

or

human nature decreased(+8.9 to

I am not clear about what caused this.

Debbie entered the course with vocational training in lllind
and left the course confirmed in her desire to work with the
retarded.

Consistent 'With het" abilities, sr.e is going to Orade XIII

arxl plans to go to University.

(3)

!!2.
In contrast to the previous two girls, the nE'Ixt two had severe

personal problems and family problems, as well as very poor acadere.tc
record~.

In

ao•s

case, her problems included

weight and sensitive about

t~is,

bein~

extremelY over-

being fatherless and having a mother

who simply did net know how to handle her, and having a group of
nfriends 11

•..JhC

encouraged the worst in r.er.

Jo was a close friend of

Ccnr~e.

the next girl we shall look at.

Although underage, they went drinkillb tcgethe:.:.·, took all the availabil.e
drugs - a route so familiar as to require no detailing.
things began to cnange trJ.s.

However, two

She discovered tb: drama club, ani was

given a part in t ':1e school play.

And through the C.!. p. st.e realized

her own social liudtations and resolved to become mol;-e

ou~oing.

However, she retained a number of deeply rooted problems which
she poured out to a number of her teachers.

Eorly in the spring she

became ecstatically h:.1ppy, made it clear th;"t she had d.Xx::overed love
(physically and emotionally), ard l'ras engaged to be married.

Me~nwhile,

at her agenc,y, she was doing a geed job and was offered

a position for the summer.
to go wrong.

During the

sum~r,

however, things started

Her social world began to fall apart; at work, she began

to be chums w1 th a girl very

~~ilar

to herself ·, and they encouraged

each otrer• s irresponsibill ty.. The psychological pattern should be
now be clear enough that there will be no surprise in learning that
her engagement .f•:Jll through, she attempted suicide, and was held for
some time in a psychiatric hospital.
Looking at .To's objective tests, she shows aL"''lost no cha.n£;e
whatever.

Clearly. her life was focused on vezy deep needs -v:hl.ch no

course could hope to reach.

(~.,To

had been receiving r..sychio:.ric help

long before she _entered the course.)

The fOint of describill6 her

case is to suggest the kind of student, vho "''ill sorr.etirr.es take t.."lis
kiod or course out of a complex. set

o£ needs ax:d to sugboat

v'~r-$

definite limits to what the course can hope to acr.i.eve.

(4) Connie
Connie, Jo•s friend, also had serious

probl~ms,

but their source

i

~

vas di.fferent, as was their effect.

Debbie was an

~doptnd

child.

Her

adoptive father was a public school principal with stern principles

but a rather weak, hesitant manner.

The parents took a very protective,

indulgent attitude to Connie, which she turned to her own advantage.
We discovered after about two months that she had attended only two of
about ten of her

~;ency

meetings, and had lied to her parents, to the
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school admillistration, and to JDYself about this.

She had also used

the C.I.?. as an excuse to skip Qther teach•rs' classes.
And on top

or all this, she had handed in almost none

o! her class

assignments.
When con!ronted, she complained th3t. the cigency people had misled
her · about too nature of her duties: she had expected to be a Big
Sister.

However, th9 agency people, observing her irresponsibility,

had decided against ever allowing bar to have such a position.
When Debbie understood the situation, she admitted her liability
an:l decided to try her best from then on.

(She admitted later that

she had taken the course in the first place because she expected it
to be a "bird" course.)

During the second term, she did indeed

succeed in giving a satisfactory performance (her mark rose fran 35
to 60), but she slipped again in third term, just barely passing the
course at the end of the year.
courses go anj did not

r~ceive

However, she had let her other
her Secondary School Graduation Diploma.

She declined to take a 8\lJlm!er course, dropped out of school, ani is
now sewing in a !urr-ler' s shop.
Unlike Jo, Debbie was somewhat in!luenced by the C.I.P. experience.

Her objective tests show an increase in Intolerance of

Ambi&Uity and

to~tism,

the largest regression on

~~

Kohlberg Moral

Reasoning Test (292 to 258), and a slightly more negative evaluation
of human natur9 (-1 •.5 to -4.5}.

Interestingly enough, the only changes

registered on the personal values Scales were a slight drop in Academic
Achievement(2 to 0) and an increase in Honesty(l to J).

(5) Clara
Clara began the year as a gum-chewing, jive-talking, childish girl who
talked in class whenever she liked and listened not at all.

Her father owned

a prosperous auto body shop and Clara had ever,ything she wanted, including her
own car.

I should also mention that she had failed my Man in society course

the previous year - she was not an altogether promising prospect.
But Clara was the most dramatic success story in the Community Involvement
Program th::1t year.

Although not v;ery intelligent, she tried with every ounce

of energy she possessed to master group skills, to provide her youngsters at
the Y.W.C.A. (she was a group leader) with interesting activities, and to hand
in good class work.
honours average,

BY the end of the second term, Clara had a first-class

of which she was enormously proud.

Her personal style

changed as well, the "with-it 11 talk and behaviour being
a young adult.

r~laced

by

those of

Her parents and her teachers commented spontaneously on

Something of the positive effect of the program can be seen as well in
her objective test scores.

Her Kohlberg Moral Maturity Score is up

slight~

(275 to 28J) and her evaluation of human nature is slightly more positive.
But since her development was largely in terms of personal and social growth,
the tests I used do not show a great deal of change, except that her Intolerance
of Ambiguity and Dob:matism scores decreased greatly.

More secure in the world

or adults, she is willing now to move out of the childish, insulated world
she had created for herself. or had

fo~.u:d

already created in teenage culture.

(6) Marla
I have saved for the last a girl who came to the Community Involvement
program already totally committed to the solution of at least one social
problem, the course simply providing her with an opportunity to exercise that
commitment and get school credits for doing so.
Marla was a quiet girl, plain and rather overweight, of less than average
academic ability, who seemed to have few friends in class or in school.

Whaf

was outstanding about her was her devotion to the retarded, a devotion not
in

word~

but in attions·_she never mentioned.

e~~dencec

I only learned by accident

that she had worked for three years as a volunteer and as a counsellor at summer
camps for the retarded.

She organized dances for them, attended conferences

about them - indeed, her list o! extra-curricular interests consisted of
nworking with the retarded and collecting tr..ings •"
There

~s

little else to remark about Marla; she showed little leadership

ability, almost never participated in class, and received no outstanding marks
from her agency supervisor or on her classroom assig.nrnents.

However, the ob-

jective tests suggest that some changes were taking place in her.

Her

Kohl~rg

Moral Matu rity Score shows the most dramatic increase of aqy student in roy

fI
l

j

whole sample (258 to 350).

Her Dog;matism and Intolerance of Ambiguity scores,

which were already the lowest in the sample. decreased even further.

And her

~

l

l

1
!

I

J
t

e1
j

1l
-~

~

evaluation of human nature, which was already very positive, became even more
so (+1) to +2)).

6 Case .:itudies

The Diversity of :s;<perience -

In the case studies from the

fir~t

(:e~r

year of the prof:ra.'ll,

school SJste:n wouli consider i,;Ood(h:i.;:.:h abili t;:y·

these case studies from the second year, I
discc,v~r

student's :t:oint of viG>'l, to
experience.

The t:1chT1e which

and uniqueness of
&P~

motivation

'is the·

s~ner 6 ed

2)

an~~

w~ll

be

~ir:f

interest \•las

r,;otiv<>.tion) or bad.
conccrn~d

In

to take more

t~e

a little about the texture of :1is or her
from t.llese case stu:3ies v:as the d.iversit;;r

experience of si.."< students of more or less equal. ability

t.1G

workin~

in ver,y·

simil~ settin~s.

A secane

th~ne wiic~

recurs

in;:ortance of t!:e develo:pnent of a ;wrkinc; an.:i sometimes friendly

relationsl1ip

'~'~-i th t.~eir

agency su?ervisor, of bein; accepted as so:r.e>thin.; .tcre

th;.n a child.
The rr.aterial for these brief stu·.lies, apart frmn the u.st da-ca an::! my
own personal contacts
intervie~.rs '~'~"i th

about six
had

[:One

mont~·,s

'\<~"i tn

t:1e students dnrinb the year, came from a seri 3S of

them, taped in the first t;.;c r,;eeks of :;ece.mb€r, 1976, tha:.., is,
after tne,y- had finis:1ed

on to Grade

:c:::r:,

a fact

about th;:; kind of student Hho took
'1:l

\~~.:ic~1
t.~e

t~1e

:;::ot;r!illl.

.All but two intervieweE-'S

in itself indicates

sc·::~ethin~

bot:--.

procra..-n an its second year and abcut

the effect of t..'1e proe;rarr. on his or her atti tu:le tc:;ard schooling.

;.11 the

intervie:.Js took place at th." sci:1ool; in each intervizr.;): asksd a core of six
oren-en:led que;;;tions? respondini., sr.ontanecus:y • in as non-direc.:Uve a mannt.:r
as

~ossible,

seekin.; t..::> e.lic.:i t ;tlhat they now felt to ho.ve beer. t':le essence of

~

-~

•1

;~

in the six n:ont:1..:; :ibi.OSt all of ti1c detail \1.jd been for ..;ott;n: but
all tt1:.: .r:v:·e articula. ::.e at out su·m.in.... up its basic

iinp<.~.c t

on t:1e .. 1.

t.:.1e;;~

·,Je;re

Liz
Liz was a

stron~,

sociable,

altho~h

not outspoken

youn~

had a quiet self -confidence not comruon amonz adolesct::mts.

1

woman, who

.Ut:1o~h she

was not above: averac:;e intelli.;:;ence{har academic record was not strong ani

1

!

her

t

writin~

was atrocious), she was sensitive to ether people, capable of
~

independence and leadership, and
vated.

At her agency she

quicY~y

extremely energetic worker when moti-

created a favorable impression such that she
oth~r

was hired to work extra hours, and, in fact, to teach
how to work with groups.

She led the C.I.P. class

~or

group leaders

a nunber

o~ ~eriods

t11.rough soma s;roup exercises, \vhich,•·Ji'lile they showed she did not have the
clevernass to adapt

~·rhen

thinf:;;;; didn't

~o

as r.lanned, also revealed her

willine;ness to ad.mi t her limitations, to seek advice

el

~rc..-n

othsrs, ani to

tr-1 w.th eqo.al energy once again •

.J

l

Liz was the only student I intervieHed who TATas currently
time, doinc:; office work

11

just for no'.-111

stewardess, and she was currently
datory French and to improve her
o~

-

her

attendin~

writi~

and

~bi tion

~Orkin€ ~ull

t..ras to become a

night school to learn the manspellin~.

Ind.eed, it is one

the diffe:.:·ences bett•een her present work a.nd the C.I.P. work experience

that she doesn't like the othe . :·s laughing at her
write:

11

~·.;l'u.t

! not.; know the thinc;s I lack. 11

had

h~;r

e:q:;:}dence of

th<:~

recurrent t.t-:.01ne even bt;.ofora I had
learned.

inab~.li ty

to sr.ell and to

The service \'lor:-.: at the y had not

C.!.P. taught her?
introduc~d

This stuck out as a

the question, how much sha had

Shz hG.d learned ~bout people - "hm• they think" - frum the personal

cl

:!~

'i

.·

:4

.,,

. . .••••&I'I&I!S.,_II··SIW~·If'laJlaRW113·:::1Wr'la.-.emaETw··....,..-w,.an.wr.w.wr.~w-•""•.,w-=------------

kind of classroom we had had., which allowed people to open up, somet:-unc; she
had never

e~erienced

before.

were still h;r friends.
work even

~Then

And she now

As a consequence she had made naw friends who

She h.:...d learnGd res1=-onsibility -

11

havino to go to

your re ti:redu or ;1;:,uld h;;;.ve freferred to do some thin.; else.

knew 11 ho~-r

to react in an cffice situation, not

knowin~

fcOple.,

·meetinz Feople in a working situation; it 1 s just easier to start talking.n
But she hsd also discovered that there is

11

not

muc~l

,;;oney in social w.Jrk;

the pay at the y is too low" to t:1i-n:-: of having a career t:1ere.
She had learn=d some t:.1inss about herself as well; "I a.'T. too emotional:
other people• s problems beccm.;; mine."

So, a.lthoulh she would like to be a

social wori.:er in some Wa::JS, she realizes s:1e never could, w-l thout becoming
a 11 nervous wreck. 11

Also, she had learned. to look at people more deeply t.f1an

is custcma.-rwy at school,
gettinG her

o~~

a"l·~l

imaie in

this beca:ne a way of reflectin:; on herself,

p~rspective,

And

good; with enerwr an:l conviction she said.:
:.~ere

Indeed, if I

time.

~ood

11

~l!.ae.t

image, she found, was pretty

Ifeel I could do anytiing.n

to articulate a second.

it would be positiveness.
was e;eneraD.s-

th~t

mail~

them in Liz 1 s ex;erience

she h(;id learned about herself and

- even in bec-.mins,

~ware

othe~'S

of race problems for the first

B'.f contrast, her :;resent job was revealinc; some of the nastier, pettier

sides of .f'ecple: "In an office you have to WC;itch out and keep your mout.i-]. shut
there are so mah;r fights and pers.:>nali t:,· clashes. rr
that sne

thou~ht

in the office,

11

she had become friends with the fifteen

you can't

alwa~.:s

cou::;le of books I h::ad boUQl1t on
they (the bookz) were

.

.

.

)

..t'~obd,

c::;on~ .u

trust pecple.

tn.:f

in spite of
ct~er

t.~e

fact

woilien who NOrk

I had left m,;. purse and a

desk durine,; lunch huu.:-; when I came back

-···

For Liz, the classroom component of the. C.I.?. h~d been interestin~
ani memorable.

She remembered the day ::: had broUiht my baby

class; leadin.:; 't.1e group in·th.e group exercises;
students from other schools; ona of
arb~in~;

in.

~1a

the visits from the deaf; and

0

l

~~e

~~e

tryin~

us relro::ed. u
afr~id

".He didn't

class projects she

11

to show he was better
n~g

the visits· with C.I.P.

wantin~

In fact, Liz was unique in actually

students, not

h~d

ne

He r,ras on the same level
~~an

they were -

~:~t

~s

made

us about trivia" , which meant II'..Je ueren' t
~oin~

treated us like Grade XII students, not like

which made us act that way."

handed

more class time.

- we could be ourselves and speak out because we weren't

get in trouble.

to

C.I.P. girls (Kelly) frequently

How did she rea1embar the C,I .F. teacl1er?
~

da~hter

to

Grad~

r('s,

;..nd 1 finally, "he always seemad to act on im-

pulse, but he a.lWaj.-S l1ad a reason; no matter r,rhat
got a lessen out of it; he was S:r:la.rt 11

-

"

't-Ie

did or said, he al'tra:t·s

we never knew v:hat was goin6 to

hapf;en in class. ani t..'lat keF-t us com±ng .u
w11at do Liz's test results s:1ow?
gre~test
gror~t.~

Firstly, her

;:ohlber~

l·::;s showed th-:

i:'lcre.:;;se(2.53 to 287); it was eVidently a yaa..r of intellectual

for her.

secondly, her

e~q::erieoce

had. certe:.inly

view of human nature: Trustw\:>rthiness: -4 tu+22;
Independence: +6 to

-J;

aationality: +10 to +14•

~iven

Altrui~m:

her a positive

+4 to +16;

s~nin6 these scores, her

evaluation of hu.rn:.J.n n:ature l;{ent from +16 to +49(out' of a fOSsible 168).
On the California

Psych-..~lo..;ical

gro~-:th, es~eci;;:.lly

on~

Inventor,>•

in the <lrea of Task

t~1are

Compe.:t~nce(no

standard daviation, and Tolerance moro t!1an

is almost axactly tlla adult norm.

are imprassive signs of

t~-:o).

ir:crease less

t~1an

Her Social Comp.::.tence

Only in the areas of E:;:otional

c~mpetence

is she still low, al thou,:rh her sens 3 of

·~.rell

Being shol-TS a significant

increase •. The total pictu.:-e is one of a socially mat•.!re woman, respcndint::;
to challenging tasks with enthusiasm and ability, but still
emotionally imnature(her own
something of

staten;.~mt

h~r s~lf-und~rstan~~ng)

ab\Jut bsin;;;

11

some~·r:'la t

too emotional" raveals

•

•
Karen
At the be6inning of t:1e year Karen struck me as a brunetta.

version

of the silly blonde, her m£:.nner ard a:t:pearance recalling Gloria F.nzel
(Geore;ette) en the Kary Tyler !(core s:1ow.

t·;hen t;.'le class elected her as

its students• council ret:resenta tive, I thoue;ht t:-..ey t.;ere makinc£;; a cyr.ical
comment about the council, and was almost inclined to sug£est
should take
But this

~,e

they

election more seriously and vote again.

~s

a

stri~<ing

be entirly misleading,
a great deal

~~~t

durin~ ~~e

adults and to ,;rcups.

example of hol.r some first impressions can

altho~h

it must also be said t!1:::.t Karen c:1anE;ed

year, at laast in her presentation of herself to
This was lare;ely b:::cause of her

relations~:ip

w'ith

her special educ..ation students a:1d especially with her sup:;;r"Visor, an
excellent
soon,

youn~ te~chzr

with whom she had a remarkable rapport and, quite

frienda~ipa

I: '(Jhc::t did y0u talk about with

}~ari;;?

K: An,yt:1ing. It ,.;as like fr0m, ;youknmv, fro:n the C. I.F. cou-:-::e to
working ~'i ~, ths kids, to ••• su.::l took me up to her golf club once,
an:l. she tt;as in t:1is fashi.;n show; an:! one of the ot:.'l.er tc::;.ch;;rs
the~·e picke::i me up, .;;n:l ~re Hent t:1era for '".l1e day, arrl ;.w ::;oci8lized
an:l I't•l in around ·..n.t.~ all llic.se elite ••. G\Jlfa!'s, vr r,.,rhatev-:r, c:.nd
presidents of tha C. B.C. and ~ll that; and it w:..s like a Whvle •••
from t;le v;.~·y h1sic ~ven to her life.

167.

They were such an excellent team that I asked them to
of special education teachers on

~1e

use of

r~gh

~eak

at a conference

school students as

teachin~

assistants.
Karen's experience in st:e=ial eci'.::.cation e;ave her a callin.;;.
YJI Karen had wanted to turn her
parents had Hante:i her to do

creat~vity

somethin~

Until Grade

into an art career, but her

res:t;.ectable.

an inner turmuil, but was also in constant cor.flict

raren was not on:y in
~d t:1 ~1.er

:~ow

parents.

she has returned to Grade AII: ane is going to university to become a
special education teacher:
I think it 1 s (~1s C.I.P.) t:1e best thine; that ever hat:pened to me
because finally it gave me scmet ~inc; that I t:1oui:ht - not tha't I
know, because I don't n3lly knew, I b~Gss -but ~1at I thir-~ I war.t
to do for ~~e rest of my life.
Not only did t:1a conflict at home disappear, but :iCaz:-a:n had t:ound a
socially useful outl=t for her creativity: she 1 d say to fellow students
who were net in the C.I.P.,
Hey, look, you guys are sitting in school and I'm out doin6
you kno~·:, t.l:"u t is useful, actually.
And her

mo~1~r n~ticed

how happy

~~e

somethir.~,

had bacome:

I kno'~ my mot.'1.er(noticed it): :i.ike sne•d, w:·!en s."letd talk to nsr
friends, she'd i.O 11 Ch. I:dren's doing bre;t; she's so h.:i.F-PY ':~'ith
school, and satisfied and all t.hat 11 • And you know, she coul:i tell
that.
actu~l

\·Jhat did she remember about her

work experience?

11

It was al•.;ays

different; you'd come out feelint; great, and you'd con:e to school anJ
yourself a lit Ue bit. 11

But most of all, she re;:ne::-;bersd "'l'he fun of it."

I: ,,Vhat do you :nr:>an by "til.<: fun o! it"?

el

a~ply

Can you give me an e:r.&a:ple7

K: O.K. One time w:1en I fir::;t str,rted thare, it '"as around :·!<:.llo;,~en,
arx:l I h:..d tho class for the a.t:tel'noon - re.11em~:- whcn I made candy

..

apples wi U:. t:1e m? - and t:1ey just ••• they had a ball, and it was
just so ~r~at to sae ~1~se ~lds, you kno~, actually doing so~e
think,; s.Jd really having fun doing; it, .:,'ou imow, <>rd it ~..zas, like,
d:..fferent ••• r 5 ucss it all connects: it ·,;as o.n alternative to
school b.::cause t:1:;y :Jere la.::..rning, in a lot of ""<VSi you can
spread out ir,to, you K:no"', ~::_J· ;.,rere E;et t.in<.; c.lot4; t..:i. th other
peo!?le an::i that 1 s 5 till learr.ing. And that I 5 ~ust what I was
doine- an alternative ••••

• K: A little bit tr.ore about kids ; and also the fact that they ~•ere ,
you k:no1-1, from the lew inc::Jtne and t~1:..:. t - it cha!1f:ed frO!:l like a
shunn~ng of ti1em and then to a ~ity of them and then to an understanding of t:1e.r., th.o t t:."ley 1 re ju.s.t like an;yone el.;;e ••••

I:

~1h·:..t

did y·,:m learn fro::a

i:~arin

K: Patience. trnd.arstand.in:;. ;:-ou\ · kno;,r, just bein,;; able to relate to
the kids ••• I ccul:'. &it and •••
I coul:i watch, you kno11, au:i I
did a lot of watchin:;;, ar.::i you kno;..;, .1·ou 1 d .sort of pick it up ard
you • d try it yourself, you knm·i, and. it would work ••••

But the richest source of lea=nin0 had been in the relationships -z,"i th
adults, even when these had not been ver-J personal:

I reall,;; liksd the fact t:1.a t I could go in the staffroom an:i ach:.ally
socialize v....:_ t:1 all t~1ese, ,/OU imo~.,, older ty..t)t3 people, ar.d ::: >vas ju3t
One Of t.~e::n 1 YOU knmv t S. 1.:;. t tle Oi t ,Y0tlnC:e:' I bUtt ,YOU kTI0\1 1 tl16.J~ Q.idn It
really distinguis:1u1e ~"lat,..ray; c..nd., you know, it was ;;ood tecause I
learnt3d to talk UJ;:- to t;rownups ••• and it -;..ra s like, : •r.1 still youn~ but
I'm treated :.;.ike an adult an:i til.2t was a :..:cd thin,:;, because ;you don•t
really .r;et t.:;.:: t cnance - you :ion 1 t bet it at school, ~rou don 1 t .;;et it
at ho:ne, becau.s9, you km:rr..r, to your ;:c.r;;.nts you're still, you kno-vr,
their child. so ~.hat part of it was ~ood.
About
was,

11

t~1e

classroom coo-rt=onent .r..aren was a.mbi.;uous.

.Frvm the in-sch::,ol J;:i:.i.rt I didn • t learn a

p..:rception

b~carr.~

I: :·1hat was
K: You are

mor-3

~.Lr.
~-1ha t

com~;:lsx,

t.~inr:;

Ser first

•••• u

sut later her

as did her definition of learning:

Corb.3tt like as a taacller?
a teacht.!r sho'J.ld b..;.

co~r.m~nt

X: Civi ng kids a chance to do somet!'-.ine different, you know,
trustin·~· then., and like, not sa.:,-in~ ,"O.K., the bell rings at
9 o•clo~k; yO;J 1 Ve got tote in hEre; sit dat-m at JOur desks;
h.:we your books open, ard all that. rou knm.r, you c:;i ve us
tha chan<.:e to r.:a%e up our o•;.m n:ind abo,lt wh~t we want to co,
whether we w""-nt to come •••• It's .....:ut yc.:u(i.e. the stu.d.er.t)
want to do ani it ·.-1as likE- t:-..at for t.1.,:; whole ye,~r. ·?nat was
your famous line: :·ihat do you think? ••• ;..nd it was good. It
was good for the kids because, i;ee, t~1is f~· really cares
about wh.:. t I ti1ink of, .::.'ou !mow. • ••
;-Jhen I :t:ointed out the contradiction bet-;.;een t."lis stats-..•e:nt and
didn't learn a tr.ing", Karen explored her

o~~n

the one hand, she wished we had studie:i the F-f::,·cholce,"ical and
6vvernin~

tehaviour(a.s

sh~ h~,d

" because she had. become an excellent teacher
never told her a rule to follow.
teacher, ce:-ta:.nly

shared.

on

sociolo.;ical

in t.'le Grade XI }Ian in Society c . :-:l:'~e),

while on the othe:r har.d she realized tn.::. t s!:.e didn 1 t ne€.d

e

I

a·.nbivalence about content

learning and this more social learnine;;, wit.""lout ever r;solv:i.n.;; it.

rules

11

~ust

11

all that crap n ,

by watching M&rg, v.rho hEd

It is an ambivalence that I, as the

'I'i.1e trcuble all of us in school, whether

teachere or stud.::nts, h:::.ve in tryin;;; to fit experiences
been good, know have made us .;.-ro-vr, to the

trad~

~.;e

know have

tional u:cdel of acade.nic

knowledf:e, of a body of knoivled.;e mastered, is evident in Karen's
recollaction of
broU&ht

~

~1e

only class sne could

re~e~c~r

in detail, the day I

baby dall6hter to class.

I: Did you learn anythln.; fro.:::. th:;;t 7
K: Yeah. !\O·J ••• not reall.,y le:~u-nin.;, but no·.;, ;.;hen I think back on
it, it was good, because it was tak:int,; til.:~.t stap tovrards your
personal lifa •••
And it was that step, both in t.'1.e classroom an.:! at her a..;ancy, which

-.

Xaren ha:i fcur:d as t.i1a essential value of her e;q:erience.

:....

"~
:;

-;

.Karen's test data, except for the Ko.hloorg test, also snow-

h~~n ~ture b~comes

individual scales as

f>Jllo~-Is:

more posittve (+32 to +52), with the

Trust•,Jort.'liness: +9 to +1); Altruism: +15

to +15; !,nde;t.endence: +1 to +2; and

+7 to +22.
great

:~aren' s

improve:~~ent

California

in

J:'as~

in

On the fhiloscphy of ;:ur..a.n 1'•aure test, her

this rellect:.vc youne; woman.
evaluation of

~.:ro;..rth

Stren&~h

of ":Jill and Rationality:

Fsychvlo~ical 1nvcnt~r.t

Competence and

~ctional

zcvres ·Show-ed

Competence, four scales

invoh'ing increa;;es of ap;t:roximately two standard deviations touard the
.·

norm: as the inner turmoil is relieved, tilere.is a sfectacular release of
productivity.

In ~ocial Competence there is an increa::-;e in Sociability,

but socialization is still low, a fact which may be

e

impulsive and creative

te.mpera.nent(lo~,J

ex~lained

scores on this scale

by her

~1avii"'_g

been

shown to correlate t~-ith creativity in wri t.inc; arrl art. in both of •..;hich
~aren

was outstanding).

Ron
Ron was an

extraordin~rily r,J'ithdra~·m

individual, not doing well in

school( more t:1roush laok oC effort t.h.:.n lack of abili tj'), lavide:1t.ly

~~:::-

fused about ;·Iha t to do with his life, but ca,::able of t;re.:;. t inder:ender..ce.
I had

t~o

indications of

~•is indef~ndence

Firstly, early in the year v.ilcn
as to l.hy so many

~irls

had taken its tho

1.Jne

in social wuri<,

~hich

took

t.'l~

~

and of hidden resources,

disc.J.ssion arose in

C.I •.f'. class

course, I asked t:1e t•,Jo bo;y·s why they

tvok ti1e traditicn.:.U line
was for

t~1e

wv~en,

but only in

t~.lt
't;.l~

he wasn't inte:rest.;d.
courts; ;ton said he
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was intereste1 in soc!.cl work, es1=ecially helping th.; ment::1lly ill, ard.
didn• t care -..r:1at

peo~_.le thou~t.

Secondly, for his final project ?.on

chose to s;end a few dccy-s alene in a rubbydub area of the city core,
intervie•Nin~
tryin~

dru~~

and

Fhotoira~hin~

tr;nsient drunks in

to t;et inside their lives.

~~eir

envircnr.ent,

It was an extraordinarily brave (one

drilled an empty bottle at his

ha~d w~ic~

he managed to duck just
fas~inatin~

in time) an:i lonel:,· task, the result of w"hich was a
w:uch was passsd arcn.:.nd au:ong the stu.:ients after I

h~d tn.lrk~d

report

and

returned it.
FJy the end of t~e year I felt I still didn't knmt rr.u~:1 about F.:m,

except

e

~~e

revelation of surprising internal resources

rel.::xed air in

class,alt~o'Ui.:h

ar~

a

he still partici,t::ated little).

s~1~what

reore

NY interview

'With P.on reveale:::l little more' except his mm feelinc; that his major

problem was his o-w'!l social ar..xiety
great deal

durin~

&.""!d

th<:i. t he had improved in this a

C1e year - he found it easier to t<lk to adults and

had made goo:::l friends

t.~.::. t

year.

For F.on, t::e classroom had been a very

inlp0rt4nt aspect of the course, in ti:12.t it i:'..ad t;iven
threatenin~

~e

~1im

a receptive, non-

environment in which he could listen to othars reveal them-

selves wi t~.~.uut ever be in~ :'arced to part.1 cipate himself:
I found I can m.;;ybe not talk - you FrOb<:ibly still ti1ink I' :n the
same, I con 1 t kno\..r - but lik·~ to diffe.rent kir.:s I can talk better
and I've t,;ot a f:::.:z ccusins •n th problems and I can r~all~: sit
down ancl. talk 'ifrl t:.1 tl~em. ..l.nd 1t • s . more or 1..::~::) just beint;; more
open and not so cold towar:.l ot:1~r people, b,:cau:.e it 11:as mu~tl.y
froln thilt class, I thin;.: (Ruc. ~-1.1d ~lr,:,ad.y r.:f ct'rad to ti.~euw<.:..:-;nt::-:. 11
a.'"'ld 11 opennc:ss 11 of th;::.o C.I.~;. cLJ.ss). It ju.st. Sdl?r.;s t.1;..1... y;:;u•r,;,
(i.e. Ron . is) tnor& open and t1.;1 t, yQU 1 .r~ nvt such .::1 snob as I
used to be, &nd th.::.t. And I can talk tc p..:.-or-lt: no'.Ji I'm not as
nervous as I usr:-d tv be. l'bat• s a';.:..;,ut it, r..::...lly.
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.Ron's

t.;;~t

.

s~1vvT

scores

Tht..ra was no ch:..:n,;;e on

t~1e

less ch1nge

t~um

l,_ohlbart; score..

thos<: of any or the .;;irls.
AS with mo:. t tn.iles • r:on' s

evaluation of human n.::ture was- lower than the

~irls•,

ani decre.::sed

durin6 ti:le year, a;ainly in the sense of man's altruism( Trustworthiness

-J

to

-5;

Altruism: +2 to -10; Independence: 0 to

+5;

Strenbth of

and Rationality:+29 ta+2J; general evaluation of human

n~tu~e:

~ill

+28 to +1)).

In the area of p,:.r sonali ty. aon sr.ows lit Ue chan;;:e in raek or ;:;ocial
Competence(altho~h tl;.e::-e is an increase of Sociabilit,:.;, on ~mich .Li.on:.

had com.nented).

In the area of sootional Competence there is an increase

in the Sense of \..fell Eeing(an almost universal increase a..11cng; C.I.F.
students), but a dacrease on

~1e

Good Impression

scale(no~

his lowest)

indicatin6 an even greater insistence on an individualized,

nonconforrr~n~

presentation of self.

Cindy
Cindy was undoubtedly the most complex per.;;onali ty in the group, the One.

about wh>m the more I knew tl1e less I understood.

From having taught Cindy

the previous year I understood only' two thin.;;s about her: she almost neversaid azytbing in class and she
~~e

class.

al~ost

always received tbe hibhest

As I learned more about her in

her in terms of one word: contradictic,n.

~~a

c.r.P.,

She was

I

hi~ly,

ca~e

mar~s

in

to think of

almo.st

ri~idl,y

moral, yet in h:r behaviour(sex, ci..rou;:;s, etc,) ad!l'.itted that she .:1ad had an
attitude of

n anythi Il(.;

e;oe s. 11

She said she liked school, but had had an

"attendance rroblerr.• since Grade VII.

1n

t~rms

of the C.I.f. class sessions,

17)•

.,

e1

she

)

'.i

wisr.~E:d.

.

.·

there had been more structure and. academic content( 11 Uke :

reilly like maths 11 ) , but also

11

clo~'.

I would like to have seen us get

The year past had been ona of e;reat improvement in Cindy• s life.
Y.uch of

~~is

had

no~~inb

to do with the

c.r.P.(e~.

the sexual and drUJ ex:r;erimentatiQ"l and. to become

·the C.I.F. did have scme positive effect.
me \olhat I want to do 11 , which, as for

-;ncra moral").

In the first place,

~Caren

and several

class, is to becoma a teacher( either ele::nentar-.r
school rna ths) •

11

the decision to

s~ecial

oth~r

~~e

Ec-;.::e-:-,r,
11

It s::.:-..ed

c[irls

i~-

:.l:le

educ<:.tion or :::...;h

Also, like Karen and several oth,;;rs, she had had a &-;::i

relationship wit.~ he-r supervis!n~;; teach~r: "I· v1ouldn' t &o to her td 1::2:. .:::;r
problems or anythinc;

but we•d talk about vr:ut we did on the weekend, :mi

she 1 d talk about her family.• .As a result of Cindy's settlin~ down
improve~ent

her

in home life: no

n~ther ~nd

lo~e~was ~~ere

the continual

W.:.!. a."l

fightin~ ~-~

the frequent tears.

It is evident ti.'lli. t in Cindy we face deep personal conflicts ·..:hie!:: :-::
school prozrum is going to do much to cr30be•
show sorr.e char16e.
tests the

ch~~es

However,

~~e

test

sco~

on the Zohlber~ and t.'-le Fhi.J.osopr.y of Ewr.=:.n i:•ature
are

sli~ht,

but on the

there are respectable imJ;rovemznts in

C~fcrnia Fsycholo~ical Inv~~ry

So~i~l Co~~etence

and Task

Cc~:;z=ce

(Cindy has the highest Intellectual Efficiency score in the cla ss).

.::e

is ,however, still low in Emotional Cor.r.,:etence, al tho~h the alarmingly ::..::..
score on

~~e

Sense of well Being has been reduced.

'l'fi.

'*'

.

Y.elly.
Kelly was an attractive

~irl

vJho ca:re to t:1e C.I.P. c-rith her

persondi ty quite fully developed.
ste3d,y'

Unlike t..'-1e other girls, she had a

boyfriend ;,(10 was ol.:ier and ov..ned a car, and this tended to

isolate her soci.s.ll:;· to a certain
charact.:ristic was her

extent~

ar~umentativeness,

Fer'haps ner most

m~mcrable

at least witn her peers, since

with adults, eSf9Cially adult~ in authority, she tenied to assume an air
of sweet agreeableness.
Kelly believed t..'-lat the effect of t.'-1e c.r.F. had been that"I matured

!n ray mind, i!' you know what I mean; I baian to see
what life was about. 11
angered at,

t~e

;.rh.~·.t

school <las about,

::elly had begun to understand, an=. sometimes be

patterns of social influence and political power in

t.~e

running of people's lives.
I; toJhat did you learn about in the C.I.? .1

K: I learned aocut TESOL(Teaching English to

Spcake~s of Otl~er Langua~es)
and ho~ it~ run, Qnd about schools and how ~~ey'r9 r~n, staffing anj
that type of thing and •••

I: Who did you

le~rn

tha. t fram7

the teachers durin~ their
coffeebreak and h.:;arinb them talk a lot of kin-:ls of t::in::;s, you
know, and, I ~~ass, just learning ~hut a taa~~er's job is real~
llke. .And t!"'.at• s wnat i.mf::ressed •r.e, and I reall_y· liked that.
And it -..:asn' t all p:::.or..y - it was tru·!:, because they :.;ere just
actin.; themselve-s: this ~.;as t.."lem cut of t..~e classroom, their true
self, wh -'t they' r~ really like, eh? You g~t to tmetl the ta:,~cher
in a different -...ay •

K: Oh, just bein 0 in the ••• sitting

.Altho~h ~~cy

c!

t.~.z t~•emss

in

~~th

~:al~" s interview 1-·aral~el tl1e th<::n:ss we

have already obseNed, the relations wlth
supervisor(rt~hu

adult~,

t.~e

friend.ship with her

h:d i::slly and her boyfriend ever for sut>pz;r), :\ell:; wa:s the

1?5.

only student Hho even mentioned, ::;.et alone cave prime importance to,
an increased

understandin~

of the social scene,

heated interest in t:1e injustices in the
r~en,

had
with

w~om

to teach fvr the school
she was

w~rkin~

bo~d

es~ecially

system(S~e

taking a

had been 1-.ired, as

over tl1e summer; but the teacher

was not a TESOL teacher,.but a principal who

had pulled rank to wake more rr.oney ov:r t:.1e Sur:i!ler - ti1is, at leas-t., was
Kell,y•s perception of

it~).

All three tests support Kelly's view t."la t there was little che:.n&e i.n
her.

Doree
Doree was the student \olb.o h<:1d had mo.st t::·ouble \nth sch.:>ol, largely
because of

th~

overwhelwling prob!ams in her family life(her father was a
w~1o

drunk, an:: beat her, her mother, an..:! her youn;er brot::.<;;;r,
treated for-

t~ree

year:; by the Thistletot-m ?..e€ional Centre, w·::ich handl:=s
Fort~~ate 1 y,

emotionally disturbed adolescents).
t.~ previou~

had been

her parents had divorced

yec.r an:i the fa ti1er was no lone;er li vin;;;

·.n. th

t:1e:.1.

Al thoUih

there wece still a number of nd.nor family crises, :Ioree was able to irr.J:rove
considerabzy the attendance record
Doree•s long

e~erience

of

s~1e

fa~ly

had established in· previous years.
trouble

h~d,

of course, not left

untouched. ·She was socially rather rcuch .:..nO. blunt, an::
in the school.

h~d

h~r

fe'A friends

She was very inc:in~d to c!well on her own proble:t!S, not

in h.:r fa.nily, but

~roblems

in her

relationsh~

ps with pe:=rs or her ac.,;enc,r

supervisors; indeed, the lo.rc,;e majority of the C.I.F. classes be~.,;;.n

with
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Doree

describin~

direct~

to

.

hsr problems,

~e rathe~ t~cn

The major

c.chisvem~nt

al~1ou~h sr~ usual~

tried to ;;eak

to the whole class.
of the C.I.P. in Doree•s case, apart :rcr;, some

sociu refir.eujent, •...r:.:1s i,;ivine; her a sc:nse of pride in herself.
to say, Doree • s marks had never been high.
was earnin<.3:

m~ks

in the

she had receivel all
was ,practically

h~r

burstin~;

s~venties·.

i.·or..r, for t..'-le first

N.:::f.dless
~r.;

she

sc~1c:l, ~;:.e.n

In t:.1e last week of

final mar.ks, she was so proud and

pls~sed

she

I could harily ,tet her out of r:ny reo::, s!.e so

wanted to ex,I:ress her pleasure, and the .fact
lTiY head t-vh.en I cc:r.e back in the schcol. 11

t~1at

nr

won 1 t ha·vs to :.anc;;

As with Cl.::.ra in tl:s

.:'ir~

year• s class( see a.oove p. 1.57) • the school and the stu:ient had :our.:; a
way in ::hich each could g-ive the other

~atisfaction.

Doree1 s test sco:-as sC..ow little cha.nie.

sllghUy (280 to 292), and
~owest

h~r

in t:1e clas£, decreased

Inver.tor.f Doree 1 s scores

estimate of human natUI"e, alrea:;- t:-.':
sll~htJ.s'.

chan~ad

11 ttle.

On the California Fs;:-:::.,;;1-.;ical
S.he began -;oJi th the l:·..;st 3Cores

on Task Co::nretenc:-J and changed :1s.rdly at all.
Competence scores
Doree is

sho~·red

no imp:-ove·,nant.

sociable, but her ver-.1

egotis:n, manipulative behavionr
defense

~~ainst

The ::ohlbarg inc:-5.azec

hi~)1

t~. . .ard

Eer u.nifor!r.ly L-.. :::m:.-:.ional

!n t:.1s area of

soci~

.: om;r::tence,

Self-.Accaptance score" ::-,::.ge~s
others, ani even narciss:...=:::::1 a':. a

U."'lCCnscious feelini.'s of self-rejection;n

4

this ::.:s :._..,

with the lo•Jl socialization score, sut;e;;e:ting anti-social, anomi: terr:enc:es •

.

'

.

"
swmn~ry

On the pre-test .tnea.sures ther;:, were, with one exception, no significant
differences between students in the experimental and ccmp·...rison groups,
the exception beinb the value the first ycar•s C.I.P. students pl;3ced on
1~~tever

independence.

tO

stuci~nts

motivated the C.!.P.

ta~e

tiLe

pro~T~~.

wru.tever distint;uishes th.s:n from other Grade !II stuients, it was not a
predeter.nined commitment based on ar.y of the aspects of values or persom.li ty
whic:1 Icy tests measurell.
.·~

The data frorr.. the

st·..::.~ents

t."leir strongest mt::.vation, in S.:::l:na cases their
~;as

cases just part of it,

ten::i to suggest t:1at

w~·10le motiv~tion,

in some

in gettinb a-way frcm t!:.e routine of the classroom.

On the values In;a.T"J.res used in the first year the post-test !'esul ts shew
onzy small,

nonsi~nificant

C.I.P. students• Social
raalistic

vie~,;

of the
t.~e

greater belief in
problems.

The value

R~sponsibility

complexit~-

place of

achieve a

ca··tain ptterns e::r.c.rte.

scores decrease, implyinb a more

~overnmental

i.iiencies in solvinb

placed on independence b.Y

:nt~lerance

of

t~am

~~bi~ity

~:e

c.:.?.

s~cial

students is re-

membership and even leadership.

are

un~ffact~d,

but

t.~e

C.I.f. girls

more positive vi:;w of human nat·.lre, as well as soms incre<:l.se in
<

'

the level of moral

reasonin~.

The most impressive gains by
test used durine the second year.

t~1e

C. I .P. st·11dents were on th& person.s.li ty

~·lhere:as

the contr;;l

~r.;Ju~

showed no

change, the C.I.P. stu:lents register..:d sie;nificant cains in all
measured, social,

II

:'he

of soh·in;:; social proble:ns, or perha;:s a

placed by an emphasis on values of
Dogmatlsm and

:-ia~,:evar.

changes.

__,

~.::otional,

and '1'ask Comp;>tence.

~..lhile t~·J.s

___________.,........ _______
.,..,.

thre~ ~reas

c:!c:es suggest

1~.

" .
an i:ncrease::l ability to put their values to work in t:1eir lives{increase· on the
Sociab~.li

t:r

sc~le)

as well as an incre.;.:.s<:::d sccial sensi tivit~- and empathy,

both elements wf values education ,as d:.scussed in Chapter .3, t:le main
result is a a:ore complex un:i::.rstanding of the pt;.rscnal and social maturity
rep:eated in earlier
.A,nalysis of
s~ests

r~search

on the cvurse •

intr~roup diffei~ences

in t.'-le C.I.P. class the first year

t 1l:.t previous volunteer e::;q:erienc'e c.nd the t:,rpe

which the student se:-ves, can li.ave izr:portant effects.

of

agency in

Those w:i th r:revious

volunteer tend.>:.•d to achieve more positive results; experience as a
teachinE,:; assistar.t ;.ri th r:onnal or retarded -chilci.ren ;:.rod.uced results rr:ore
obviously

relev~nt

recre~tion ~roups

to corr.--nltment to social se17Vice
at tne

th~n

did

leadershi~

of

1r.~A.

FimJ.ly, from case st1.1dies of six students in eac:1 y:;;:.r of the j;:roe;r.:.:m
t ..ro main t:.>3mes e::rleried.

personal proble::ms
these

stt.:.der~t.s

even

o:~•Ond

th~y

d.r<::.~1

'J.J'::ic~l

Some students seek out the
have genE!rally

do not seem to be

~i ven

es~ecially

~rogram

t:1.e:a: a poor

tecause o::

sc~ool

record -

helped by tha C.I.P.

student;: of simih.r abili t.{ a.r:d pas ...

scno~l ;erf~..:rt~nce,

what

f'rom their e:i:r,:erience of the C.I.F. is encr=.o·.lsly div.::rse: each

.

can find in t:1e exr..erience so,r.et:1..:..n,;- •..Jhich resccmd.s
to :us o-w-n ne.ads and
.

e.:q:erience >Jas t:1e irn.;.;ortance of e:stabli.shin;; a w..;rkin£ and. someti:nes
friendly relat:!..onsbip ,.zi th an

~Jult, an~·l

bd:!..nc.; acceFted :iS mer.;

t~1;..n

a child.
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1. A parallel study I cond.ucted. with Gr:.:;.de :t:: ::::tudents in L1is school sho.~·ed
n:or·e ch:::nze in the sa:r.e ten-r.1onth !hr: ud, ·even thou~h they ·,;ere only one
year yc'..lnc_;er Uktn the C.I.f. st>..1d.ant..:::. Si:r.iL. rly, males shcwe::i even

€reater chan,;:e th-?.n f<:)r.:ales.
2.

~:arr!.scn

G.

Gouc:~.

11

Grad·J.ation as

i·ra~:.ctad

from tl"..e California

Fsyc:.~olo~ic.:al Invent.;rytt, (Ps/cholo~y in the '"'c'::cvls,

3. 1966),

208-216.

3 ~ The six core inttJrview questions t..J"ere:
(1)

:rm.;

(2)

~inat

are j'CU fi.nd.:.ne:; school th:..s year?
are= your plans for next yes:- and after?
(3) Tell me a'ocut ;y·our :::xpa:::-ience of the C. I .P. Tell m•.:l '-Ihatevc.r you
remember, ~h~tevar comes to 1nind about ~~~ course.
(4) I}o ycu see yourself as ha.vin.;; been c£1Enred by your
involve:nent in the C.:;:: .F., or 1-;as there no real chanf;e?
{5) How do you feel now about tr1G sort of t~ing we did in class?
This is an awk."tva!"'d q'..l:st::on for rr.e to be askinc_; ycu, so .I will
put it in as objective a fC!"'JT; as ;;ossible and you pretend you•re
talkine; to a friend or to your parents, ...-.10 h-::~.ve asked ;,·ou: ~·!hat
was z.:r. Corbett like as a t.eacl1.er of t.~e r·ro;;.ra.rn? :-:oH 1vculd you
comp~re ho:.; you felt about him an:i hor,r yo~ felt abcut your a~:ency
supe.::'Vi sori
(6) Did ~·ou have ar.y cvnflicts <ii "t::'l t~1~ i:i-":rrd.nistr.:. tion l;;.st ye"-!r
bacause of bein~ in t:.~e ::;roi_;'r"'-;r.? Jid ar:y vf ,:;cur .:;.r:Len:.is o:::acqua:ints.ccas ,:_'J.estion ,,-ou a.ccut it, or ..::ive ycu a har::. time for
bain.;; out of sci1ool so much?
4. E. G. Cou.;>., ''An j nteq::reter 1 s sylla~:'-ls for t~:.e CaEfcrnia ;·s/cl1ol·.>:c:ical
Inventor.:/ 11 in A:lvar:.ces in i's. cr;~·l·:::. :.(.;a~ As::.:ss,r.::mt Vol. ! , p. 64.
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CHAPTER

7

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

summar,y and Interpretation of Findings
The Community Involvement Program is a broadly concei·ted program, leaving
much room to the individual teacher to adapt it to local conditions and personal
beliefs.

In the first year of the program I taught it very_ much in accordance

with the theory outlined in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
~

MY central al.m was to lead

students to a commitment to the solution of social problems.

To achieve this

aim the service component would not be sufficient; along with service was
for skills and for a knowledge of principles to guide one's commitment.

~~e

need

The skills

I felt were necessary were interpersonal skills, especially helping skills and
group process skills, and research skills, so that tile students could become familiar
with background information on tileir
problems, as well as witil problems
volved.

o~~

area of interest in the field of social

b~yond

those with which they were directly in-

To have them focus on mo:-al principles I used same written materials ( eg.

Eisenberg and Levin• s Dilemma series), but dwelt mostly on a consideration of wha.t
social needs and social rights should be acknowledged, as well as dilemnas arising
in their

o~vn

agencies.

The

st~dents

also tried to solve a small social problem.

The focus of my research in the first year was on the impact of this program
on the moral development of the students.

The follo·wing are the nypotheses I had

developed:
1. The students will show a greater sense of social responsibility.
2. The students• .personal values w-ill be changed: gNater value will

be placed on social skills, self-control, creativity, intellectualism,

individual achievement, independence, and kindness.

J.

The students• level of dogmatism will

increase.

4. The students• image of man will tecome more pessimistic: man Will be
seen as unable to control his fate, as dependent on others, as simple
in nature and easy to understand, and as altruistic but untrustworthy.

5. The students will tend toward a higher· level of moral reasoning.
6. The students• intolerance of ambiguity will decrease.
None of these hypotheses was confirm;d with an acceptable level of statistical
significance (p less than .05).

There were, for example, no changes in level of

dogmatism or in intolerance of ambiguity.
worthy of comment.

Ro~ever,

a

nun~er

of small chaLges are

The Community Involvement students' score on the Social Respon-

sibility Scale actually decreased. What is to be made of this unexpect.ed finding?
Comparing the scores on this scale of those who had had pre,nous volunteer experience
and those who had not, it was found that the

me~

score of the former did not change

whereas the mean score of the latter began higher and ended lower than the mean of
those with previous experience.

It appears that experience tempers the idealism

of the inexperienced; if this interpretation is correct, it explains why the group
with no direct experience of social problems maintained its scores 1

-r.rh~!"""'!:.IS

the

scores for the two groups which had become involved with social problems (one through
reading, the other directly) dropped.
Although there were no statistically significant differences on the Personal
Values ocales, the relative weighti~~ oi the values of the Community Invclvem2nt
students sho>-IS somr= changes in the predicted direction.

V.'hen the students entered

the program, the value they placed on independence was significantly greater than
in the other groups.

After their experience in social

s~rvice

agencies, this

lll(...........nar.a~•rww,ar...................n•.wwnwrwwwwwwn.------------------------------------
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e

difference has disappeared.

That this should be interpreted as indicating that

the students now value cooperative team membership and even leadership is supported
b,y

the increased value the students place on Social Skills, status, and Loyalty.

EVen though many of the students entered the Community Involvement frogram to
escape their dependency on school, they seem to
values, or at least show.the beginnings of

su~~

hav~

become scripted into agency

a process.

In terms of their picture of human nature, the Corr.munity Involvement students
were changed least of the three groups.

MY fears about increasing students• pessimisr

seem to have been unwarranted: indeed, comparing the scores of the females in the
various groups, the Community Involvement females begin with and maintain a more
positive image of man

tr~n

the females in the other groups.

Finally, although the results from the Kohlberg test were very incomplete,
there was same indication that the

co~ity

greater increase in moral reasonir.g than

~~e

Involvement students showed a slightly
students in the comparison groups.

It would seem, then, that some favorable effects have been pro:iuced by the
students• ex-r::erience of the Comm'Jll:lty Invohrem::nt Program.

Furthermore, e4ch of

these effects. the increased realism in social 1·esponsibilit:;r, tl:e increased value
placed on social sh."'ills and team membership, the positive view of man's nature,
and the increase in moral maturity, relc.te to the centr.al goal of the
the

co~~tment

to the solution of social problems.

that relation deserves some explicati.on.

prf"\~ram,

However, the exact nature of

I would hinge that explication on tha

distinction between activists and constructivists. 1 Activists believe, like constructivists, in good works, bat hay3 rejected society•s

~jor

values

~nd

are

dedicated to protesting- and fighting against those aspects of soc) ety which violc.ta
their sense of justice, even to the point of civil disobedience.
not expeGt to be effective, but rather is
personal integrity and

~uthenticity,

motiv~ted

Their protest does

by a sense of maintaining

rejecting·especially dehumanizing technology
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authoritari~nism,

and centralism.

Constructivists, on the other hand, devote

themselves to volunteer work of social repair or restitution.

Unlike the activists,

they \dsh to effect social shange b,y working inside the existing social framework.
They h&ve no common ideology except concern for others, and consequently lack the
activists' fervour.

They are

11

task-oriented, do

no~

categorically reject authority,

and work in w~s that do not necessarily challenge the institutions of society. 112
The description of contructivists fits nicely ¥dth the decrease of idealism
and the social values which result from the Community Involvement Program: the
C.I.P. is best understood as schooling for constructivists.
In the second year of the Community Involvement
the nature of the program.

Progr~

partly, I was discouraged

~r

I decided to change

the lack of ·significant

results in the previous year's research; partly, I could see for myself and heard
from parents that the program was having great effects on the students• psychosocial development; and partly, I was dissatisfied by the lack of continuity
between the work experience and in-school components.

I decided that the students

should determine the curriculum; this would not only give them responsibility they
received teo infrequently either in school or in their agencies, but would, I hoped,
result in a tighter link between the two parts of the program.
about skills, especially interpersonal skills,

~inca

I was less concerned

I was conVinced most of the

students who volunteered for the course already possessed them, and needed only
specific instructions for particular, unusual situaticns. 3 I was concerned also
to

discard~

role of teacher (i.e. superior authority) and to make our relations

in the classroom more like the partnerships the students had with their agency
supervisors.
For the second yeP-r's researcr1 my primary interest was the
development of the students.

p~chosocial

However, I also retaitmd two tests from the previous

.I
year• s research.

MY" hypotheses were:

1. Stuients in the Community Involvement Program will show advances in

Emotional and Task Competence.
2. pre-test data will show that the students' environment has not been
fostering development in these areas.
). The students• philosophy of human nature will be positive both before
and after the course.

4. The students• level of moral reasoning will increase, although not greatly.
Even though the sample sizes were very small, Hypothesis 1 was confirmed at a
statistically significant level.

In those personality characteristics which

correlate with Emotional and Task Competence the Community Involvement students
moved significantly closer to the adult norm.

As well, on the socialization

scale, which measures social maturity, integrity, and rectitude, the st1ldents also
showed significant gains; this scale is

par~icularly

interesting in

rega~~

to the

Community Involvement students in that it has been shown to correlate with career
interests among high school girls, unselfish behaviour, and perceptiveness concerning
the needs and feelings of others.

4

The Commun:1 ty Involvement students• pre-test scores and the comparison group• s
scores on beth pre- and post-tests follow the same pattern; indeed,
also visible in Tai t• s research on

Gr~de

th~ ;~ttern

is

XII females in Australia and in Gough's

norm• s for the California Psychological Inventory.

Is this, then, an indicat:ion

that the incompetence (i.e .. poor mental health) of adolescents is nnatural 11 7 Are
we to accept thair dismayingly low

s~nse

of well-being and their

efficiency as part of a stage which they will pass through?

e

denies this.

Even though the Community

Involve~nt

l~ck

of intellectual

The evidence clearly

Program was only a relatively

small part of the lives of the participating students, it broke through the "natural"

pattern of frustration and waste.

It has shown that social conditions (relations

between adults and adolescents, the amount of involvement allowed to adolescents
in the adult world and its problems) can be transformed to promote adolescent
grO'.rth.
Neither of the remaining hypotheses was confirmed at a
cant level, but there were small changes in
vi~w

statistic~-

signifi-

the hypothesized direction. The student

of human nature began positive and became even more so on the post-test.

And

t.he: amount· o£ Stage 2· thinking evidenced in their moral reasoning decreased by over
40%.

Both of these results ccnfirm the slight changes noted in the first year•s

research.
Looking back over the whole study, it can be seen that the Community Involvemen
Program can produce dramatic growth in the females who volunteered for the course;
but as yet it does not seem to have been able to affect moral development in area5
related to

comu~tment

to the solution of social problems.

This leads us then to

a consideration of the limitations of the program and Sllggestions for further
research.
Firstly. the lack of significant moral development is probably due to a number
of causes.

But one which must be taken into account is the presence of conditions

which reward incons.istency •5 In the school the Community Involvement student ~r~as
tre,.ted as a dependent child; in the agencies most students were treated as young
adults, in need of special. instruction, but otherwise trusted and respected.
condtions inhibit development to higher stages of moral reasoning.

such

Future research

on the program must seek out ways to reduce such inconsistencies; hopefully

tr~s

mean finding ways to help high schools treat adolescents more as adults than as
children.

wil.
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secondly, one of the limitations on the generalizability of my data on
psychosocial development is that, because there were only two

~ales

in my sample,

I was forced to use only the females' .:-esults; and this has been true ever-.rwhere
th~t

the program has been tried - the vast majority of participants are female.

There has been some debate as to the source of this sexual bias in enrolment.
Dr. Usher, in the Etobicoke evaluation? rejects any simple explanation such as
sex stereotyping or role casting.

He points to eleven significant differences

(from greater interest in social and political

af~airs

to lower preference for a

linear mode of learning) between Community Involvement females and those in
comparison groups.

In short, the community Involvement Program is g.etting exactly

the kind of female it

~pected

and wanted: someone interested in social

arrl not interested in traditional modes of learning.

serv~ce

The question still remains,

however, as to why so few males enrolled, no matter what their interests.
question cannot be answered

~J

The

locking at the characteristics of the females in

tm program. but must be answered by looking at the males.

Of course, just because

there are so few, conclusions must be extremely tentative.

But the evidence from

my o-..-n experience .=.s clear.

Of the three males who were in my Community Involvement

Programs, each was ver,y sensitive to role

sterect>~ing.

Two vigorously dismissed

any suggestion that they might become involved in social work, which they

perceiv~

as 11 women• s work": one had come to work in the T.v. station, the other to work in
Court.

The third was such a loner that he simply rejected the stereotype, although

he was self-conscious about it.

( He was

inte~ested

in working in a psychiatric

hospital, which is not perceived as being as nfeminine" as. for example, a nursery
school.)

Such experiences are consistent across the province:· the pO\·Ier of sexual

stereotyping seems clearly at work.
enrolxrent patterns,

an~

Howe\:fer, whatever the explanation for present

point is clear: the course is perceived by the stud.ents and

by their parents as primarily a course for females.

FUture workers in this kind of

•

program must either accept this fact or seek ways to attract males.

It is doubtful

if the latter will be possible until wider conceptions of the male role have spread
throughout the society.
A third area for further research is the differing impact of various kinds of
agencieso

I found hints in

~

research that service roles in schools for the

retarded tended to have a different effect than leading a recreation group at the
Y.W.C.A. (Those in schools for the retarded decreased in dogmatism, became even
more positive than before about the nature of man, retained their higher moral
reasoning score, arrl showed in their own words an ideology of service to others.)
Do agencies tend to read students into their script?

Are there ways to fight this?

Do different roles and responsibilities within any given agency have different
effects?

How can one identify the characteristics of an agency or a given role

within that agency which would maxi."'li2;e its

gror~rth

potential for adolescents?

can suitable roles be found for the young outside the social service sector?
Finally~

an area requiring both conceptual and empirical work is the epistemology

of learning from experience.

What are tha actual processes involved in producing

the growth that has been observed in Community Involvement students?

differ in their potential for learning and growth?

no

expe:~ences

•..Jb.at charact:rlzes a good

experience? 1Nhat are the best methods for reflecting on that experience in the
classroom?

Until such time as these and similar questions are answered. programs

based on learning from experience will fail to realize t.heir full potential.
For the potential of the Community Involvement Program cannot be doubted.

The

adolescent, like Tantalus, lives in suspended animation, unable to connect with or
receive sustenance from the world around him.

e

The Community Involvement Program

releases him and shows him both how to be sustained by and to contribute to the world.
It provides a model for the social innovations needed to release existing potentials

....
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of canp::tence and commitment in the young and to cultivate their emergence
for the future o
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CHAPTER 7 -

FOOTNOTES

1. Block, J .H., Haan, N., and Smith, M.B. 11 Activism and Apathy in Contemporary
Adolescents" in Undt:rstanding Adolescence. J02ff.
2. Ibid., 316.

). At least one recent research study lends support to the idea that v:lunteers
a:re larg;ely self-selected in regard to social skills; giving them further
training is no more eff~ctive than giving them specific instructions about
dealing With a particular type of situation. (J. Rappaport et al., "Modelling,
Sensitivity Training, and Instruction: Implications for the Tral7iing of
College student Volunteers and for Outcome Research 11 , J. Consult. & Clin.
Ps.ych., ~· Feb. 1973, 99-107.)

4. See Footnote 12, P• 119.

5. T. Uckona, "Critical Issues in the Study of Moral Development and Behaviorn
in Moral Devt:!loprrent and Behavior. ed. T. Uckuna (Holt, Rinehart,

&

,<Jinston,

'1916), 26.
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190.
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